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Dynamic Coordination
of Supply Chains

Business-to-business exchanges have become a common form of procure-
ment due to their advantages regarding flexibility (such as the ability of
being able to quickly change business partners), although the mean pro-
curement prices are generally higher compared to long-term contracts. On
the other side, a lot of procurement managers still believe that long-term
relationships are the key in the procurement process partly due to cost sa-
vings. Two main conflicting opinions on the optimal type of relationship –
as it seems.

In this thesis, a portfolio approach for risk-hedging supply chains in
dynamic business environments is presented, where uncertainties are defi-
ned by value ranges in addition to target or mean values. This portfolio
approach combines the advantages of both relationship types – spot mar-
ket and long-term relationship – while avoiding influences of disadvantages.
This portfolio approach uses simulation techniques in order to find portfolio
and contract settings that coordinate supply chain partners and achieves
cost-optimal supply chain performance in dynamic business environments.
Furthermore, inventory is used as real option in an approach that is cal-
led speculative forward procurement. Speculative forward procurement is
shown to be advantageous for the overall performance of supply chains in
nearly all simulation settings.

The presented model is developed and evaluated using a real supply
chain process of the chemical processing industry. If procurement managers
use a portfolio approach and speculative forward procurement, it is shown
that cost savings of more than 10 % compared to only using the spot
market and about 5 % compared to the use of long-term relationships for
coordinating settings can be achieved.
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Dynamische Koordination
von Versorgungsketten

Elektronisch unterstützte zwischenbetriebliche Börsen sind eine beliebte
neue Form der Beschaffung aufgrund ihrer Flexibilität (z.B. durch ihre
Möglichkeit des schnelles Geschäftspartnerwechsels), obwohl die Durch-
schnittseinkaufpreise generell höher verglichen mit Preisen von langfristen
Verträgen sind. Andererseits setzen trotz dieses Trends viele Einkaufsleiter
auf langfristige Geschäftsbeziehungen, unter anderem aufgrund von Kos-
tenersparnissen.

In dieser Arbeit wird ein Portefeuille-Ansatz für risikosicherende Ver-
sorgungsketten in dynamischen Geschäftsumgebungen präsentiert, wo-
bei die Wertegrenzen von stochastischen Parametern zusätzlich zu Ziel-
oder Mittelwerten angegeben sind. Beschaffung in Form eines Porte-
feuilles vereint die Vorteile beider Ansätze – Spotmarkt und lang-
fristige Geschäftsbeziehungen – unter Vermeidungen der Einflüsse der
Nachteile. Der erwähnte Ansatz verwendet Simulationstechniken, um
Einstellungen von Portefeuille und/oder Vertragstypen in dynamischen
Geschäftsumgebungen zu finden, die die Versorgungsketten koordinieren
und kostenoptimale Leistungen von Versorgungsketten erreichen. Unter Zu-
hilfenahme eines speziellen Verfahrens wird ein Lager als reelle Optionen
in der Beschaffung verwendet, was als ”spekulative vorausschauende Be-
schaffung” bezeichnet wird. Die vorliegende Arbeit zeigt, dass diese Art
der Beschaffung vorteilhaft für die betriebsübergreifende Leistung der Ver-
sorgungskette in beinahe allen Simulationseinstellungen ist.

Das präsentierte Modell wird anhand einer realen Versorgungskette der
chemischen Erzeugungsindustrie entwickelt und evaluiert. Es wird gezeigt,
dass Kostenvorteile von über zehn Prozent verglichen mit alleiniger Verwen-
dung von Spotmarkt-Beschaffung und von ungefähr fünf Prozent verglichen
mit alleiniger Verwendung von langfristen Beschaffungsverträgen erreicht
werden können, wenn Einkaufsleiter einen Portefeuille-Ansatz sowie speku-
lative vorausschauende Beschaffung wählen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Incipe; dimidium facti est coepisse. Supersit
Dimidium: rursum hoc incipe, et efficies.

(Begin; to begin is half the work.
Let half still remain; again begin this,

and thou wilt have finished.

Decimus Magnus Ausonius (310–395)
Epigrams (LXXXI, 1)

It is widely believed in industry that long-term relationships between firms
in form of long-term contracts are superior to short-term relationships due
to cost savings. Long-term contracts are advantageous, if they lead to re-
duction in purchase prices and improvement in delivery lead time performance.
Short-term contracts are advantageous due to the speculative advantage as well
as the flexibility to switch to other suppliers and near-zero fixed investments
[Cohen and Agrawal, 1999].

The optimal form of relationship depends on several parameters. Such
parameters may be, e.g., the characteristics of the purchased component and
of the marketplace [Pyke, 1998].

1.1 Motivation and Objectives

It is the objective of this thesis to find an optimal relationship for a supply
chain in a given business environment that may dynamically change. One of

1



1.2 Some Results 1 Introduction

the key assertions of this thesis is that procurement should take place using
several contract types at the same time. Furthermore, the composition of
this portfolio will depend on the business environment and several contract
parameters and will change over time.

1.2 Some Results

For achieving the objectives, business relationships are classified and a frame-
work that manages and optimizes business relationships from a view point of
supply chain management is described. A risk-hedging supply chain from the
chemical process industry is modelled, several different procurement strategies
– including portfolio approaches using inventory as real options – are presented.
The uncertain values of this supply chain are defined by ranges. The simula-
tion results are described and evaluated. From the analysis of these results one
should be able to conclude when to strengthen and intensify cooperation and
information exchange, when to move towards short-term relationships, or when
portfolio procurement is most advantageous and when the composition of the
portfolio must change.

Some interesting findings of this thesis are that – depending on the procure-
ment strategy and environment parameters – a portfolio approach may decrease
the mean procurement costs as well as its variance. Or, it is not necessarily al-
ways advantageous to have more flexibility concerning the procurement amount
in a procurement period for quantity-flexible contracts. Using portfolio pro-
curement and inventory as real-options, the performance of a simulated supply
chain improved by 5 to 10 % measured in overall supply chain costs before
and after improvements. As uncertain values are defined by their ranges, the
simulation of the supply chain performance provides ranges of the costs (in
addition to mean values).

1.3 Structure of Thesis

The next chapter describes the basis of supply chains, contracts and supplier
relationships. Furthermore, it presents a short introduction on real options,
the use of e-Business in supply chains, and some properties of business envi-
ronments.

Chapter 3 presents general classification framework in manufacturing logis-
tics and classifies research according to different supply chain types, namely,
responsive, agile, and risk-hedging supply chains. It also presents research on
real options and business-to-business exchanges.

2



1 Introduction 1.3 Structure of Thesis

Chapter 4 elaborates the specific objectives of this thesis and provides ra-
tional for this work. It also argues on the chosen methodology this thesis uses.

Chapter 5 presents the evaluation framework of this thesis and the simula-
tion model of a supply chain in the chemical processing industry. An approach
to procurement for risk-hedging supply chains – called speculative forward pro-
curement – that uses inventory as real option is presented. Risk-hedging supply
chains are supply chains where uncertainties are on the supply side, such as
highly volatile procurement prices.

Chapter 6 presents the results of simulation runs using the simulation model
of a real supply chain of the chemical processing industry. It first focuses on
the current state of the chemical processing industry company. Then, Chap-
ter 6 outlines the results varying some simulation model parameters, reflecting
changing business environments or contract and procurement strategy changes.

Chapter 7 concludes this thesis by highlighting interesting results, contri-
butions, and sketching future work.

3
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Chapter 2

Concepts

Man, unlike any other thing
organic or inorganic in the universe,

grows beyond his work,
walks up the stairs of his concepts,

emerges ahead of his accomplishments.

John Steinbeck (1902–1968)
Grapes of Wrath (1939), ch.14

In order to be able to unambiguously talk about and discuss terms and con-
cepts, it is important to define these terms and concepts and their underlying
meaning. This chapter contains a description of the basic terms used through-
out this thesis and provides a short introduction in the concepts of supply
chains, supply contracts, supplier relationships, and business environments of
supply chains.

2.1 Supply Chains

This section starts with definitions of supply chains and their management
and provides an overview of different types of supply chains and supply chain
performance measures afterwards.

5



2.1 Supply Chains 2 Concepts

2.1.1 Definitions

”Modern usage of the term seems to be consistent with the following definition:
a supply chain is two or more parties linked by a flow of goods, information,
and funds” [Tsay et al., 1998].

Figure 2.1 depicts two adjacent parties of a supply chain.

seller buyer

Q

Q

c

D(p)

min[Q,D(p)]

pW(Q)

material

funds

informationlegend:

W(Q):wholesale payment

p: retail price

c: production cost

D(p): market demand

Q: retailer's order

Figure 2.1: Two parties of a supply chain (figure taken and adapted from
[Tsay et al., 1998])

The definition of Tsay et alii is just one definition in the literature (but the
one that is closest to the usage of this term throughout this thesis). There are
other definitions of supply chains, the following definitions are provided to raise
the awareness for (slightly) different meanings of the term ”supply chain”:

”Many definitions of the concept of supply chain (SC)
have been provided in the literature. Mabert and Venkatara-
man [Mabert and Venkataramanan, 1998] discuss different views on supply
chains; (i) the ”relational” activities between a buyer and seller, (ii) including
all ”upstream” suppliers, and (iii) a ”value chain” approach, in which all
activities required to bring a product to the market-place are considered part
of the supply chain” [Persson and Olhager, 2002].

Stevens defines a supply chain as ”... a connected series of activities which
is concerned with planning, coordinating and controlling materials, parts, and
finished goods from supplier to customer. It is concerned with two distinct
flows (material and information) through the organization” [Stevens, 1989].

Supply Chain Management

”Supply Chain Management (SCM) is the term used to describe the man-
agement of the flow of materials, information, and funds across the en-
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tire supply chain, from supplier to component producers to final assem-
blers to distribution (warehouses and retailers), and ultimately to the con-
sumer” [Johnson and Pyke, 1999].

As Cachon and Fisher show that supply chain management is not
only sharing of information that leads to cost improvements in a supply
chain. It is the management and restructuring of material, information, and
funds [Cachon and Fisher, 2000].

In literature, two parties of supply chains that are working directly with each
other are often referred to each other in different ways as listed in Table 2.1.

upstream party downstream party

manufacturer retailer

supplier manufacturer

seller buyer

manufacturer distributor

Table 2.1: Different names for two adjacent stages of a supply chain that have
a supplier relationship

In the remaining of this paper, we call the upstream party seller and the
downstream party buyer in order to avoid any confusion whether the manufac-
turer is currently the upstream or the downstream party.

Performance Measurement of Supply Chain Management. Otto and
Kotzab present a perspective concerning performance measurement of manag-
ing a supply chain and explore suitable metrics to measure the effectiveness of
supply chain management, where ”effectiveness” is the ability of an organiza-
tion to meet goals [Otto and Kotzab, 2003]. They identified six possibilities to
look at supply chain management, which differ by the perspective one looks at
supply chain management. These possibilities play a major role in the selection
of suitable performance metrics and are presented in the following:

• The system dynamics perspective is the basis of the entire discussion.
The purpose of this perspective is the management of trade-offs along
the complete supply chain.

• The operations research perspective is characterized as a method-oriented
or algorithm-oriented approach towards supply chain management. Here
a supply chain is perceived as a resource network and the management of
this supply chain has to configure this network and to program the flows
within the configuration.
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• The logistic perspective sees a supply chain as a sequence of generic pro-
cesses that should be integrated sequentially, vertically, and horizontally.

• The marketing perspective recognizes supply chain management as tool
to connect customers with products and serves as a potential driver for
marketing’s positive effect on the shareholder value. Its purpose is the
segmentation of products and markets and combine both using the right
distribution channel.

• From the organization perspective, a supply chain appears as a set of
inter-organizational relationships. The purpose of supply chain manage-
ment is determining and mastering the need to coordinate and manage
relationships.

• Strategy perceives supply chain management as a mean to vary certain
competencies in a chain and re-locating of resources in order to maximize
profits.

Operative measures of supply chain management are presented in Sec-
tion 2.1.3.

Supply Networks

”A [supply] network is a group of buyers, sellers, and the pattern of the links
that connect them, [where] a ”link” is anything that makes possible or adds
value to a particular bilateral exchange” [Kranton and Minehart, 2001].

Research often focuses on supply chains as connections between exactly one
seller and exactly one buyer due to the simplicity of the concept and analytical
tractability. This restriction often suffices for achieving the research goals.
However, real business interactions often occur in network structures rather
than in a chain of buyers and sellers due to several reasons:

• Multiple links may enable the pooling of risks.

• Buyers may share sellers to ensure that sellers have sufficiently high de-
mand to cover investment costs.

• More links may enable access to a variety of goods.

• Sellers may have economies of scope or scales, if they have multiple buyers.

• Possible advantages of diversity and potential future benefits, e.g., buyers
could take advantage of sellers investigating in different technologies.
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• Overcoming threshold values in a certain field that are impossible to
overcome with one link. E.g., in many environments, a firm’s gain of
adopting a technology may depend on others adopting this technology.

In this thesis, we use the term ”supply chain” irrespectively of the structure
of connection patterns of the supply chain, i.e., for us the term ”supply chain”
comprises supply chains in network and chain structure.

Dutta and Jackson give an overview of research on networks in
sociology and economics where parties are actors in networks or
groups [Dutta and Jackson, 2001]. Kranton and Minehart develop a model
in which they present a theory of investments and exchange in a network. The
model assumes that agents do not act cooperatively and that agents cannot
write state-contingent, long-term binding contracts to set links, future prices,
or side payments. They show the striking result that the change in the ex-
pected utility that any buyer sees from adding a link to some seller is precisely
the overall social gain from adding that link. In other words, since building
links between buyers and sellers is costly, there is a tradeoff between build-
ing links and pooling risks. They also show that non-cooperatively behaving
buyers and sellers can form a socially efficient network structure. However,
if sellers face costs to invest in providing the good for sale, inefficiency can
arise [Kranton and Minehart, 2001].

2.1.2 Types of Supply Chains

A supply chain can be classified according to the product it supplies. The next
section describes a classification of products that can be used to classify supply
chains.

The Demand Side – Functional Versus Innovative Products

Fisher classifies products primarily on the basis of their demand patterns into
two categories: products are either primarily functional or primarily innova-
tive [Fisher, 1997].

Functional products

• satisfy basic needs that do not change much over time,

• have predictable and stable demand with low uncertainties, and

• have long life cycles (typically more than 2 years).
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Due to their stability, functional products favor competition, which leads to
low profit margins and, as a consequence of their properties, to low inventory
costs, low product variety, low stockout costs, and low obsolescence [Lee, 2002,
Fisher, 1997].

Innovative products are characterized by

• additional (other) reasons for a customer in addition to basic needs that
lead to purchase,

• unpredictable demand (that is high uncertainties, difficult to forecast and
variable demand), and

• short product life cycles (typically 3 months to 1 year).

While companies selling innovative products can achieve higher profit mar-
gins for an innovative product compared to a functional one, innovative prod-
ucts require frequent innovations due to emulating competitors. Furthermore,
innovative products will have low volumes per stock-keeping unit (SKU), high
stockout costs, and high obsolescence [Lee, 2002]. Table 2.2 presents the de-
mand characteristics that lead to the classification of functional and innovative
products.

functional innovative

low demand uncertainties high demand uncertainties

more predictable demand difficult to forecast

stable demand variable demand

long product life short selling season

low inventory cost high inventory cost

low profit margins high profit margins

low product variety high product variety

higher volume per SKU low volumes per SKU

low stockout cost high stockout cost

low obsolescence high obsolescence

Table 2.2: Demand characteristics [Lee, 2002]

The ability to produce large volumes of individually customized products
and deliver them at close to mass production prices is called mass customization
and is especially important for innovative products that are produced in large
quantities.
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Efficient Versus Responsive Supply Chain

A supply chain performs two types of functions [Fisher, 1997]:

1.) physical function comprises the production of the product out of raw
material or intermediate parts or components, and the transportation of
all components to the right place.

2.) market mediation function ensures that the variety of products reach-
ing the marketplace matches what customers want.

While for functional products the physical function dominates, the market
mediation function is more important than the physical function for innovative
products.

Consequently, each of these two product categories requires a distinctly dif-
ferent kind of supply chain. Because functional products require an efficient
process due to cost optimization, efficient supply chains best match their re-
quirements. An efficient supply chain is characterized by the dominance of the
physical function, which is optimized with respect to cost, and a diminishing
proportion of cost spent for market mediation.

Innovative products, on the other side, demand a responsive process due to
frequent innovations and uncertain demand. A responsive supply chain best
fits the needs of an innovative product, because a high proportion of the costs
of a responsive supply chain are spent for market mediation and the physical
function is optimized for responsiveness and hence for support, which is also
expensive.

The failure to miss the right match between properties of a supply chain and
the product category leads to inefficiencies and customer dissatisfaction. E.g.,
it does not make sense to supply an innovative product with an efficient supply
chain (that misses responsiveness due to the trade-off between efficiency and re-
sponsiveness), because the rewards from investments in improving supply chain
responsiveness are usually much greater than the rewards from investments in
improving the efficiency of the supply chain [Fisher, 1997]. Table 2.3 lists the
properties of efficient and responsive supply chains and compares them.

Including the Supply Side

Lee expands the Fisher classification of supply chains by the supply side by
introducing a framework that considers two types of uncertainties: the demand
uncertainty and the supply uncertainty [Lee, 2002]. Both types of uncertainties
are equally important. On the demand side, the demand uncertainty is linked
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efficient supply chains
(for functional products)

responsive supply chains
(for innovative products)

primary goal supply demand at the low-
est level of cost

respond quickly to demand
(changes)

product de-
sign strategy

maximize performance at
the minimum product cost

create modularity to allow
postponement of product
differentiation

pricing strat-
egy

lower margins because
price is a prime customer
driver

higher margins, as price is
not a prime customer driver

manufactur-
ing strategy

lower costs through high
utilization

maintain capacity flexibil-
ity to meet unexpected de-
mand

inventory
strategy

minimize inventory to lower
cost

maintain buffer inventory
to meet unexpected de-
mand

lead time
strategy

reduce but not at the ex-
pense of costs

aggressively reduce even if
the costs are significant

supplier strat-
egy

select based on cost and
quality

select based on speed, flex-
ibility, and quality

transportation
strategy

greater reliance on low cost
modes

greater reliance on respon-
sive modes

Table 2.3: Comparison of efficient and responsive supply chains (adapted
from [Chopra and Meindl, 2001])

with the predictability of the demand for the product, which subsequently leads
to the distinction of functional and innovative products as elaborated by Fisher.
This is explained above and presented in Table 2.2.

On the supply side, Lee distinguishes between a ”stable” and an ”evolving”
supply process. A stable supply process is one where the manufacturing process
and the underlying technology are mature and have settled and the supply base
is well established and will only change insignificantly. An evolving supply
process is one where the manufacturing process and the underlying technology
are under development and rapidly changing and, consequently, the supply
base may be limited in both size and experience. Table 2.4 summarizes the
characteristics of the supply side.

The supply and demand characteristics are a way to look at uncertainties of
a supply chain. Yet, there may be supply chains where the explicit distinction of
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stable evolving

less breakdowns vulnerable to breakdowns

stable and higher yields variable and lower yields

less quality problems potential quality problems

more supply sources limited supply sources

reliable suppliers unreliable suppliers

less process changes more process changes

less capacity constraint potential capacity constrained

easier to changeover difficult to changeover

flexible inflexible

dependable lead time variable lead time

Table 2.4: Supply characteristics [Lee, 2002]

a third type of uncertainty, namely the process uncertainty, may be important.
This third type of uncertainty is (partially) assigned to the supply uncertainty
in [Lee, 2002]. This third type of uncertainty relates to the production of the
product itself, that is the supply chain within a firm, which relates to the supply
side and the demand side. Yet, it is intrinsic to the production process itself.
If the process uncertainty plays an important role in the supply chain, explicit
distinction may be advantageous.

Supply Chain Strategies

According to [Lee, 2002], before choosing a supply chain strategy, it is necessary
to understand the sources of the uncertainties and explore ways to reduce these
uncertainties. There are two types of uncertainty reduction strategies: demand
uncertainty reduction strategies and the supply uncertainty reduction strate-
gies. The first aim at reducing the demand uncertainties, such as avoiding the
bullwhip effect1, by using information sharing and collaborative replenishments.
Supply uncertainty reduction strategies aim at reducing or even avoiding un-
certainties concerning supply. Examples of such strategies are the exchange of
information (starting in product development by design exploiting collabora-
tion and continuing with the mature and end-of-life phases of the product life
cycle) and the use of supplier hubs (which are used by manufacturers to reduce
supply risks of their manufacturing lines).

1The bullwhip effect is an amplification of order variability as one goes upstream in the
supply chain [Lee et al., 1997].
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Yet, not all uncertainty can be removed. Thus, supply chains require spe-
cial strategies according to their demand and supply characteristics. Lee de-
scribes the following four supply chain strategies, which are depicted in Fig-
ure 2.2 [Lee, 2002]:

Efficient Supply Chains utilize strategies aimed at creating the cost efficien-
cies in the supply chain. All these strategies aim at minimizing non-value-
added activities, deploying scale economics and optimization techniques,
and establishing information linkages for demand, inventory, and capacity
exchange.

Risk-Hedging Supply Chains utilize strategies that hedge the risks in the
supply chain. These are strategies aimed at pooling and sharing resources
in a supply chain so that the risks in supply disruption can also be shared.

Responsive Supply Chains utilize strategies aimed at being responsive and
flexible to the changing and diverse needs of the customers, such as mass-
customization (with order accuracy) and build-to-order techniques.

Agile Supply Chains utilize strategies aimed at being responsive and flexi-
ble to customer needs, while the risk of supply shortages or disruptions
are hedged by pooling inventory or capacity resources. The strategies
that are used here are the ones from the risk-hedging and the responsive
supply chains.

2.1.3 Supply Chain Performance Measures

Companies of a supply chain may focus on improving company-specific or
function-specific performances measures. In order to improve the performance
of an entire supply chain, both approaches may be inadequate. E.g., if a com-
pany of a supply chain optimizes the capacity utilization due to high invest-
ment costs, it may overlook that this can lead to high queuing or waiting
times. This is due to the tradeoff between capacity utilization and responsive-
ness [Hausman, 2003].

Due to the differences in the goals and strategies of supply chains, different
measures for different types of supply chains are necessary to determine the
value and competitiveness of a supply chain. Generally speaking, for efficient
and risk-hedging supply chains, measures such as plant capacity utilization and
inventory turns of the whole supply chains may be adequate. For responsive
and agile supply chains, a measure, such as the product availability, may be
more appropriate.
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Figure 2.2: Matched supply chain strategies for different products and process
types [Lee, 2002]

However, to be sure that supply chains perform well, measures that im-
prove the entire supply chain are necessary. Hausman proposes and de-
scribes supply chain performance measures, which he calls ”metrics”, that sup-
port global supply chain performance improvements, i.e., improvements that
cross company boundaries and improve the performance of the entire supply
chain [Hausman, 2003]. Hausman states that a supply chain should have at
least one performance measure on each of the following three dimensions in
addition to quality (Hausman regards quality as given in modern supply chain
management thinking): service metrics, assets (inventory metrics), and speed
metrics. Figure 2.3 depicts these three dimensions.

service

assets

speed

Figure 2.3: Dimensions of performance metrics of supply chains

Service Metrics: service metrics measure how well a supply chain serves its
customers. Since it is generally difficult to quantify costs of stockouts or
late deliveries, targets are set on customer levels.
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Customer service metrics are different for the two different environments
build-to-stock and build-to-order. Build-to-stock items are items that
should be immediately available for purchase for the customer (e.g., office
supply products), while for build-to-order the customer is willing to wait
for his order fulfillment a certain time.

Some common service metrics for build-to-stock environments are:

• line item fill rate is the percentage of ”lines” of all customer orders
that are filled immediately.

• complete order fill rate is the percentage of which all lines of an order
have been filled (the distinction between line item or complete order
fill rate is important in case of a large number of lines per order).

• delivery process on time is the percentage of the delivery processes
that are on time. This metric is included – although it does not
have a direct effect for the customer – because it is important for
the (safety and cycle) inventory and subsequently for the cost of a
product.

• costs of back-ordered/lost sales are the costs of back-ordered and lost
sales in a period.

• number of back orders are the number of back orders in a period.

• aging of back orders is the time it takes to fill a back order.

Some common service metrics for build-to-order environments are:

• quoted customer response time (also standard lead time) is the time
a customer is told to wait for order fulfillment.

• percentage on-time completion is the percentage of orders completed
on time.

• delivery process on time is the percentage of the delivery processes
that are on time.

• costs of late orders are the costs that arise from late orders.

• number of late orders are the number of late orders in a period.

• aging of late orders is the time it takes to complete an order that is
late.

Assets (Inventory Metrics): these metrics measure the inventory involve-
ment throughout the supply chain.

There are two common metrics:
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• monetary value of the supply chain inventory is measured in a cur-
rency and relates to the value of inventory as an asset on the firm’s
balance sheet.

• time supply or inventory turns. Time supply accounts for the time
the supply chain can surf and relates to the inventory flow. Inventory
turns are the cost of goods sold per inventory value.

From a supply chain perspective, it is important to see these met-
rics in combination with the achieved service level the supply chain
provides.

In a manufacturing setting, inventory in supply chains is disaggregated
according to the type of inventory, e.g., raw material, work-in-process,
and finished goods. For analysis of the supply chain, these types should
be seen as aggregate to avoid (costly) shifts between types at the end of
an accounting period.

Speed Metrics: these are metrics related to timeliness, speed, responsiveness,
and flexibility.

• cycle (flow) time at a node is the total time it takes to fulfill an
order.

• supply chain cycle time is the total time it would take to fulfill a
new order if all upstream and in-house inventory levels were zero.

• cash conversion cycle is the duration between paying for raw mate-
rial or components and getting paid by the customers. An estimate
of the cash flow conversion cycle is the sum of inventory and ac-
counts receivable minus the accounts payable (measured in days of
supply).

• ”upside” flexibility is a measure of flexibility for demand that is
higher than forecasted, which is particularly interesting in high-tech
industry. ”Upside” flexibility refers to the requirement for a supplier
to be prepared to deliver an additional percentage within specified
time windows.

• quoted customer response time (in build-to-order environment) al-
ready mentioned above
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2.2 Contracts and Supplier Relationships

This section presents contracts and supplier relationships2 and outlines the
differences between the two terms.

2.2.1 Contracts

Contracts are an important area of study in disciplines other than supply chain
management such as in law and economics, and there are several useful defini-
tions. ”An important rationale for a contract that is not typically modeled is
that it makes the terms of a relationship explicit.” [Tsay et al., 1998]

In supply chain management, contracts have special parameters that fo-
cus especially on funds, material, and information (that coordinate the supply
chain), while disregarding clauses that are important in other areas.

Chopra and Meindl give a good definition of contracts for supply chain
management: ”A contract specifies the parameters within which a buyer places
orders and a supplier [seller] fulfills them. A contract may contain specifications
regarding quantity, price, time, and quality” [Chopra and Meindl, 2001, p.242].

Contract Clauses

Tsay, Nahmias, and Agrawal describe the following clauses, which can be used
for contract classification3 [Tsay et al., 1998]:

Specification of decision rights. This parameter defines and reassigns the
control for certain decision variables. This implies not only rights con-
cerning the flow of goods or funds, but also the flow of information. E.g.,
a buyer may agree to give information about the demand he observes
from his buyers to his seller(s).

Pricing. Contracts often define a pricing structure, such as quantity discount-
ing.

Minimum purchase commitments. Such an agreement requires the buyer
to purchase a minimum quantity, either within each single transaction,
or cumulatively over a specified duration.

2In order to be consistent with our notion of buyer and seller, we should name a rela-
tionship between a seller and a buyer a seller relationship. However, the term ”supplier
relationship” is well known and unambiguous, thus, we also use this term.

3A contract can be a candidate for more than one of these categories.
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Quantity flexibility. The quantity a buyer purchases may deviate from a
previous planning estimate, subject to certain constraints and/or financial
consequences.

Buyback or return policies. When demand is not constant it makes sense
to include a buyback clause, which allows a buyer to return unsold prod-
ucts to the seller. The buyer gets a (partial) refund or credit for returned
products.

Allocation rules. If a seller serves several buyers, allocation rules regulate
the distribution of capacity in case of product shortage.

Lead times. This clause regulates the lead time or adjustments of it.

Quality. The quality of a delivered product can be described in a clause.

”Contracts [...] facilitate long-term partnerships by delineating mutual con-
cessions that favor the persistence of business relationship, as well as the spec-
ifying penalties for non-cooperative behavior. The lengthening of the time
horizon may encourage parties to engage in activities that are unfavorable in
the short term but have substantial payoffs over time” [Tsay et al., 1998].

Overview of Advantages and Disadvantages of Short-Term and Long-
Term Contracts

In the following, the differences of short-term and long-term contract are de-
scribed, where a business-to-business exchange (also called spot market) is
regarded as the extreme of a short-term contract.

Long-term contracts have a number of advantages over short-term con-
tracts. Some of them might be hard to quantify [Peleg et al., 2002]:

• potential for higher quality [Weissman, 1991],

• reduce cost uncertainties [Peleg et al., 2002],

• lower variable production and transactions costs (compared to short-term
contracts) [Kleindorfer and Wu, 2002],

• provides incentives for suppliers to lower prices so as to secure
sales [Peleg et al., 2002],

• possible improvements in delivery lead time perfor-
mance [Cohen and Agrawal, 1999],
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• high probability of order fulfillment in the face of demand volatil-
ity [Kleindorfer and Wu, 2002],

• low costs due to low probability of low quality and off-spec prod-
ucts, more stable contract production through advanced planning,
lower cost staffing, and maintenance and other production deci-
sions [Kleindorfer and Wu, 2002],

• facilitates easier and more frequent communication and information ex-
change [Peleg et al., 2002], and

• more effective monitoring of production processes [Peleg et al., 2002].

Yet, there are also disadvantages of long-term contracts compared to short-
term contracts, such as, establishing a long-term relationship with suppliers
requires a fixed investment for the effort and cost of selecting the optimal
supplier [Cohen and Agrawal, 1999], just to name a few. Some advantages of
short-term contracts, which are described in the next paragraphs, can obviously
be regarded as disadvantages of long-term contracts depending on the business
environment and vice versa.

Short-term contracts. In comparison, the advantages of short-term con-
tracts are [Peleg et al., 2002, Cohen and Agrawal, 1999]:

• reduction of cycle times (yet often at the expense of higher costs),

• short-term contracts may be advantageous due to the speculative advan-
tage of leaving sellers at nearly any time as well as the flexibility to switch
to other sellers, and

• near-zero fixed investments.

While there is a subtle difference between a short-term contract and pro-
curement at a spot market, a short-term contract with a very short duration
can approximate a spot market [Akella et al., 2002]. Spot markets, which are
technology solutions that facilitate corporate buying using the Internet, have
additional benefits [Kleindorfer and Wu, 2002]:

• if e-procurement solutions are used, a number of potential suppliers can
be reached and better contract prices can be negotiated,

• most often access to a broader competitive market,

• allows fine tuning of demand and supply,
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• provide lower costs (e.g., through reductions in labor costs in the pur-
chasing process) [Presutti Jr., 2003], and

• short-term procurement is possible (actually, the lead time may essen-
tially be negotiable [Seifert et al., 2003]).

Yet, there are also disadvantages of spot markets
[Kleindorfer and Wu, 2002, Seifert et al., 2003]:

• higher unit costs than (long-term) contracts have (often due to higher
production costs, which stem from short-term capacity planning),

• possibly poorer matching product specifications and delivery features,

• possibly high costs due to high ”last-minute” production costs, and

• companies using spot markets may exhibit substantial price uncertainties
(partly due to the added procurement flexibility).

Comparison of long-term contracts and short-term contracts/spot-
market procurement. A comparison of the above listed advantages and
disadvantages immediately provides useful insights of advantages and disad-
vantages of both types of contracts. Yet, there are some prerequisites – espe-
cially with respect to B2B exchanges – that are essential ingredients for being
able to transact on B2B exchanges. These are [Kleindorfer and Wu, 2002]:

• the necessity of being able to provide a digitalization and standardization
of the product or service to be exchanged and

• the cost of screening and selecting qualifying parties for the exchange
including the verified assurance that participants to the exchange have
the requisite expertise and resources to trade responsibly.

It is very unlikely that one type of contract is always superior to the other
as a dominance of a contract type highly depends on the business environment
and certain cost factors. Yet, some rules can be formed from the above pro and
cons for the different types of contracts. An intuitive example of such a rule is
the following regarding the costs of searching for the right ”business partner”:
low vendor search costs alleviate the use of short-term procurement strategies,
where the number of contacted vendors is high. High search costs tend to favor
strategic partnerships [Peleg et al., 2002].
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Seifert et alii provide an interesting example that is in favor of additional
procurement at spot markets and that shows the influence of the business envi-
ronment on the optimality of different contracts: ”As a procurement manager
noted: ’I was delighted to find a much needed component for assembly of one
of our products at only three times the regular market price when faced with
a supply shortage’ ” [Seifert et al., 2003].

Long-term contracts serve certain purposes, which are not immediately
obvious, such as stated by Kleindorfer and Wu: ”Contracting serves in
the market for capital-intensive goods, such as chemicals or plastics mar-
ket, two important roles. First, the role of price discovery and, secondly,
the direct role of coordinating capacity commitments with anticipated de-
mand” [Kleindorfer and Wu, 2002].

2.2.2 Supplier Relationships

A supplier relationship is more than a contract. While contracts build the ba-
sis for supplier relationships and are very formal, supplier relationships focus
more on the organization between buyers and sellers and include parameters
that are hard to measure and evaluate, such as trust. Moreover, supplier rela-
tionships are the critical link between business and supply chain performance,
as adequately structuring and managing supply chain relationships enables
alignment of supply chain performance to business goals for cost, risk, and
responsiveness [Peleg (editor), 2003].

According to Pyke, there are two current trends in supplier relationships:
buy-the-market relationship and strategic alliances [Pyke, 1998]. In buy-the-
market relationships, there is little face-to-face contact and costs are extremely
low, which fosters competition.

Strategic alliances are long-term relationships, are cooperative, and a buyer
has a small supplier base4. Buyer and seller use Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI) and buyers involve sellers in new product development. While these
two types of supplier relationships are trends, there are other common supplier
relationships.

Walter et alii present conceptualization of relationship quality and its pos-
sible antecedents, i.e., the direct and indirect functions of the supplier relation-
ship. Among interesting findings using empirical research tools is that buyers
who depend on their sellers have a lower esteem of the positive impact of the
relationship function. For a seller side, a seller should be aware that a buyer’s
perceived relationship quality will be highest when direct and indirect func-
tions are fulfilled. Yet, this does not necessarily mean that a seller should fulfill

4seller base
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all functions in each relationships. Sellers should try to find the individual
preference of their buyers [Walter et al., 2003].

Types of Supplier Relationships

Pyke and Johnson describe the following five different types of supplier rela-
tionships [Pyke, 1998, Pyke and Johnson, 2003]:

Buy-the-market relationship. Buy-the-market relationships are
transaction-based relationships with a focus on price. Often used
to choose the low-cost seller of reliable, standard products, where little
variations in performances between different sellers are expected.

Ongoing relationship. When the product performance, such as the quality,
may differ among competing sellers, ongoing relationship is the type of
relationship with a deeper and broader interaction that provides experi-
ence about the performance and, thus, is the better relationship in such
situations.

Partnership. A partnership is an even closer relationship than an ongoing
relationship with the aim of choosing the best performance of the product
via closer interaction and improving the performance of a product through
information sharing.

Strategic alliance. Beyond the goal of improving product performance,
strategic alliances provide a sharing of risk and trust at a level that al-
lows extensive cooperation in strategic business areas and product de-
velopment – from engineering and marketing to production planning, in-
ventory and quality management – without the fear of negative effects of
information sharing such as espionage.

Backward integration. Buyers integrate the production of bought product
components back into their production process, if relationships are ex-
tremely complex, uncertainty is high, and the products have key strate-
gic significance. This is actually no relationship in the classical meaning
anymore and only mentioned here for the matter of completeness.

Supplier relationships can be characterized by the following parameters:

Contract. The type of contract used, its length, and the specification detail.

Information sharing. The intensity of sharing of information about supply
chain and buyer characteristic, such as actual demands and forecasts.
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Interaction and culture. The interaction between buyer and seller and the
difference in company cultures.

Business with competitors. This parameter describes the level of business
with competitors a seller performs.

Trust. Hagen and Choe define trust as the expectation that the promise
of another can be relied on and that – in unforeseen circum-
stances – the other will act in a spirit of cooperation with the
trustor [Hagen and Choe, 1998]5. Trust is hard to measure in terms of
numbers.

Table 2.5 gives a brief overview of the parameters of the described supplier
relationships.

Factors Deciding on the Relationship

Pyke and Johnson also describe the factors that should be examined for buyers
to move toward closer relationship. These factors should be considered in the
light of operations objectives of the firm, that is, cost quality, delivery, and
flexibility [Pyke, 1998, Pyke and Johnson, 2003]:

The strategic importance of the purchased component. If the compo-
nent is critical to competitive differentiation or involves proprietary know-
how, it is best to manufacture it in-house or to form a close alliance with
sellers.

The number of sellers (suppliers) that can provide the component
or service. A low number of sellers (extreme: only one seller) should
drive the firm towards close relationships.

The complexity of the interfaces of the component with the rest
of the final product and of the logistics involved. Complex
interactions between components can be better handled in close
alliances.

Uncertainty. If a relationship creates high uncertainty about objectives that
are important to the buyer, the buyer should develop closer relationships
with its sellers. Uncertainty – in this context – is defined with respect to
demand and the objectives cost, quality, delivery, and flexibility.

Tables 2.6 and 2.7 list risks and benefits of the both extreme types of suppler
relationships, namely buy-the-market (e-procurement) and strategic alliance.
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Buy-the-
market
/ spot
market

ongoing
relation-
ship

partner-
ship

strategic
alliance

backward
integra-
tion

contract short
term and
clear parts
specifica-
tions

medium
term

long term long term ownership

infor-
mation
sharing

none some extensive
(e.g.,
demand)

full (in-
cluding
plans)

full shar-
ing of
informa-
tion and
plans

interac-
tion and
culture

computer-
ized, little
face-
to-face
contact

computer-
ized, face-
to-face
contact
common

EDI,
often face-
to-face
contact

EDI, close
contacts,
merging of
cultures

one cul-
ture

business
with
competi-
tors

significant some limited none none

trust none little high (in-
creased)

very high
(extensive
trust and
merging of
cultures)

full (one
culture)

Table 2.5: Characteristics of different types of supplier relationships (adapted
and extended from [Pyke, 1998, Pyke and Johnson, 2003] who adapted
from [Flaherty, 1996] and [Cohen and Agrawal, 1996])

Elmaghraby classifies supplier relationships from a sourcing perspective and
provides a literature review of sourcing models categorized according to whether
a model supports

• single or multiple selection period and

• single or multiple suppliers.

5as cited in [Shi and Doll, 2001]
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Benefits to Risks to Benefits to Risks to

Buyer Supplier

• Decreased total
cost of ownership

• Increased
transactions cost
per supplier

• Locks in the
business

• Capacity
locked up by
partner

• Enhanced new
product develop-
ment with sup-
plier involvement

• Supplier
becomes mo-
nopolistic, less
responsive

• Ability to make
long-term invest-
ments

• Limited op-
portunities for
new business,
particularly with
alliance partner’s
competitors

• Faster response • Higher margins

• Increased qual-
ity

• Ability to in-
crease skill

• Highly skilled
supplier base

• Fewer suppliers
to manage

Table 2.6: Risks and benefits of strategic alliances [Pyke and Johnson, 2003]

Benefits to Risks to Benefits to Risks to

Buyer Supplier

• Decreased unit
cost

• Decreased
quality

• Access to new
business

• Lower margins

• Decreased
transactions and
processing cost

• Loose specifica-
tions

• Use excess ca-
pacity

• Decreased abil-
ity to invest in
improvements

• Faster response • De-skill sup-
plier base

• Knowledge of
winning bid

• Startup costs
for new software

• Fewer suppli-
ers over the long
term

• Buyer uses in-
formation to gen-
erate off-line bids

• Alienate sup-
pliers

Table 2.7: Risks and benefits of e-procurement [Pyke and Johnson, 2003]
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While describing factors that influences the type of relationship, the de-
scribed models do not clearly identify what sourcing policy is optimal for a
given business environment [Elmaghraby, 2000].

2.2.3 Supply Chain Improvements

The management and improvement of supply chains can be concerned with dif-
ferent types of activities, such as the coordination of the intra-organizational
activities of a company (see [Ballou et al., 2000]), activities that relate to the
changed or adaptation of contracts of a supply chain in order to fit new business
requirements and environments [Jammernegg and Kischka, 2001], or – even
further – the change of supplier relationships.

A classification of these improvements is presented in the following. More-
over, Figure 2.4 depicts the improvement process where it is assumed that a
firm will try to optimize its intra-organizational activities before optimizing its
inter-organizational activities and before changing a supplier relationship.

intra-firm
improvement

supply chain
relationship change

inter-firm
improvement

Figure 2.4: Improvement process

Intra-firm improvement comprises two activities: the intra-functional coor-
dination and the inter-functional coordination [Ballou et al., 2000]. Intra-
functional coordination concerns the administration of the activities and
processes within the logistics function of a firm. Inter-functional coordi-
nation is the coordination of different functional areas of a firm, such as
between logistics and production or logistics and marketing.

Inter-firm improvement puts the focus of coordination of inter-
organizational activities between legally separate firms. In this
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stage of improvement, e.g., a supply chain contract can be changed by
adapting parameters.

Supply-chain relationship change goes one step further than inter-firm
improvement. Since in this case the concern is on the coordination of
inter-organizational activities between legally separate firms, it differs
from inter-firm improvement in the type of change. In this stage of im-
provement, parameters of a contract can be added and deleted. The
chosen metrics that determine the relationship type for a supplier rela-
tionship connects the type of relationship with the business environment.

2.3 Real Options

This section provides definitions of real and financial options and a comparison
of financial and real options followed by a presentation of work on real options
in supply chains.

2.3.1 Real Options Versus Financial Options

Real options are an approach of regarding possible operational flexibility, such
as additional resources or the timing of investments, as an option to acting that
may lead to additional value for a company [Huchzermeier and Loch, 1998].
On the other side, financial options enable freedom of choosing at a specific
(often later) point in time between different alternatives and are often used as
a hedging instrument against economic uncertainties. Table 2.8 illustrates the
similarities between financial and real options.

Financial Options Real Options

strike price fixed investment and switching
costs

spot price expected cash flow from under-
taking the project

time to expiration planning horizon

volatility of the underlying asset volatility of the underlying
stochastic process

interest rate interest rate

Table 2.8: Comparison of financial and real options
[Cohen and Huchzermeier, 1998]
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In detail, operational flexibilities may either be to wait/to defer,
to abandon/to exit, to expand, to contract, to switch, or to im-
prove [Copeland et al., 1995, Trigeorgis, 1996, Huchzermeier and Loch, 1998].
These six generic types of real options gain their expected increase in economic
value primarily through dynamic investment policies that respond to a single
underlying stochastic variable.

Billington and Johnson present several supply chain innovations that can
be seen as real options. These innovations serve as options that are enabled by
improved information flows in the supply chain [Billington and Johnson, 2002].
Supply chain innovations of this kind include product postponement and dual-
response production. We briefly present them here, because these are interest-
ing and instructive innovations that may serve as options.

Product postponement ”is a product design, manufacturing, and delivery
strategy that enables a range of customization options to be performed late in
the manufacturing and product delivery process. Postponement allows prod-
ucts tailored to current customer requirements and market conditions to be de-
livered on short notice, while maintaining relatively small finished goods inven-
tories. From a real-options perspective, the alternative design, manufacturing,
distribution and late-stage customization elements of a product postponement
strategy can easily be modeled and analyzed as features of alternative real
options which a firm may choose to construct” [Billington and Johnson, 2002].

Dual-response manufacturing. ”Under dual-response manufacturing, a
firm utilizes two types of capacity to balance lead times against cost: one
resource with long lead times but lower cost, and one resource with short
lead times and a higher cost. Capacity resources with different charac-
teristics of this kind may be associated with different manufacturing pro-
cesses” [Billington and Johnson, 2002].

Cohen and Huchzermeier show that there is a distinct difference between
financial and real options. While for financial options an increase in the vari-
ability of the underlying stochastic asset(s) leads to an increase in option value,
an increase of the variability of the underlying stochastic process(es) does not
necessarily yield to an additional real options value. This interesting result
stems from capacity constraints and is counter to common wisdom that the
value always increases with risk [Cohen and Huchzermeier, 1998].
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2.3.2 Real Options in Supply Chains

An example for the use of real options approach in supply chains is when a buyer
buys the right to procure goods at a certain exercise price when she has more
information about the actual demand of goods. The introduction of options
in supply chain contracts intends to make all members of a supply chain more
flexible in responding to uncertain future market environments and to provide
a hedging instrument against spot market volatility. In the following, research
is presented that outlines the advantages of real options and presents a general
approach regarding handling of risks in supply chains.

Cohen and Huchzermeier analyze the advantages of options in
global supply chains facing demand and price/exchange rate uncertainties
[Cohen and Huchzermeier, 1999]. The benefit of operational and managerial
flexibility is evaluated using a lattice programming model (described in detail
in [Huchzermeier and Cohen, 1996]). Some of their findings are: first, that real
options can have a significant impact on the firm’s shareholder value and that
the downside risk of a company can be effectively curtailed. Secondly, there are
only a number of generic types of real options. Thirdly, real options need to
be deployed, managed, and exercised. Fourthly, real-options are more valuable
than financial options, since they are not value-priced. Fifthly, combining real
and financial hedging can raise the firm’s value further.

Cohen and Huchzermeier state that supply chain strategies should be viewed
as real compound options. Operational flexibility using global coordination of
value-adding activities and the timing of operations investment decisions can
improve the shareholder value of a company. Cohen and Huchzermeier make
the following observations: First, a firm’s downside risk can be reduced though
proactive use of operational flexibility, contingent on demand and (real) price
scenarios. Secondly, a firm’s total supply chain cost and service performance
can be improved significantly through functional coordination, on an interna-
tional scale, in areas such as product design, manufacturing technology invest-
ment and distribution logistics strategy. Thirdly, operational risk management
strategies can be more effective than pure financial risk management strategies
in the context of the global supply chain. Moreover, a combined deployment
of operational and financial policies can enhance the firm’s shareholder even
further [Cohen and Huchzermeier, 1998].

Cohen and Huchzermeier present a model where six key issues are consid-
ered in the evaluation of global supply chain under risk. First, operational
flexibility needs to be considered concerning contribution to the firm’s compet-
itive advantage (e.g. deployment of excess capacity). Secondly, in each time
period considered, the firm can use stochastic recourse to exercise the option to
redeploy its value-adding activities and resources (e.g. use of capacities avail-
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able). Thirdly, for a multi-period planning horizon, the management can dy-
namically exercise compound options by switching sources, production and/or
distribution of networks. Fourthly, the evaluation method must be consistent
with standard financial evaluation methods, in order to be able to use a com-
bination of real and financial options. Fifthly, the modeling framework must
be generalizable to multiple sources of uncertainty and different types of risk.
Sixthly, risk management requires a firm to position itself on its risk-return
efficient frontier.

Spinler presents a model using such a real-options approach in connection
with the ability to the purchase from the spot market when additional in-
formation about the actual demand has been obtained [Spinler et al., 2000]
(described in more detail in Section 3.4.1).

2.4 e-Business

This section provides a short introduction to e-Business and the role of elec-
tronic exchanges in supply chains.

2.4.1 e-Commerce, e-Procurement, e-Collaboration

Johnson and Whang define e-business as ”the marriage between the Inter-
net and supply chain integration [...]” and divide various forms of e-business
into the three categories: e-commerce, e-procurement, and e-collaboration
[Johnson and Whang, 2002]. e-Commerce alleviates several networked supply
chain partners identify and respond quickly to changing customer demand cap-
tured over the Internet. e-Procurement enables companies to use the Internet in
the procurement process of direct and indirect materials and to handle value-
added services like transportation, warehousing, customs clearing, payment,
quality validation, and documentation. e-Collaboration alleviates the coordi-
nation of various decisions and activities beyond transactions among supply
chain partners over the Internet. Examples are the coordination of engineering
changes in the bill-of-materials for a product manufactured by an outsourced
partner [Johnson and Whang, 2002]. e-Procurement and electronic exchanges
are described in more detail in the next section.

2.4.2 The Role of Electronic Exchanges in Supply
Chains

With the help of the internet, computer, and computer networks, companies in
a supply chain can be connected in real time with information and knowledge
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shared continuously, new products and services can be designed to fit special
market segments and new supply chain structures can be developed to serve
customers in a more direct manner [Lee, 2002].

Business-to-Business (B2B) exchanges are such a means to support cus-
tomers in a more direct manner. B2B exchanges are electronic marketplaces
on the Internet where suppliers and buyers interact to exchange information
and conduct transactions. B2B exchanges may create value through the reduc-
tion in transaction costs, improved supply chain visibility and the more efficient
allocation of supply and demand [Chopra and Meindl, 2001, p.352].

Akella et alii present sources of efficiency stemming from one of the following
eight key mechanisms [Akella et al., 2002]:

Process efficiences. Standardization of software and formats for exchanging
business information, such as supplier discovery, price discovery, automat-
ing labor-intensive procurement and sourcing processes, creates signifi-
cant efficiencies.

Web efficiences. The internet allows for broad information visibility which
maintaining restricted access control for sensitive data.

Demand/forward aggregation. Pooling demands or forward aggregation
can result in cost reductions via volume discounts.

Value-added services. Rating of goods and services can be done more effi-
ciently on a large scale.

Information aggregation. The ability to combine multiple sources at one
portal decreases costs in locating suppliers and conducting due to dili-
gence.

Information sharing. Real-time information and data sharing is enabled via
B2B.

Price discovery mechanisms. Transaction costs decrease by cheap price
discovery mechanisms.

Risk management. B2B allows to access multiple types of suppliers, such
as long-term capacity supplies, spot market suppliers, with varying price
quantity, quality, and service characteristics. As a consequence, buyers
can become more flexible and are able to manage their supply according
to actual demand instead of uncertain forecast. Similarly, suppliers can
simultaneously sell to multiple buyers at a given time and have a platform
to sell leftover inventory or excess goods.
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B2B exchanges often base on eXtensible Markup Language
(XML) [World Wide Web Consortium, 2003] descriptions. Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI) is another way to support direct and electronic interaction.
”EDI is the direct computer-to-computer transmission of common business
documents (such as orders, invoices, and payments)” [Silver et al., 1998].

Comparing the two different approaches, internet technologies, such as
B2B, provide a less cumbersome and less expensive solution than EDI. EDI
technology, on the other side, permits various stages in the supply chain to
transmit information and orders electronically and instantaneously accord-
ing to predefined material and information descriptions [Anupindi et al., 1999,
p.245][Chopra and Meindl, 2001, p.60]. According to [Farber, 2003], EDI and
XML will continue to coexist for years as each of the approaches has its advan-
tages. XML is ideal for unstructured data and spontaneous transactions, while
EDI is perfectly suited for well-structured transactions across the internet.

Whereas EDI was an improvement over the traditional paper-based ex-
change of information by allowing the buyer to forward purchase-related in-
formation directly to the supplier’s systems, it is expensive to implement
as, amongst others, special so called value-added networks have to be im-
plemented to connect buyer and seller. These implementation costs were a
significant barrier to the widespread use of EDI as a large-scale facilitator of
e-procurement. Recent developments in Internet-based EDI, which obviate the
need for expensive value-added network technology, enable the EDI for more
businesses [Presutti Jr., 2003].

2.5 Properties of Business Environment

In this section, we describe business environments of buyers and sellers to
illustrate what are the challenges of a model for supply chain management.
Furthermore, we present different viewpoints regarding uncertainty and risk in
business environments of supply chains.

Wu et al. mention the following important aspects of business environments
as essential context of manufacturing logistics [Wu et al., 1999]:

• uncertainty

• ambiguity

• inaccurate information in the application domain

• restrictions imposed by legacy systems and organizational structures
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• issues raised by new business paradigms (such as electronic commerce)

• the effects of product and technology life-cycles

• outsourcing opportunities and strategic alliances

• firm’s long term strategic directions

A model in supply chain management must address or be at a minimum
compatible with these aspects of a business environment.

2.5.1 Uncertainty

According to Tsay, Nahmias, and Agrawal, there are various sources of uncer-
tainty in business environments [Tsay et al., 1998]:

• market demand

• selling price

• process yield

• product quality

• delivery time

• exchange rates

Cohen and Huchzermeier mention the following uncertainties
that can affect cost and feasibility of global supply chain solu-
tions [Cohen and Huchzermeier, 1998]:

• exchange rates

• market demand

• market product prices

• supplier capacity/capability

• input prices

• production yield

• transportation delay
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• technology developments (for both products and processes)

• competitor actions

• political changes

Van Landeghem and Vanmaele identify the following sources of uncertainty
depicted in Table 2.10 and argue that actions against and buffers for this un-
certainty should be addressed at one of the following three levels presented in
Table 2.9 [Van Landeghem and Vanmaele, 2002].

Level Typical name What is typically decided (not ex-
haustive)

Strategic Supply network de-
sign business plan-
ning

Location of distribution centers, plants,
buffer stocks, flexibility versus buffers,
pull versus push, planning methods
used, information systems adopted, ...

Tactical Sales and opera-
tions planning

Production volumes per product fam-
ily, target levels of stock (both oper-
ational and safety), transport param-
eters (truck load (TL) or less-than-
truckload (LTL), mode), average ca-
pacity utilization, cost and cash re-
quirements for the next planning period

Operational Master production
scheduling plant
scheduling

Production volume and timing per
product item (stock keeping units
(SKU)), transportation orders, pur-
chase orders, detailed capacity usage
per shift

Table 2.9: Hierarchical levels in supply chain planning
[Van Landeghem and Vanmaele, 2002]

Wu et al. regard the following as sources of uncertainty, because they
generalize the notion of uncertainty beyond variability [Wu et al., 1999]:

• missing, incorrect, and superfluous data

• vague or incomplete definitions

• ambiguity caused by human behavior

Tullous and Utecht identify three types of uncertainty in buying-selling
situations [Tullous and Utecht, 1992]6:

6as cited in [Elmaghraby, 2000]
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Sources of uncertainty Operational Tactical Strategical

Exchange rates • • • ••
Supplier lead time • • • • •
Supplier quality •• •
Manufacturing yield •• ••
Transportation times •• •• •
Stochastic costs • • • • ••
Political environment ••
Customs regulations • •• • • •
Available capacity •• •• •
Subcontractor availability • • • ••
Information delays • • • ••
Stochastic demand • • • • ••
Price fluctuations • • • • •

Table 2.10: Sources of uncertainty in the supply chain (•) low leverage, (• • •)
high leverage [Van Landeghem and Vanmaele, 2002]

Need uncertainty is high when the product characteristics and/or use can-
not be easily specified.

Market uncertainty is high when the buyer is making his purchases from an
unstable or highly differentiated market (i.e., the potential suppliers are
very dissimilar).

Transaction uncertainty is high when the buyer’s location is far from a
supplier’s and the buyer has no or little previous experience dealing with
a supplier.

Closely related to uncertainty is the term ”risk”. Any uncertainty poses
some kind of risk to a supply chain. Risks play an important role in the
formation of supply chain, e.g, risks sharing. Work on supply chain risks
and how to handle them can be found, e.g., in [Lindroth and Norrman, 2001]
and [Agrawal and Seshadri, 2000]. In order achieve a good supply chain per-
formance for environments with high risks and in order to manage flexibility,
performance metrics need to include measures related to predictability, risk,
flexibility, and liability for performance within a company and performance of
supply chain partners and relationships [Peleg (editor), 2003].
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2.5.2 Asymmetric Information

While most of the current models in supply chain management assume that the
same information is available to everybody, ”information asymmetry remains
a key feature of real supply relationships” [Tsay et al., 1998]. E.g., a buyer has
more information about demand than a seller, because the buyer has direct
contact with the customer while the seller does not have direct contact.

Cachon examines asymmetric information about forecasts of demand be-
tween a seller and a buyer allowing voluntary compliance [Cachon, 2001]. Tok-
tay investigates on the performance of different contracts under asymmetric
demand information and concludes that, as supply chain profits under infor-
mation asymmetry vary significantly across contract types, the choice of supply
chain contracts should be driven by robustness to forecast accuracy under in-
formation asymmetry [Toktay, 2002].

In analytical models using contracts, ”one of the difficulties of including
information asymmetry is that the analysis must then consider the multiply
points of view. Since the probability structure of an uncertain event may be
perceived differently by the parties to the contract, there may be disagreement
in the calculation of expected profits. Hence, the notions of efficiency and
optimality are not clearly defined” [Tsay et al., 1998, 329].

2.5.3 Contractual Incompleteness

Business environments change and are often highly dynamic. Thus, even if
contracts are assumed to contain a precise specification at one time, they will
be incomplete and inaccurate at another time.

This leads to the conclusion that ”contracts that evolve over time are likely
to be much more effective than contracts that are completely defined at the
beginning of the partnership” [Chopra and Meindl, 2001, p.378].

Moreover, a contract is often incomplete due to the impossibility to explic-
itly express all factors driving a relationship in a formal way. This impossibility
manifests in the differences between supply chain contracts and supplier rela-
tionships as has been elaborated in Section 2.2.

Plambeck and Taylor argue that supply contracts with much flexibility per-
form poorly relative to contracts that are tightly defined and designed to an-
ticipate renegotiation [Plambeck and Taylor, 2002]. In this context, ”renegoti-
ation is a multilateral decision in which all parties agree to replace the original
contract with a new one” [Plambeck and Taylor, 2002]. Thus, firms should en-
ter into supply contracts that are defined reasonably strictly. Generally, the
likelihood of renegotiation is correlated with the degree of flexibility in the
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original contract. In practice, renegotiations come with additional costs, due
to delay, managerial effort, and legal fees. As a consequence, there is a tradeoff
between tight definition of supply chain contract and renegotiation costs. Em-
ploying tradable options can even lead to greater system profit than optimal
quantity flexibility contracts that anticipate renegotiation.

2.5.4 Networks not Chains

As already outlined in Section 2.1.1, real supply ”chains” are likely to be struc-
tured as networks, where sellers have links to several buyers and buyers have
links to several sellers.

2.6 Summary

This chapter has provided the reader with an introduction to supply chain
management and its most important terms and principles. It started out with
supply chain definitions and presented different types of supply chains, namely
efficient, responsive, risk-hedging, and agile supply chains. After this, supply
chain performances measures have been given. Performance measures of a
supply chain should have at least one measure on the three different dimensions
service, speed, and assets.

Contract and supplier relationships and its differences and commonalities
have been given. The focus of this part has been on distinguishing the extremes
of supply chain contracts, namely spot markets and long-term contracts, and
presenting advantages and disadvantages of these supplier relationships.

Real options as an approach of acting options due to operational flexibil-
ities have been presented and compared to financial options. Furthermore,
e-Business environments have briefly been introduced and explained, before
ending the chapter with an outline on properties of business environments.
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Chapter 3

State of the Art in
Supply Chain Management

The art of being wise
is the art of knowing

what to overlook.

William James (1842–1910)
Principles of Psychology (1890), vol.2, ch.22

This chapter provides an overview of recent research on supply chain man-
agement. After presenting a few survey papers, a classification framework for
research in manufacturing logistics is presented, followed by research related
to business-to-business exchanges. After this, work on the evaluation of short-
term and long-term contracts is given. The main part of this chapter consists
of a summary of research work on supply chains. The summary is categorized
into three major sections, namely research work dealing with responsive supply
chains, agile supply chains, and risk-hedging supply chains. This classification
is a new approach of structuring available research work. Assigning research
work to one of the possible categories cannot always be performed uniquely.
Yet, the presented classification is the best we could achieve when uncertainties
of supply chain should play a major role in the classification process.

Research on supply chain management and a classification of litera-
ture that focuses on optimal capacity-related design of supply chain con-
tracts and analyzes the operational effects in terms of mitigating supply
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risk under pre-negotiated terms can be found in [Anupindi and Bassok, 1998,
Tsay et al., 1998]. Ganeshan et alii present a broad taxonomy of supply
chain management research [Ganeshan et al., 1998]. Johnson and Whang
present an excellent overview of recent e-business and supply chain research
[Johnson and Whang, 2002].

3.1 Classification Framework for Research in

Manufacturing Logistics

According to Wu et alii, research in manufacturing logistics can be classified
using the following three dimensions [Wu et al., 1999]:

System. The system dimension specifies different levels of physical entities in
a manufacturing environment.
The different levels of manufacturing logistic research systems are pro-
duction unit, production facility, enterprise, and supply chain.

Decision scope. This dimension distinguishes different levels of abstraction
and focus for decision making.
The four levels of decision scope with ascending degree of specificity
are operations and control, planning, organizational design, and decision
structure.

Business environment. This dimension identifies a broader business context
of manufacturing logistics research, which is never complete as these con-
text change and evolve over time. Some examples are uncertainty, glob-
alization, information technology and e-commerce, industry convention,
human factors, and environmental considerations.

Figure 3.1 depicts the three dimensions and its levels and sub-levels in detail.
Research presented in this chapter and this thesis can be classified as ”supply
chain” on the system dimension, ”Decision structure: distributed” on the deci-
sion scope. According to Wu et alii, the research this thesis is concerned with
is called ”design of supply chain logistics networks” [Wu et al., 1999].

3.2 Research in the Business-To-Business

Market Area

This section presents research related to business-to-business (B2B) exchanges
(also referred to as spot markets in this thesis), because B2B exchanges serve
as a base option for many of the presented research work.
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Figure 3.1: Taxonomy of research in manufacturing logistics [Wu et al., 1999]

3.2.1 Classification of Business-to-Business Exchanges

Kaplan and Sawhney provide a two-way classification of B2B market
places, which is a useful framework for analyzing logistic requirements
[Kaplan and Sawhney, 2000]. Goods can be classified by ”how” the procure
and ”what” to procure. Goods can be procured either using systematic sourcing
(with pre-screening and detailed registration and credit/settlement procedures)
or spot sourcing for short notice procurements. Concerning the ”what”, two
distinctions are made: operating or manufacturing inputs. Operating inputs
tend to be low-value items that can be shipped via general logistic providers,
whereas manufacturing inputs are higher valued items requiring specific han-
dling and logistic solutions. Figure 3.2 depicts the framework of Kaplan and
Sawhney.

3.2.2 Research Related to Business-to-Business Ex-
changes

Skjøtt-Larsen et alii present a summary of research on and discussions of
Internet-driven electronic marketplaces (IEMP) and supply chain manage-
ment. They propose a relationship/IEMP grid that should help to iden-
tify the right selection strategy for IEMP in various procurement situations
[Skjøtt-Larsen et al., 2003].
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Figure 3.2: B2B matrix [Kaplan and Sawhney, 2000]

Kleindorfer and Wu list the following issues that have attracted attention
in literature and practice in the B2B area and name research papers that deal
with this research [Kleindorfer and Wu, 2002]:

1. Establishing and governing long-term relationships between agents in sup-
ply chains [Clemons et al., 2001, Grey et al., 2002]

2. Determining the strategic value and conditions for viabil-
ity of B2B electronic exchanges [Mendelson and Tunca, 2001,
Santos and Scheinkman, 2001]

3. Price discovery and price structure in the context of electronic ex-
changes, including the design of such exchanges [Anand and Aron, 2001,
Wein and Beil, 2002, Teich et al., 2002, Pekec and Rothkopf, 2002]

4. Supply chain integration, optimization and informational co-
ordination in the B2B context [Cachon and Lariviere, 2001,
Chen, 1999, Chen, 2001, Chen et al., 2001, Lee et al., 2000, Lim, 2001,
Swaminathan and Tayur, 2002]

5. Integrating contracting and market structure with operational de-
cisions (capacity, technology choice, production) for profitable
coordination and risk management [Cohen and Agrawal, 1999,
Mendelson and Tunca, 2001, Wu et al., 2001b, Wu et al., 2002]

The last (5th) point of these areas is the one that this thesis is partly
concerned with.
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3.3 Long-Term Versus Short-Term Contracts

This section focuses on research where the buyer can only choose between
different types of contracts (short-term or long-term), but not both together
(portfolio). This research just evaluates which type of contract should be pre-
ferred from an economical point of view.

Cohen and Agrawal solve a stochastic dynamic programming formulation
to analyze the trade-off between long-term and short-term contracts in an en-
vironment with uncertain sourcing prices. They use simulation techniques for
their analysis which accounts for the risk attitude of the decision makers, the
setup costs of long-term contracts (fixed investments), the planning horizon,
and improvement rates for contracts. Their model only allows the usage of
either contract at one time but spans a planning horizon of several years. They
were inspired by the fact that companies in industry where waiting before en-
tering a long-term contract. While this waiting seemed illogical at the first
sight as procurement costs are cheaper for long-term contracts compared to
short-term contracts once the contract is established, they show that it makes
sense [Cohen and Agrawal, 1999].

In detail, Cohen and Agrawal solve a stochastic dynamic programming for-
mulation using simulation to analyze the trade-off between long-term and short-
term contracts. The elements that dominate are the uncertain prices of the spot
market versus fixed investment costs and learning cost reductions by the long-
term supplier, along with the usual inventory and backlog costs. As mentioned
above, their model considers a planning horizon of several years, which are di-
vided into tactical review periods of the length of one week. Once a long-term
contract is selected, it lasts for the remainder of the horizon (exclusivity of
the different contract types). The short-term contract lasts for the duration of
a tactical review period. Cohen and Agrawal take into account a risk-averse
buyer by using a ”mean-variance” type of function to evaluate the total cost
C incurred in one review period, that is U(C) = E[C] + λV ar(C), where λ

(λ ≥ 0) reflects the risk aversion of the buyer (larger value of λ means the buyer
is more risk-averse). Furthermore, they limit the maximum inventory level, ac-
count for inventory costs and shortage costs. The spot price is assumed to
follow a multiplicative Binomial process, and to only depend on the realization
of the previous period. Thus, the spot price leads to a non-stationary environ-
ment and, as a consequence, the problem they solve is similar to the problems
of American call options, which also cannot be solved using a closed-form ex-
pression.

The authors show, next to other findings, that for the buyer it may make
sense to wait before entering a long-term contract (if at all) depending on
several parameters. Said more generally, the main contribution of the work
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of Cohen and Agrawal is to identify the factors that contribute to a contract
selection. These factors are the fixed investments, the length of the planning
horizon, the improvement rate for long-term contracts, the risk aversion of the
decision maker, and the price uncertainty of the spot markets.

3.4 Responsive Supply Chains

This section presents research on responsive supply chains, which face mainly
demand uncertainty, as described in Section 2.1.2. As described at the begin-
ning of this chapter, classifying supply chain research with a focus on the type
of supply chain with respect to uncertainties may not always be unambiguously
possible. Yet, this and the next two sections (that is Sections 3.4 to 3.6) provide
the best assignment of research work according to our knowledge of described
work.

This section starts with a summary of research work using a portfolio ap-
proach, namely spot markets as alternative for or in addition to long-term
contracts, in order to cope with the demand uncertainties of responsive supply
chains. It then looks at demand update strategies and dual or multiple supplier
sourcing.

3.4.1 Using Spot Markets as Real Option

In [Kleindorfer and Wu, 2002] (which selects some of the aspects of work per-
formed and described in [Wu et al., 2001a, Wu et al., 2001b, Wu et al., 2002]),
Kleindorfer and Wu address the integration of long-term and short-term con-
tracts for Business-to-Business (B2B) exchanges. They address the market
structure and provide an economic and managerial framework with opera-
tional decisions for profitable coordination and risk management. Their pa-
per focuses on the procurement in capital-intensive industries where fine-
tuning of demand and supply has large economic benefits and where de-
mand and prices are highly volatile. In detail, Kleindorfer and Wu assert
that the height of two different costs will decide whether a product is pro-
cured via spot markets, contract markets or using mixed contracting. These
costs are the costs for assuring codifiability and costs of establishing or using
contract relationships, were codifiability means the ability to specify prod-
ucts, delivery and settlements requirements electronically in a verifiable man-
ner [Zander and Kogut, 1995, Levi et al., 2001]. Kleindorfer and Wu state that
if transactions are completely codifiable and the units costs are identical be-
tween the spot-market and contract sourcing alternatives, there would be no
reason (for either competing buyers or sellers) to set up long-term contracts.
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Figure 3.3 depicts the findings regarding contract establishment and codifiabil-
ity costs, which are described in detail in [Levi et al., 2001].

       Mixed
        contracting
              and spot
                procurements

contract market
dominates

spot
market
dominates

costs of assuring codifiability

costs of
establish-

ing or
using

contract
relation-

ship

Figure 3.3: Classification of B2B exchanges and contracting [Levi et al., 2001]

The key difference of the approach of Kleindorfer and Wu compared to stan-
dard options pricing approach of the finance literature is that different suppliers
may have different costs and capacity conditions. As these two differences deal
with operational issues these are normally ignored in the financial economics lit-
erature. In finance economics, instruments based on the findings have been ap-
plied as tools for example for pricing of real options [Dixit and Pindyck, 1994,
Trigeorgis, 1996] or for risk management in supply chains that are commodity-
intensive [Schwartz, 1997, Clewlow and Strickland, 2000].

Mendelson and Tunca analyze a problem where one seller sells to multiple
buyers via long-term contracts and/or a spot market. The spot market allows
contracting with information adjustment once more information on the actual
demand has been obtained. In the model, the seller is a Stackelberg leader that
determines the procurement quantity and buyers procure and sell this quantity
to end-consumers. The spot market price is endogenously determined as the
seller is considered to have market power. Mendelson and Tunca analyze the
impact of the exchange on seller and buyers as a function of information quality
and find that the introduction of the spot market does not necessarily lead to
the benefit of the participants. Although the introduction of the spot market
compared to the contract alone reduces transaction prices and serves the role of
aggregating and transmitting information among participants, the spot market
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contributes to price volatility and quantity uncertainty. In such a scenario,
spot market will be avoided. On the other hand, if the spot market is highly
liquid, the volatility will not be amplified by the exchange. As a consequence,
the participants will only use the spot market [Mendelson and Tunca, 2001].

Zhu describes and analyzes a modeling framework similar
to [Wu et al., 2001b, Wu et al., 2002] and [Mendelson and Tunca, 2001]
but with uncertainty in the costs of sellers. These uncertainties are captured
through a common-knowledge distribution function. Zhu allows long-term
contracting and spot purchases. He finds that, when joining is costly, the
sellers with low unit costs have an incentive to join the exchange while the
sellers with high unit costs do not (although the latter may still use long-term
contracts) [Zhu, 2001].

Peleg and alii compare long-term contracts, short-term procurement strate-
gies using electronic media (spot market) and combined strategies, which is
a combination of long-term contracts and short-term procurement strategies
[Peleg et al., 2002]. For short-term procurement, which is procurement at a
business-to-business exchange, search costs for sellers serving at market price
are taken into account. Their model considers one buyer that faces stochastic
demand and may purchase from one or more sellers for two periods. In period
1, the buyer procures a certain amount from her current seller (using the long-
term contract) where she knows the current price. The buyer inventories excess
input if period 1 demand does not exhaust the amount ordered and backlogs
demand to period 2, if demand exceeds the amount ordered. At the beginning
of period 2 and prior to observing the demand of period 2, the buyer may make
additional purchases using either the long-term contract, the spot market, or
a combination of both. The model does not take transport times into account.
Prices of long-term procurement in period 2 are a fixed percentage lower (due
to the learning curve) than in period 1 but stochastic at the spot market.

Peleg et alii analyze three different scenarios analytically: a short-term e-
procurement strategy, a long-term contract, and a combined strategy for a fixed
number of suppliers for these two periods. The same scenarios are simulated
again for two periods taking the optimal number of suppliers in account for
short-term procurement. Peleg at alii show that one of the scenarios is optimal.
The selection of the contract type depends on the distribution of the lowest
market price and contract terms, such as the cost improvements in period 2 (in
case of the long-term contract) and the minimum quantity to purchase from the
long-term seller in period 2 (in case of the combined strategy). An interesting
and intuitive finding of the research is that, if the search cost increases, the
buyer will tend to use the long-term contract.

Barnes-Schuster et alii analyze the role of options in a two-stage supply
chain. They use a two-period model with correlated demand. In the first
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period, a buyer places orders for both periods at the beginning and buys options
that allow a buyer to buy goods in the second period. After the orders have
been placed, the sellers starts producing (using the cheaper production mode).
In the first period, the buyer then observes demand and sells to her customers.
After period 1, the buyer updates demand and exercises her options. Due
to this additional information, the seller updates his demand and produces
(possibly using a more expensive production mode) in period 2. The buyer sells
to her end customers in period 2 and any leftover inventory must be salvaged
(incurring salvage costs). The model assumes information symmetry and that
the length of the first period is exogenous [Barnes-Schuster et al., 2002].

Barnes-Schuster et alii illustrate how options provide flexibility to a buyer
to respond to market changes in period 2. Concerning coordination of the chan-
nel, they analytically show that channel coordination can be achieved only if
the exercise price is piecewise linear and sufficient conditions concerning cost
parameters are satisfied. The joint profits increase with options (for decen-
tralized and centralized channels), although only the seller profits from this
increase in the decentralized channel case. Furthermore, this increase in profits
increases with demand correlation. As a consequence, options are useful in-
struments to increase flexibility and channel profits. An interesting finding is
that returns offered by the supplier do not always lead to channel coordination,
which is contrary to common believe. Barnes-Schuster et alii show numerically
the amount of the benefits of options in improving channel performance and
evaluate the loss due to lack of coordination.

Seifert et alii advocates a portfolio procurement approach by analyzing two
supply options, namely spot markets and contract procurements, separately.
Under supply option 1, a buyer uses a forward contract with known lead time
and fixed unit price. Under option 2, a buyer uses a spot market with essentially
negligible lead time but stochastic spot price. The model assumes stochastic
demand and units purchased via both options can be used to fill this demand
[Seifert et al., 2003].

Given some key parameters, such as demand and spot price volatilities,
correlation between demand and spot price, and risk aversion, Seifert et alii’s
approach can be used by decision makers to identify commodities for which
the use of spot markets is attractive and for determining optimal procurement
strategies for those commodities. The model allows to explicitly quantify the
potential performance gains by procuring via spot markets. Significant profit
improvements can be achieved if a moderate fraction of the demand is procured
via spot markets. A very interesting finding is that companies who use spot
markets can offer a higher expected service level, but might also experience a
higher variability in profits than companies who do no use spot markets.

Golovachkina and Bradley consider contracts between a seller and a buyer
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where a spot market with uncertain spot price is present in addition to a
long-term contract as alternative for the buyer. Golavachkina and Bradley
address a two-period approach with contracts with options, where a buyer pays
a certain amount per each unit reserved in the first period and an additional
amount per unit when actually purchased in the second period. The buyer
must fulfill its demand to her down-stream party – called forced compliance
– and inventory is not available. The model addressed in this research work
bases on a two-stage Stackelberg game, in which the seller is the leader. The
paper presents a closed-form solution for the optimal number of options the
buyer should purchase and numerical solutions for the expected profits and
costs [Golovachkina and Bradley, 2002].

A brief summary of the results of [Golovachkina and Bradley, 2002]: A seller
must be competitive and have sufficient capacity in order for a contract to
be incentive compatible for the buyer. The contract is most attractive when
the spot market margin (which is the amount the buyer has to pay per unit
purchased via spot market) is large and the spot price variability and demand
uncertainty is high. The exercise price of options should be low in order that
the buyer will exercise the options

Spinler et alii present a framework to analyze the efficiency of dyadic sup-
ply chains. They consider a two-period Stackelberg game in order to model
the market interactions between the seller and the buyer in an uncertain envi-
ronment with respect to the demand, cost, and price. In period 0, the seller
as the Stackelberg leader announces a two-part tariff consisting of a payable
reservation fee and an execution fee. The execution fee is due in period 1 when
the buyer exercises (part or all of) the options bought in period 0. The seller
sells (part of the) leftover ”capacity” on the spot market in period 1. The
model accounts for the risk of unused capacity at the seller by introducing a
risk factor for selling at the spot market. This risk increases with increasing
customer specificity of the traded goods [Spinler et al., 2000].

Spinler at alii show that economic efficiency can be enhanced in a market
using their model and real options compared to a pure spot market. The
efficiency gain is positively correlated with the marginal cost difference between
the capacity allocated through the spot market and the one allocated on a long-
term basis. Factors that impact this difference are, for example, the time gap
between the long-term contract and the spot market (the longer the period
between the contract and the spot market, the more the seller is capable of
making arrangements for reducing long-term costs) and the industry supplying
the good or service. Yet, the longer the period between the contract and the
spot market the less precise the initial forecast of demand on the buyer side
will be. As a consequence, this reduces the willingness to trade in the contract
market.
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Araman et alii develop a procurement strategy for a single period, which
allows choosing between a long-term contract and a procurement at a spot
market. In order to achieve coordination, they introduce a risk-sharing con-
tract for the long-term part, which they call linear risk-sharing contract. A
linear risk-sharing contract has a pricing scheme that is linear in the buyer’s
order quantity, that is, the price is determined by two parameters, where one
determines the unit price when the reserved quantity is fully used by the buyer
and the other defines the maximum account per unit that the buyer has to pay
when ”underbuying”. The spot market price for the buyer is assumed to be
higher than the price of the long-term contract and is correlated with the de-
mand of the buyer. In addition, the buyer has to fulfill the (random) demand it
is facing – as a consequence, the spot market must not be capacity-constraint.
Araman et alii disregard delivery or lead times. They also model the seller side,
but put the focus on the buyer side (that is, their seller may only sell using the
long-term contract and not the spot market) [Araman et al., 2002].

Using simulation, Araman et alii show that the mixed strategy coordinates
buyer and seller and have some interesting findings: the optimal reservation
quantity the buyer must fulfill approximately equals its demand nearly inde-
pendent from the spot market price. Savings of the mixed procurement strategy
will only slightly decrease for deviations from the optimal order level.

3.4.2 Demand Forecast Updates

Huang et alii study contracts with a demand forecast update, which pro-
vides the buyer with an opportunity to adjust an initial purchase commitment.
Huang et alii derive the model from the fact that often a lead time is present
between an initial order of the buyer and the actual start of production at the
seller in which the perception of the demand can become more accurate, that
is, improve. An adjustment, if any, incurs a fixed as well as a variable cost for
the buyer. The problem is formulated as a two-stage dynamic programming
problem and explicit optimal solutions are derived for a uniformly distributed
updated demand. Their paper presents the critical value of the fixed contract
exercise cost, below/above which the buyer would/would not sign the contract
[Huang et al., 2002].

3.4.3 Dual or Multiple Supplier Sourcing

Dual or multiple (supplier) sourcing can be seen as one alternative framework
to portfolio procurement. These approaches focus on decreasing inventory lev-
els or increasing quality levels using similar procurement sources. While these
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techniques can be used to hedge against supply-related risks, they do not cap-
ture all effects and advantages of portfolio procurement. An example for a
difference to portfolio procurement is the capacity reservation, which is nor-
mally not part of dual sourcing.

Fong et alii look at the effect of dual sourcing on optimal inventory. In
their model, unit demand is normally distributed and there is an inventory
system with a choice between two supply options having different lead times.
Lead times of suppliers can be normally or Erlang distributed. Orders have
to be placed concurrently while cost parameters are deterministic. The results
are closed-form expressions for the means and variances of the effective lead
times, the probability of no stockout and the potential costs of no stockout
[Fong et al., 2000].

Rudi analyzes a similar problem. He looks at a sequential decision making
process and uses a two-stage stochastic linear programming formulation to an-
alyze the split between make-to-stock and assemble to order. Cost parameters
are deterministic [Rudi, 1999].

Kratz and Cox present several case studies where dual sourcing yielded
a lower price and improvements in quality [Kratz and Cox, 1982]. Greer
and Liao analyze and show that competition induced by two-source procure-
ment can generate significant savings [Greer and Liao, 1986]. Horowitz shows
that procuring portions of order quantities simultaneously from two or more
vendors diversifies risks [Horowitz, 1986]. Kelle and Silver examined reduc-
tions in safety stock assuming identical supplies and a Weibull lead time
[Kelle and Silver, 1990].

Elmaghraby classifies supplier relationships from a sourcing perspective and
describes several dual sourcing approaches in repeated procurement compe-
titions [Elmaghraby, 2000], such as [Klotz and Chatterjee, 1995]. Klotz and
Chatterjee propose a model where a buyer wishes to procure one divisible good
in two consecutive periods. Briefly described, the cost of a seller to produce
in period 2 is dependent on his production level of period 1. A seller incurs a
fixed (probabilistic) cost when entering bidding competition, but receives half
of a fixed portion of production at a fixed unit price and learns his constant
marginal production cost (where he first knew only the distribution of costs). If
the entire production in period 1 were awarded to a single seller and sellers can
buy-in future gains from period 2, then sellers will compete away all of their
profits in the first period and the buyer has no need to ensure competition in
period 2. If a seller cannot buy in its future gains, then sellers will face asym-
metric potential sellers in period 2. The outcomes of this model are: When a
seller can buy-in future gains, a positive entry cost is necessary and sufficient
for dual sourcing to be optimal in both periods and a buyer may sometime
find it optimal to dual source more than is required to guarantee entry of both
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sellers. When a seller cannot buy-in future gains, a positive entry cost is no
longer necessary for dual sourcing to be optimal.

3.5 Agile Supply Chains

The papers presented in this section deal with some aspects of agile supply
chains (namely, supply uncertainty, in addition to aspects of responsive supply
chains).

Akella et alii present a model for standardized services whose objective is
the determination of the optimal strategy a risk-neutral buyer should adopt
when two main modes of supply are available: a long-term procurement chan-
nel defined by a reservation capacity level and procurement through a spot
market. The buyer must satisfy her aggregated demand via the two procure-
ment channels. In order to achieve her serviceability obligations and hedge
against the variability of demand and supply, the buyer offers his seller a long-
term contract, where in period 1, the buyer determines a capacity reservation
level, based on a pricing scheme that is dependent on the demand. In period
2, the buyer has to satisfy a random demand. When this demand is lower than
the reservation level, she will order the demand from the seller and pay a unit
price dependent on the demand level. When the demand is higher than the
reservation level, then the buyers orders the maximum (the reservation level)
from the seller and the remaining units from the spot market. In order to
allow for risk-sharing between buyer and seller, the seller charges a capacity
reservation penalty for not utilized reservation capacity. Furthermore, it costs
the buyer more to buy more quantities. For the spot market, prices tend to be
greater than long-term contract prices. In addition, the procurement amount is
limited by some positive value as the buyer may not be able to fill her demand
using the spot market. For not fulfilled demand, the buyer must pay a fixed
penalty fee per unit [Akella et al., 2002].

Using approximating bounds and numerical solutions for the model, Akella
et alii found that for a wide range of demand distributions a mixed strategy
is always optimal. The reason for this: the realizations of the higher demand
values occur only with a small probability, and thus the buyer is better of
paying a high price on the spot market for these events (with high demand)
that occur with low probability than most of the time paying a penalty for
under-using the supplier’s capacity. Yet, Akella et alii find it surprising that a
mixed strategy is optimal almost independently of the spot market price and
of the spot market capacity constraint.
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3.6 Risk-Hedging Supply Chains

While the focus of the above presented work has been mainly the management
of demand uncertainties, this section presents work dealing with uncertainties
at the supply side, such as uncertain prices.

Li and Kouvelis present a study of the performance of different contracts
in an environment of uncertain prices due to exchange rate movements but
with deterministic demand. They study different contracts with features,
such as flexibility concerning delivery time (called ”time-inflexible” and ”time-
flexible” contracts), flexibility concerning quantity (called ”quantity-flexible”
and ”quantity-inflexible” contracts), and ”risk-sharing” for purchase prices
(maximum and minimum agreed prices for the payment of a special fee). Simi-
lar to real options, time-flexible and quantity-flexible contracts provide a buyer
with a certain amount of freedom when to buy and how much to buy. As a
consequence, these types of contracts can be interpreted similar to real options.
Li and Kouvelis model the price using a stochastic process commonly used in
modeling price uncertainty for environments with exchange rate or commodity
price fluctuations according to [Hull, 1997]. They evaluate the price movements
using an binomial lattice approach a widely used numerical procedure for valu-
ing financial options. They find that time-flexibility provides substantial bene-
fits in environments with low holding costs and highly dynamic environments.
Multi-seller sourcing arrangements can help the firm lower its sourcing costs by
exploiting available quantity flexibility in sourcing contracts. For a two-seller
case, as the correlation coefficient between the two price processes decreases, the
expected sourcing cost decreases at a decreasing rate [Li and Kouvelis, 1999].

Kouvelis presents and analyzes global sourcing strategies as operational
hedging mechanisms for responding to fluctuating exchange rates from a buyer
perspective. He presents a formal modeling framework for the evaluation of
multi-supplier sourcing in volatile exchange rate environments, optimal sourc-
ing strategies for the dual sourcing case, and useful managerial insights on
the effects of variances and correlations on the costs of the sourcing strategy.
One of the main problems in the supplier selection, is the irreversible nature
of supplier switching due to switchover costs, and the future uncertainty in
exchange rates. Another one is the choice of timing in switching of suppliers.
Kouvelis states that the best solution to these problems is the use of real op-
tions valuation procedures. One of the interesting results of the paper is that
firms are willing to continue to source from suppliers that are more expensive
than others because of switchover costs and because of the option to switch
between suppliers. The switchover cost induces a zone of inaction that Kou-
velis calls ”hysteresis band”. The extent of the hysteresis band depends of the
exchange rate process parameters and on parameters such as the amount of the
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switchover costs and the number of suppliers. Timing and quantity flexibility
help reducing the costs for the buyer [Kouvelis, 1998].

3.7 Summary

This chapter has provided research overview papers on and introduced a clas-
sification framework for manufacturing logistics research. Research in the B2B
market area has been presented, because B2B exchanges are used for spot mar-
ket procurement in portfolio procurement. Then, research on long-term versus
short-term contracts has been presented. The main contents of this chapter is
the research work on different types of supply chains, namely, responsive, agile,
and risk-hedging supply chains. Classifying research work according to the dif-
ferent type of supply chains has been a first approach and may not be unique.
The part of responsive supply chains first presents work using spot markets
as an option in portfolio procurement settings, Kleindorfer, Wu, Mendelson,
Tunca, Peleg, Hausmann, Lee, Seifert, Spinler, Araman, and Barnes-Schuster
contributed to this area, just to name a few. Then, work on demand fore-
cast updates and dual supplier sourcing is presented. Research on agile supply
chains is mainly covered by Akella, Araman, and Kleinknecht who focus on a
two period setting using the spot market in addition to long-term contracts in
the second period. The chapter ends with research work on risk-hedging supply
chain from Li and Kouvelis.
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Chapter 4

Problem Statement and
Objectives

It isn’t that they can’t see the solution.
It is that they can’t see the problem.

Gilbert K. Chesterton, (1874–1936)
The Scandal of Father Brown (The Point of a Pin)

This section presents a concise statement of the research question(s) that
this thesis tackles. This research question is first presented as idea and, then,
expressed as specific objectives. After presentation of the objectives of this
thesis, the rational and significance of the research work as well as the reason
for using the chosen approach are explained.

4.1 The Idea

”While some purchasing managers want to form strategic alliances with all
vendors, I [D.F. Pyke] think this is a mistake. The relationship should
fit with the characteristics of the purchased component and of the market-
place” [Pyke, 1998].

As D.F. Pyke, it is asserted in this thesis that long-term relationships are
not always the best choice and it is believed that a company of a supply chain
should have the right type of supplier relationship. This right type depends
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on several product, supply chain, and company parameters. Moreover, the
right type of supplier relationships may change over time, as parameters of the
product, the supply chain, or the company change.

Establishing a long-term relationship with suppliers requires a fixed in-
vestment at the beginning of the partnership. ”This investment may in-
clude the effort and cost of performing a technical and financial audit of the
supplier, technical and financial support, investment in idiosyncratic equip-
ment, and in some instances, acquisition of a share in the supplier’s eq-
uity” [Cohen and Agrawal, 1999]. However, if buyer and seller ”get known
to each other” in a short-term relationship and intensify business relationships
over time, this can decrease effort cost at the beginning of a long-term contract,
because a supplier relationship dynamically evolves over time.

In addition to finding the right type of supplier relationship, it may be
possible that a ”mixture of supplier relationships” at the same time for the
same procured good may even be a better choice than searching for just one
optimal supplier relationship. Assuming that procuring using buy-the-market
and strategic alliances is possible due to environment and property parameters,
using different relationship types may lead to additional flexibility that is often
crucial in a dynamic business environment. For example, if the quality level is
sufficiently high or equal for different supplier relationships, taking advantage
of low prices of strategic alliances and of the flexibility of the spot market
procurement may give a company the advantage of cheap procurement while
being able to react quickly to changing demand.

In certain business environments, supplier relationships can be approxi-
mated by just focusing on contracts. Such goods and business environments
for the procurement process can be found if one looks at the procurement of
raw materials in the chemical processing industry or at level 2 or 3 tier goods
in the automotive production market where a good can be procured either via
a spot market or through long-term relationships and quality aspects, social
aspects (such as interaction culture) and integration of the good into the pro-
duction process do not play a dominant role in the selection of the supplier. In
the following, this thesis focuses on two contracts, namely long-term contracts
and spot market procurement as representatives for buy-the-market supplier
relationships and strategic alliances.

Uncertain business environment parameters are often expressed in terms
of value ranges with specified lower and upper bounds in addition to estimate
values. This additional information could also be evaluated and used in business
and process models.
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4.2 Specific Objectives

The idea that has been presented informally above leads to the following re-
search questions this thesis will answer:

Each contract type has advantages over other types as outlined in Sec-
tion 2.2. Can an approach that combines several different contract types –
such as a portfolio approach – achieve better overall performance than each
individual contract type by profiting from advantages of individual contract
types while (partly) ”inhibiting” disadvantages?

It is our objective to create a framework for a given supply chain that al-
lows finding the right contract type or portfolio of different contract types at
a given time and for a given product, company characteristics, and a supply
chain in a dynamic business environment. Starting from given environment
parameters, such a framework should allow the evaluation of specific procure-
ment strategies used in a supply chain (namely the use of different portfolios
of contract types, different contracts, and different contract parameters). This
framework should help finding the optimal procurement strategy for a given
business environment and serve as a foundation for contract re-negotiations
with business partners (which are often necessary and beneficial according
to [Plambeck and Taylor, 2002]) and, as a consequence, the coordination of
the supply chain partners.

One challenge of this thesis is to build an evaluation framework for risk-
hedging supply chains. That are supply chains where the demand side is stable
and uncertainties come from the supply side. In risk-hedging supply chains, it
can be assumed that the demand is known. Coordination of such supply chains
focus on hedging the risks by pooling and sharing resources. Yet, the presented
approach can easily be extended to agile supply chains – where the demand
side is also uncertain – where using a higher inventory level is possible in order
to be able to meet uncertain demand.

Furthermore, uncertain parameters in this framework are expressed by value
ranges and not only by mean values. This additional information should also
be used when evaluating the performance of supply chains and should lead
to performance results that are specified, for example, by mean values and
variances.

The development process of the evaluation framework should be guided by
real-world examples. In this thesis, a risk-hedging supply chain of the chemical
processing industry is used as starting point and reference.
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4.3 Rational and Significance of Proposed Re-

search

While supply chain research can be interpreted as research on models simulating
and solving logistics problems, as done by Clark and Scarf known as multi-
echelon inventory theory [Clark and Scarf, 1960], supply chain research today
encompasses a much broader scope.

4.3.1 Dynamic Business Environments

As already stated in Chapters 2 and 3, several current approaches to supply
chain management focus on a solution of a steady state taking defined simple
contracts as basis, because this simplifies approaches and enables algebraic so-
lutions of supply chain equilibria. Such approaches are extremely helpful to get
an idea of effects and get insights into coordination of sellers and buyers when
business environments are stable and whether the options approach or portfolio
procurement is advantageous over existing practices. However, approaches that
disregard the evolution of supply chains cannot make strong statements when
supply chains evolve over time as parameters change in dynamic environments.

Wu et al. state that it is ”important to model the transient behavior
in a much more dynamic setting” and that the ”time element of decision
making motivates the need for real time and dynamic decision structures”
[Wu et al., 1999].

With this thesis not only focusing on single contracts and providing a frame-
work that allows continuous evaluation of procurement strategies over time, it
is hoped to at least partly overcome the described limits.

4.3.2 Contribution to Manufacturing Logistics Research

This thesis contributes to the research on manufacturing logistics as it provides
a framework for the long-term evaluation of supply chains and its costs in
dynamic environments that can be used over time. This framework evaluates
the supply chain performance over multiple periods. This is an extension to
existing research activities that evaluate one or two procurement periods, see
for example [Elmaghraby, 2000], where two procurement periods are already
considered a multi-period setting.

During the research work performed on this thesis, several papers
have been published that also use a portfolio approach of different
contract types for addressing uncertainties in supply chains; see for
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example [Mendelson and Tunca, 2001, Peleg et al., 2002, Seifert et al., 2003,
Spinler et al., 2000, Araman et al., 2002] (details and additional examples can
be found in Chapter 3). This approach differs with respect to the presented
work as it provides a solution for risk-hedging supply chains – in addition to the
multi-period setting – while most of the presented approaches focus on respon-
sive supply chains. Dual or multiple sourcing strategies (see [Elmaghraby, 2000]
and Section 3.4.3) use two or more different contracts for sourcing materials. In
this thesis, different contract types are used for sourcing while sourcing using
one contract type can consist of several different contracts. This is a subtle
difference to dual or multiple sourcing.

Real options. Cohen and Huchzermeier present different areas of future re-
search. One of these areas is the ”real options thinking in the context of global
manufacturing”, where they think that developing new business cases using
real options to apply and quantify real option models (possibly in combination
with financial options) is an important issue in order to raise awareness of real
options in industry [Cohen and Huchzermeier, 1998]. This thesis also applies
and quantifies real-options thinking in the area of chemical processing industry
and increases awareness for and shows the potential of real options.

Using a supplier relationship and a supply chain in the chemical processing
industry as real setting should provide insights that the presented ideas can be
used in industry and is valuable for industry.

4.4 Methodology

Bertrand and Franscoo provide an introduction and overview of oper-
ations management research methodologies using quantitative modeling
[Bertrand and Franscoo, 2002], some of which are also used in this thesis.

Generally, it can be said that”[...] aspects of [...] problem areas [encoun-
tered in supply chain management research] have been considered in other
fields, which suggests a distinguishing characteristic of SCM [Supply Chain
Management] research: like supply chains themselves, the research questions
and methodologies tend to cross traditional functional lines” [Tsay et al., 1998].
Consequently, the approaches to the solutions of the described objectives will
not follow strict methodological rules as can be encountered in traditional long
existing research areas.

For the described research area design of supply chain logistics networks
(see Section 4.3.2) two main approaches can be identified:
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• Researchers work on analytical solutions of models of supply networks.
These models often make strong assumptions about supply chain behav-
iors that often cannot be met by real supply chains. Thus, the conclusions
that can be drawn from such models cannot be directly applied to real
supply chains. However, analytical solutions provide a deep understand-
ing of the problems and, thus, can be very valuable.

• Empirical approaches of research problems verify analytical models or
rationally and intuitively designed models.

It is known from research in the supply chain management area that the
proposed research problems in Section 4.2 are analytically not tractable or
solvable without losing in significance of drawn conclusions. Thus, in this
thesis a model will be developed and validated by using statistical methods on
existing relationship data and simulations when statistical methods and data
are not appropriate or available.

4.5 Summary

This chapter presented the ideas and research questions of this thesis. These
questions are first formulated and then expressed in terms of objectives and
challenges. Afterwards, the rational and significance of these objectives are
elaborated and its contributions to the adequate research field is presented. The
chapter concludes with a brief discussion on the chosen research methodology
of this thesis.
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Chapter 5

Model Description

The situation of our youth is not mysterious.
Children have never been good at listening to their elders,

but they have never failed to imitate them.
They must, they have no other models.

James Baldwin (1924–1987),
Nobody Knows My Name (1961),

’Fifth Avenue, Uptown: a letter from Harlem’

This chapter starts with a description of the evaluation framework of dy-
namic coordination where simulations of supply chain models are used. After
this, the supply chain of a chemical processing industry is described, followed
by a presentation of abstractions and assumptions regarding the inventory and
procurement lead time model of this supply chain. The model is then described
using linear equations and the basis for the procurement process using inventory
as real options is presented. After presentation of this basis, which is called
speculative forward procurement, the different procurement strategies using
speculative forward procurement and/or portfolio approaches are explained.
These procurement strategies are used in the simulation model for determining
the procurement quantities. The chapter ends with a detailed description of the
simulation model as implemented in the simulation package Matlab/Simulink.
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5.1 Dynamic Coordination

”Dynamic coordination” is concerned with maintaining the coordination of
supply chains in dynamic business environments. While in static business en-
vironments the focus is on searching the optimal performance of a supply chain
that coordinates all supply chain participants, in dynamic business environ-
ments the concern is on searching of the optimal performance and continuously
monitoring of the supply chain process and adaption of supply chain contract
parameters and relationships in order keep the performance optimal. This is a
control process where the performance of a supply chain must be measured with
respect to potential other settings. If one of the potential other settings per-
forms better than the existing solution, renegotiation and adaption of supply
chain parameters and relationship changes should take place.

In order to be able to find an optimal setting in a dynamic environment, a
model of the supply chain is a pre-requisite. This model can either be of an-
alytical nature or building on simulation. In a dynamic business environment
a notion of time is of utmost important as contract parameters, relationship
types, and business environment parameters will change over time. As a con-
sequence, analytical models are often inappropriate due to the complexity of
resulting models. This complexity does not allow for an analytical solution.
Simulation models are one means to overcome the shortcomings of analytical
models, a reason why simulation models have been chosen in this thesis.

The simulation of the model using different parameters of potential options
for future actions provides different performance results of the supply chain.
If some of these performance results are better than existing performance re-
sults, actions must be taken in order to reach one of the better performance
results. These action may include renegotiation of contracts with business part-
ners (existing and potential supply chain partners), adaption of supply chain
parameters and structure, and so on.

After renegotiation, the adaptations to the supply chain have to be imple-
mented in reality and possibly in the supply chain model. After this has been
performed, the process starts over. Figure 5.1 depicts the process of dynamic
coordination.

The following sections present a risk-hedging supply chain from the perspec-
tive of a company in the chemical processing industry. It shows how dynamic
coordination may work in reality by building a simulation model and perform-
ing simulation runs of existing settings and possible changes. The simulation
model implements some procurement strategies that are designed especially
for this supply chain. After description of the model, simulation results are
discussed for possible application in real environments. In real environments,
these results should then be implemented.
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create simulation model

of supply chain

simulation of model using

business environment and

contract parameters as  reference

simulation of dynamics (regarding

business environment

parameters) &

simulation of options for action

(regarding contract/strategy

parameters)

renegotiation of contract/strategy

parameters with existing and/or

new business partners

implementation of changes

(possibly) adapt

simulation model

performance

of simulated options

better than existing

performance?

yes

no

Figure 5.1: Dynamic coordination

5.2 Reality

The model has been developed using a company and its supply chain in the
chemical processing industry as reference. This company is based in Austria
and procurement sources for raw materials are companies in countries in the
European Union (mainly countries with access to the sea). The transport costs
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in the procurement process are diminishing compared to the procurement costs.
This is reason that this thesis disregards transport costs and focuses on the
procurement costs. The following section describes the business environment
of this company and presents the contract types that are usual in this business
environment.

Chemical processing industry

The company has just one main production place but several international pro-
curement places. While it is also selling know-how concerning the production
technology, its main turnover stems from the production department. It is
a small company in the area (about 0.2 % of the worldwide production and
demand).

Contract Type

The chemical processing company can procure goods via two different contract
types, which mainly differ concerning their price distributions and contract
durations. These two types are called the European contract price contract (for
short ECP contract) and the spot market.

Spot market. The spot market offers the chemical good needed for the
chemical production process for a price in the range of 400 to 1000 Euros
per ton but prices can be as low as 390 Euros per ton and high as 1900 Eu-
ros per ton (the high price is due to outages of several different production
sites of the chemical good, yet is very seldom and considered a force majeure
[Chemical Week, 2002]). As the company is small, the price at the spot market
can be regarded as exogenous and the quantities that can be procured via the
spot market are not limited. Procurement at the spot market can take place
on any business day.

The spot market ”removes” any asymmetric price information by providing
an auction systems, which buyers and sellers can use to trade. While this is
generally regarded as advantage, the volatility of raw material prices increased
in the last years due to the material stock exchange, which can be seen as
disadvantage.

European contract price (ECP) contract. The ECP contract offers sup-
ply of resource materials of the same quality for about the European Contract
Price (ECP). The ECP contract price is fixed in an authoritarian process of
two dominating companies in this area of the chemical industry each quarter
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and remains equal for a quarter. It is a recommended price for the resource
material. Any company in this chemical industry uses this price as orientation
and practically the good can be procured at different suppliers for the same
ECP. The prices at different suppliers will only marginally differ. The average
price is lower than the average spot market price and is between 500 and 800
Euros per ton. In the remaining of this thesis, the abbreviation ”ECP” nor-
mally refers to the price of the ECP contract. Yet, it may also refer to the
contract if it is clear that only the contract can be meant.

The actual contract clauses are part of a negotiation process taking place
before the beginning of each quarter before one or more suppliers selling for
the next quarter are selected. The contracts usually contain some quantity
flexibility and time flexibility elements.

Quality

The supplied goods can differ in quality. Yet, as long as goods from two or
more different sources are used in the production process, the resulting quality
confirms to standards in this area. Thus, the quality does not play a major
role in the selection of the supplier.

Demand

The demand patterns for the produced good are regular (about 1000 tons per
week). The demand is smaller in the summer and winter months (around 850
tons per week) mainly due to the production capacity and personnel at the
customers of the company and larger for other months (1050 tons per week).
In winter and summer there is increased need for holidays of the production
personnel, which is used to shut down some machines and perform maintenance
work. Demand must be satisfied at any cost. The company is known for its
on-time delivery and, as a consequence, has many long-term customers that
trust the chemical processing company due to its good production and delivery
performance.

Procurement Lead Time

The transportation duration and transportation costs at the supply side de-
pend on the traffic mode that is chosen. The company chooses the transport
mode depending on the necessity of the goods (which is mainly dependent on
the inventory level) and the procurement amount, in order to minimize trans-
portation costs.
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The spot market in the described chemical processing industry is similar
to resource exchanges, but does not provide any advantage regarding the pro-
curement lead time over ECP contract. A short lead time compared to other
contract types is regarded as usual in other business environments for spot
markets or business-to-business exchanges and one of the reasons for the higher
mean price (as described in Chapters 2 and 3).

Production Process

While there are two different production lines, the production processes for
these lines is approximately the same. The process uncertainty is small and the
procured good is chemically transformed with 98 % ”success” rate (concerning
the quantity) and deviations smaller than ±0.1 % of the quantities.

5.3 Inventory and Delivery Model

This section describes the assumptions of the model. It also elaborates on the
basics of the inventory and delivery model, namely how the inventory costs are
computed and how delivery is dealt with.

5.3.1 Assumptions for Model Development

The model has some underlying assumptions upon which it builds. These are:

• Any buyer decisions are solely cost-driven and quality aspects do not play
any role. While in real business several concerns drive sourcing decisions,
such as on-time delivery, price, quality, they are disregarded in this model.

• The spot market price as well as the ECP are exogenous variables. Due
to the small size of the analyzed company, this assumption is reasonable.
Both variables are described by maximum and minimum ranges within
which the price values lie. Furthermore, the spot market price is as-
sumed to follow a normal distribution with mean 700 Euros per ton and
a standard deviation of 100 Euros per ton. This assumption stems from
long-term experiences of the company’s procurement manager who as-
serts that spot market prices are only in rare cases outside a range of 400
Euros and 1000 Euros and that price values are more frequently around
700 Euros than close to the extremes of the given range. Similarly, ECP
follows a normal distribution with mean 650 Euros per ton and a standard
deviation 50 Euros per ton. Again, this stems from long-term experiences
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according to which most of the price values are within 500 Euros and 800
Euros. The assumption of the normal distribution reflects reality due
to the above described experiences. As consequence of the assumptions
regarding the price distributions, 99.73 % of the price values are within
±3 ·σ (that is between 400 and 1000 or 500 and 800, respectively), which
are the price limits described above as well as in Section 5.2.

• The prices are assumed to be independent of each other and the prices in
different periods are also assumed to be independent of each other. These
assumptions may not hold in reality as there is always a dependance
between different periods and between ECP and spot market prices. Yet,
there is definitely not a full correlation between the prices from the ECP
contract and the spot market, as the current price values depend on the
current and future demand expectations. These expectations are different
for the different contract types and, as a consequence, the price values
are different. Furthermore independence is assumed, in order to show the
potential of the presented approach, independence of prices is assumed.
The model may be adapted by introducing correlation values, which may
decrease the cost advantages of different procurement strategies, but will
not change the main results and conclusions. The reason for this claim
is that the average price differences between prices of different contract
types and between different simulation periods will not be as large as
without correlation, but the price differences will still exist and will be
independent from contract types and simulation periods.

• The spot market has unlimited capacity. The size of the company justifies
this assumption.

• Goods are storable and do not lose quality or value, especially they do
not perish.

• The production capacity is greater than or equal to the demand. As the
demand does not vary significantly and production capacity is not very
expensive, this assumption holds in the short-term and in the long-term.

• The demand is satisfied linearly over a simulation period. This effects
inventory costs and the production process.

• Demand must always be fulfilled in order to maintain long-term customers
for which guaranteed delivery is important.
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Symbol Description

t period t, t = 1, 2, 3, . . .

xt inventory level at beginning of period t

dt demand in period t

qt order quantity that is ordered in period t

ct costs in period t

ci
t inventory costs in period t

cp
t procurement costs in period t

h inventory costs per unit in one period

pt price in period t

D constant procurement lead time in multiples of periods

Table 5.1: Overview of notation

5.3.2 Procurement Decisions and Calculation of Costs

In this section, the calculation of the costs and the inventory level are described
in terms of mathematical equations. Furthermore, inequalities are presented
that build the rules for the procurement amount that is ordered either via the
ECP contract or at the spot market. The equalities and inequalities describe
the procurement of goods with fixed procurement lead time for orders. The
demand is known but may vary. These equations are implemented using a
simulation tool. The simulation model is described later in this chapter.

Table 5.1 gives an overview of the notation used in this section and equa-
tions.

For the model, some additional assumptions are made that do not directly
relate to the company, but simplify the simulation model and cost calculations:

• Any order arrives before demand is satisfied. That is orders arrive at the
beginning of the simulation period in order that the inventory level does
not become negative in the simulation period.

• As said above, any orders arrives at beginning of period. This also effects
the calculation of the inventory costs.

• The procurement lead time of orders is constant. D = 0 means immediate
delivery of orders; D = 1 means orders arrive at beginning of next period,
and so on.
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The calculation of the inventory level:

xt+1 = xt − dt + qt−D (5.1)

Equation 5.1 describes the calculation of the inventory level. The inventory
level in one simulation period depends on the inventory level in the preced-
ing simulation period, the demand, and the quantity ordered some simulation
periods before that is to arrive in this simulation period.

The calculation of the costs comprises the inventory and procurement costs
calculation (Equation 5.2):

ct = ci
t + c

p
t (5.2)

ci
t = (xt + qt−D − dt) · h +

dt

2
· h (5.3)

c
p
t = pt−D · qt−D (5.4)

Equation 5.3 describes the speculative and cycle inventory cost calculations.
Cycle inventory costs are the half of the demand times the unit inventory costs
(that is dt

2
· h), as the production takes place over the whole simulation period

and effects the inventory level linearly. The term speculative inventory comes
from hedging against the variability of procurement prices. The speculative
inventory is due to a procurement process called ”speculative forward procure-
ment” and is explained in detail in Section 5.41. The speculative inventory
costs are (xt + qt−D − dt) · h. The procurement costs in one period depend on
the price and order quantity when the good was ordered (Equation 5.4).

The procurement decision one must make, must adhere to the following
inequalities:

∀t : xt ≥ 0 (5.5)

∀t : qt−D ≥ dt − xt (5.6)

Equation 5.5 requires that the inventory level must equal zero or is positive
all the time. Equation 5.6 expresses that demand must be fulfilled all the time.

Equations 5.5 and 5.6 provide restrictions for the procurement amount in a
simulation period, but do not fixed the procurement amount. For the evaluation
of the optimal procurement amount in each simulation period, Section 5.5.1

1The term ”safety inventory” is used for hedging against uncertainties, normally against
uncertain demand. In this thesis, the term ”speculative inventory” has been introduced
instead of using the term ”safety inventory”, although the ”hedging inventory” is also a mean
to hedge against uncertainties, namely it avoids having to procure at high procurement prices.
While the term ”safety inventory” might also be used for protecting against high prices, in
thesis a new term is used in order to avoid any confusion whether inventory is used in order
to hedge against high procurement prices or high demand.
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describes different strategies that determine the procurement amount in each
simulation period. Some of these strategies procure depending on the price
in this simulation period and/or the inventory level of this period. Before
presenting these strategies, the next section presents a general idea concerning
the procurement amount and the use of inventory.

In the following, the demand is regarded as constant as there is no differ-
ence for the evaluation of the different procurement strategies between varying
demand and constant demand once demand is known and deterministic.

5.4 Speculative Forward Procurement

Any inventory can be seen as a real option. Whenever there is a decision about
procurement of a certain amount, it can either be procured via different con-
tract types or taken from the inventory (assuming the inventory level is high
enough). Options normally cost something. So does inventory. In an environ-
ment with fixed prices and guaranteed procurement lead time, the provision
of an inventory does not make sense as an option2. In business environments
with uncertain prices, it may make sense to procure more than needed in the
short-term whenever the procurement prices are low and increase the inventory
level for periods when the prices are high. In periods with high procurement
prices, the buyer takes advantage of a high inventory level.

This basic idea only makes sense when the cost advantage of procurement
outweighs the costs of inventory use. Actually, there is a tradeoff between the
use of low procurement prices on one side and inventory costs on the other
side. If inventory prices are high, the advantage of procuring at low prices and
storing does not pay off. Similarly, if the variability of procurement prices is
low compared to inventory costs, the slightly lower mean procurement costs
will not outweigh additional inventory costs.

Speculative forward-procurement. Following the term ”forward-buying”
used for consumers that buy more than needed in the short-term in order to take
advantage of low (often advertising) prices, the process of procuring at lower
prices in uncertain price environments is called ”speculative forward-procuring”
throughout this thesis.

An example for evaluation. If a buyer procures q units in each period
independently of the price (see Equation 5.7 for the procurement function)

2A cycle inventory is necessary in any case.
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and no inventory is allowed, there exists one solution. For this solution, the
procurement level q equals the demand d. The procurement function equals:

g1(p) = q = d ∀p (5.7)

The procurement costs c
p
t are g(p) · p. The expected procurement costs

(E[cp
t ]) the buyer will face equal

E[g1(p) · p] =

∫ ∞

−∞

g1(p) · p · fP (p) dp (5.8)

=

∫ ∞

−∞

d · p · fP (p) dp (5.9)

If fP (p) is normally distributed, that is fP (p) = 1
σP

√
2π

· e−
1
2
·
[

p−µP
σP

]2

,

E[g1(p) · p] =

∫ ∞

−∞

d · p · 1

σP

√
2π

· e−
1
2
·
[

p−µP
σP

]2

dp (5.10)

= d ·
∫ ∞

−∞

p · 1

σP

√
2π

· e−
1
2
·
[

p−µP
σP

]2

dp (5.11)

= d · µP (5.12)

For a different procurement function, where a buyer procures twice the
amount of the demand d if the price is smaller than or equal to the mean of
the price function (see Equation 5.13), the procurement costs will be different.

g2(p) =

{

2 · d ∀p ≤ µP

0 ∀p > µP
(5.13)

This procurement function procures twice the amount of the demand whenever
the price is smaller than or equal to the mean, because the probability that
anything will be procured in this scenario is 0.5. In order to satisfy demand
in the long term, 1

0.5
times (=twice) the demand must be procured. Procuring

more than twice the demand will increase inventory to infinity in the long run.
Procurement of less than twice the weekly demand will leave unfulfilled demand
more often than necessary given a maximum or mean inventory level. Using a
different price level below which procurement takes place, requires a different
procurement amount. The price level below which anything will be procured
is called procurement price level throughout this thesis. If nothing is procured
when prices are greater than the procurement price level, the amount that has
to be procured equals the reciprocal value of the probability that the price is
smaller than the procurement price level. Figure 5.2 depicts the basic idea of
speculative forward procurement.
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Figure 5.2: Speculative forward procurement: example of a price distribution
and a procurement price level

Continuing the example from above, if fP (p) is normally distributed, the
expected procurement costs for this example are depicted in Equation 5.14.

E[g2(p) · p] =

∫ µP

−∞

2 · d · p · 1

σP

√
2π

· e−
1
2
·
[

p−µP
σP

]2

dp (5.14)

+

∫ ∞

µP

0 · p · 1

σP

√
2π

· e−
1
2
·
[

p−µP
σP

]2

dp

= 2 · d ·
∫ µP

−∞

p · 1

σP

√
2π

· e−
1
2
·
[

p−µP
σP

]2

dp

Equation 5.14 can be analytically solved and simplified as depicted in Equa-
tion 5.15. The proofs are shown in Appendix B.

E[g2(p) · p] = d ·
(

µP −
√

2

π
· σP

)

(5.15)

From the findings of Equation 5.15, it can be concluded that the procure-
ment costs always decrease with increasing standard deviation. For fixed unit
costs (that is when σP = 0), the procurement cost equal the mean costs and
no cost improvements are achieved. Instead, inventory costs will only increase
the overall costs. Equation 5.15 also shows a drawback of the assumption that
prices are normally distributed. If σP is large compared to µP (that is, the
value of the coefficient of variation of the price distribution is 1 or greater),
the costs can become negative as the prices become negative frequently for a
normal distribution.
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Example. As an example, the procurement costs are calculated using pro-
curement function g2(p) and the parameters of Section 5.3.1 in the following.
The cost parameters are µPECP

= 650Euro
ton

and σPECP
= 50Euro

ton
for the ECP

contract and µPSM
= 700Euro

ton
and σPSM

= 100Euro
ton

for the spot market. The
demand d is 1000 tons.

The procurement costs for the ECP contract are 1000 ·
(

650 −
√

2
π
· 50
)

,

which equals 618169 Euros compared to 650000 Euros when procuring without
speculative forward procurement. The cost savings using speculative forward
procurement are 4.9 % of the ”original” procurement costs.

Similarly, the procurement costs for the spot market equal 1000 ·
(

700 −
√

2
π
· 100

)

= 636338 Euros when speculative forward procurement are

used and 700000 Euros if not. The savings are 9.1 % of the procurement costs
when using the spot market without speculative forward procurement.

Inventory Costs. The cost advantage concerning the procurement costs of
the second of the presented procurement function must be set in relation to the
inventory costs. The inventory costs depend on the cost per unit and the mean
inventory level. The mean inventory level will depend on the allowed (willing
of accepted) percentage of unfulfilled demand. We will not further elaborate
on this topic, as demand must always be fulfilled in the supply chain model
of this thesis. As a consequence, ordering will take place even when prices are
greater than the procurement price level. This ordering will only happen when
the inventory level is too low to fulfill demand.

5.5 Simulation Model

This section describes the simulation model that implements the model ex-
pressed in equations in Section 5.3.2. It starts out with a presentation of
different procurement strategies, which determine the amount ordered in a
simulation period. Afterwards, a brief description of the model of the supply
chain developed in Mathlab/Simulink is presented.

5.5.1 Description of Procurement Strategies

This section presents the procurement strategies that determine the amount
that is ordered in each simulation period. All these procurement strategies
adhere to Equations 5.5 and 5.6.
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This section is organized into three parts. The first part describes the pro-
curement strategies that do not use any speculative inventory. The second part
focuses on procurement strategies that use speculative inventory by perform-
ing speculative forward procurement. All procurement strategies in the second
part used a fixed procurement price level3. The third part describes the pro-
curement strategies that use speculative forward procurement and adapt the
procurement price level depending on the inventory level.

Procurement Strategies Using no Speculative Inventory

Procurement Strategies 1 to 4 do not use any speculative forward procurement.
Each simulation period, the demand of the respective simulation period is or-
dered (the term ”respective” stems from the fact that these strategies account
for procurement lead times). Thus, these strategies only need to use the cy-
cle inventory (the maximum cycle inventory in a simulation period equals the
demand value in this simulation period).

Procurement Strategy 1 – European Contract Price Contract. Using
this procurement strategy, the demand of each procurement period (which is
a week in the following) is satisfied using the European Contract Price (ECP)
contract in each procurement period and no speculative inventory is used. The
idea of simulating this strategy is that the resulting procurement can be used
as reference for evaluating the performance of other strategies. Equation 5.16
formally describes the procurement strategy 1 and its procured amount in each
simulation period. qECP

t and qSM
t denote the procurement amount of the ECP

contract and the spot market in simulation period t, respectively.

qECP
t = dt+D

qSM
t = 0 (5.16)

Procurement Strategy 2 – Spot Market. This strategy only uses the
spot market to procure the weekly demand each week. No speculative inventory
is needed. This strategy is simulated in order to provide a reference for the
comparison of costs. Equation 5.17 formally describes the procurement strategy
2 and its procured amount in each simulation period.

3As described in Section 5.4, the procurement price level is the price level that determines
procurement. If prices are greater than the procurement price level, nothing is procured. If
prices are smaller than or equal to the procurement price level, procurement of goods takes
place.
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qECP
t = 0

qSM
t = dt+D (5.17)

Procurement Strategy 3 – Portfolio. Using this procurement strategy,
procurement is performed using two distinct contract types at the same time,
namely the ECP contract and the spot market. This strategy is a simplified
version of the current supply chain procurement strategy of the company that
uses the long-term contract (procurement at ECP) and the spot market each
procurement period in order to fulfill the weekly demand. A parameter – called
ECP part throughout this thesis – determines the quantity of demand that is
procured via an ECP contract. Given the ECP part is expressed in percent and
demand represents the demand of this procurement period, ECP part

100
· demand

is the amount that is procured via the ECP contract. The rest of the demand,
that is (1− ECP part

100
) ·demand, is procured via the spot market. A typical value

for this parameter is 66.67 %, that is 2
3

of demand are procured using the ECP
contract. As will be evaluated later in this thesis, the mean price of this contract
will be higher than the price of ECP contracts, but the expected variance of the
procurement strategy over an evaluation period of a year is lower than the one
from ECP contracts. Equation 5.18 formally describes procurement strategy
3 and its procured amount in each simulation period. ECP part denotes the
part of the ECP contract of the procurement amount expressed in percent.

qECP
t = dt+D · ECP part

100

qSM
t = dt+D ·

(

1 − ECP part

100

)

(5.18)

Procurement Strategy 4 – Contract Variability. This strategy also uses
a portfolio approach. Similar to strategy 3, the ECP part parameter specifies
the percentage of demand that is procured using the ECP contract type. This
strategy allows additional flexibility regarding the ”portfolio mixture” in each
procurement period. That is, the amount procured using each contract type
depends on the procurement prices of each contract type. For the specifica-
tion of this flexibility, an additional parameter is introduced. This parameter
specifies the possible maximum deviation from the procurement quantity of
the ECP part, is called ECP variability, and is normally expressed in percent
compared to the total demand in a procurement period.

A buyer can take advantage of this flexibility by ”shifting” procurement
from the ECP contract to the spot market when spot market prices are lower
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than ECP contract prices. As a consequence, the actual procured amount us-
ing the ECP contract may not equal the ECP part. Thus, the ECP part for
such procurement strategies is referred to as the targeted ECP part. The ECP
part defines the target for procurement using the ECP contract and the actual
procurement can be off by as much as defined by the ECP variability. The ECP
part of the contract variability strategy is basically a quantity flexibility con-
tract where a buyer has the right to buy from [(ECP part−ECP variability) ·
demand] to [(ECP part + ECP variability) · demand] for the same price. A
formal description of procurement strategy 4 can be found in Section A.2.

Procurement Strategies Using Speculative Forward Procurement

Strategies 5 to 9 use speculative forward procurement and, thus, speculative
inventory. The procurement price level of these strategies remains fixed at
the mean of the respective price level. As consequence, each time the price is
smaller than or equal to the mean price, twice the amount of the demand is
ordered. If the price is greater than the mean nothing is ordered as long as
demand can be satisfied using the inventory. If not, the amount procured is as
large as necessary to satisfy demand.

Procurement Strategy 5 – Inventory European Contract Price Con-
tract. Procurement strategy 5 uses speculative forward procurement (as de-
scribed in Section 5.4) using only the ECP contract. The procurement price
level equals the mean of ECP. There are no limitations concerning the max-
imum inventory level. Furthermore, there are no limitations concerning the
ECP procurement, meaning that ECP variability is set to infinity. As there
is a stringent requirement to fulfill any demand, a buyer procures at least as
much as to be able to satisfy the weekly demand. This is a slight variation
of speculative forward procurement as described in Section 5.4. The starting
inventory level can be set in simulation runs.

A long-term contract without any restrictions concerning the procurement
quantity may not be very frequent in industry. Yet, this strategy is introduced
in order to get a feeling of the limits of speculative forward procurement. A
formal description of procurement strategy 5 can be found in Section A.2.

Procurement Strategy 6 – Inventory Spot Market. Procurement strat-
egy 6 implements speculative forward procurement using only the spot market.
The procurement price level equals the mean of the spot market price distribu-
tion. Again, when prices are greater than the procurement price level but the
inventory level is too small to fully satisfy the demand, the difference between
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the inventory and demand is procured at any price in order to fulfill the full
demand. Simulation of this strategy starts with a certain inventory level. A
formal description of procurement strategy 6 can be found in Section A.2.

Procurement Strategy 7 – Inventory Portfolio. Procurement strategy
7 uses a portfolio approach consisting of the spot market and the ECP contract
type. While there is a targeted ECP part, there is no limitation concerning the
procurement amount using the ECP contract. Demand satisfaction is guaran-
teed by procuring at any price when inventory level is smaller than the demand.
At the beginning of a simulation, the inventory level is initialized. A formal
description of procurement strategy 7 can be found in Section A.2.

Procurement Strategy 8 – Inventory European Contract Price Con-
tract (limited ECP procurement). This strategy is similar to strategy 5
as it only uses the ECP contract for procurement. Yet, the ECP procurement
limits are set and obeyed. The starting inventory level is set to a defined level
at the beginning. A formal description of procurement strategy 8 can be found
in Section A.2.

Procurement Strategy 9 – Inventory Portfolio (Limited ECP Pro-
curement). Strategy 9 uses a portfolio of spot market and ECP contract for
procurement. It this setting, ECP procurement limits are used and inventory
is initialized to a specified starting level. A formal description of procurement
strategy 9 can be found in Section A.2.

Procurement Strategies Using Speculative Forward Procurement and
Adaptation of the Procurement Price Level

Procurement strategies 10 to 13 vary the procurement price level. If prices are
smaller than or equal to this price level, procurement takes place otherwise not.
The term ”adaptive” in the name of the strategies refers to the adaption of the
procurement price level. For high inventory levels, the procurement price level
is low. As a consequence, only very low prices lead to procurement for this low
price level. If the inventory level is low, the price level for procurement is greater
than the mean value in order that procurement becomes likely. Consequently,
procurement at very high prices is avoided. This principle allows keeping the
inventory level low, in fact it allows the introduction of a low inventory level
limit below which the current inventory level must be. The actual amount that
should be procured depends on the actual price of a contract and is proportional
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to the reciprocal value of the probability that prices are lower than this actual
price4.

Depending on the contract type and parameters, the amount procured may
be restricted. The strategies in this section start with the half of the maximum
inventory level in order that the procurement process is influenced neither by
too low nor too high initial inventory level.

Procurement Strategy 10 – Inventory Adaptive European Contract
Price Contract (Limited ECP Procurement). Strategy 10 uses only
the ECP contract and obeys the ECP lower and upper procurement limits.
The procurement limits will often restrict the procurement amounts as the
reciprocal value of the probability of the occurrence of a price value times the
demand will often lead to larger or lower ”suggested” procurement amounts.
An example for this is that, even if the current price is greater than the price
procurement limit, strategy 10 procures at least the minimum the contract
requires. A formal description of procurement strategy 10 can be found in
Section A.2.

Procurement Strategy 11 – Inventory Adaptive Spot Market. As said
above, strategy 11 adapts its procurement price level depending on the current
inventory level. This strategy uses only the spot market. A maximum inventory
level is set and demand will be fulfilled independently of the current spot market
price. It does not have any restrictions concerning the procurement amount
(except for the requirement to stay below the maximum inventory level). The
starting inventory is half of the maximum inventory level. A formal description
of procurement strategy 11 can be found in Section A.2.

Procurement Strategy 12 – Inventory Adaptive Portfolio (Limited
ECP Procurement). Strategy 12 uses the spot market and the ECP con-
tract for procurement. It also adapts its procurement price levels for each of
the different contract types. Over the long term, the procurement level of the
ECP contract is the targeted ECP part. In the short-term, the procurement
using the ECP contract can significantly deviate from the ECP part as the
spot market does not have to follow any minimum or maximum quantity rules.
The procurement quantity of the ECP part is limited. Again, the inventory
may not rise beyond a defined level. The starting inventory level equals half
of the maximum inventory level. A formal description of procurement strategy
12 can be found in Section A.2.

4That is the reciprocal value of the value of the cumulative distribution function at the
actual price.
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Procurement Strategy 13 – Inventory Adaptive Portfolio. Strategy
13 is similar to strategy 12. It adapts its procurement price levels, the inventory
level is limited, and uses a portfolio. Yet, procurement using the ECP contract
is not limited. The starting inventory level is defined as the half of the maximum
inventory level. A formal description of procurement strategy 13 can be found
in Section A.2.

Overview of Procurement Strategies

Table 5.2 summarizes the procurement strategies and gives an overview of the
contract parameters each strategy uses, if the maximum inventory level equals
7500 tons.

Property Procurement Strategy
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

spot mar-
ket used

no yes yes yes no yes yes no yes no yes yes yes

ECP con-
tract used

yes no yes yes yes no yes yes yes yes no yes yes

inventory
used

no no no no yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

maximum
inventory
level (ton)

– – – – none none none none none 7500 7500 7500 7500

starting
inventory
level (ton)

– – – – 3750 3750 3750 3750 3750 3750 3750 3750 3750

ECP pro-
curement
limits

– – – yes no – no yes yes yes – yes no

Table 5.2: Overview of procurement strategies (’–’ means that property is not
applicable)

5.5.2 Description of the Matlab/Simulink Model

Simulation is performed using Matlab/Simulink (Release 13), which is a simula-
tion tool building upon matrices and matrix calculations often used in technical
computing. The following paragraphs and figures describe the implementation
of the model using Matlab/Simulink in discrete simulation mode.
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The main Matlab file procure contract.m that is using the model and
provides the Matlab/Simulink model with input data is depicted in Section A.1
in Appendix A. It initializes the inventory levels, sets the mean and standard
deviation price values, selects which procurement strategy is simulated, and
sets strategy parameters. It also corrects procurement costs by the difference
of the starting and ending inventory level.

Figure 5.3 presents the Matlab/Simulink model that implements the equa-
tions of Section 5.3.2 and the procurement decisions. This file is called
procurement contract.mdl. The boxes labelled ”market price” and ”ECP
price” are random number generators providing the prices for each simulation
period. Similarly, the box in the left upper corner labelled demand ”d(t)” pro-
vides the demand values as input for other simulation blocks. In this model,
the demand is constant. Thus, the demand value is the same in each simulation
period. Yet, it could be replaced by other functions if necessary (for example
by a simulation block simulating an uncertain demand distribution). Boxes
similar to TV sets as seen from the front enable the presentation of simulation
data and just support the development and test process of the model. All boxes
named with the starting phrase ”To Workspace” enable the evaluation of the
variable names in the box in the Matlab file procure contract.m, which is
calling the Matlab/Simulink model. All boxes whose label starts with ”Check
Static Lower Bound” check whether the simulation model performs as expected
and inform the user of Matlab/Simulink if certain threshold values are crossed.

The box labelled ”determine order quantities” is a sub-model that imple-
ments the production strategies and is depicted in Figure 5.4 and described
in detail below. The inputs for this box are the demand values, the ECP and
spot market price values, and the current inventory level. It outputs the order
quantities for the different contract types. The demand value is a direct input
(after rounding the value) to the sub-model box ”determine order levels”. This
implements the assumption that demand is known in advance.

The transportation process is simulated by a box labelled ”delivery time”
that defers the input values (namely the order values) for a specified period
(the specified procurement lead time) and is depicted in Figure 5.7. Similarly,
the demand value is deferred by the box ”demand is known one period in ad-
vance”. Both, the demand and the order quantities of the different contract
types influence the inventory level. The inventory is represented by an inte-
gration box labelled ”inventory x(t) (saturation at 0)”. The current inventory
level and the demand of a simulation period are input of the sub-model box
”calculate inventory cost”, which calculates the inventory costs and is depicted
in detail in Figure 5.10.

The amount by which the inventory level is changed and inventory level is
input of the unfulfilled demand calculation (sub-model box ”unfulfilled demand
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calculation”), which is performed for observation purposes only and depicted
in Figure 5.9 in detail.

The sub-model box labelled ”cost calculation” calculates the procurement
costs and is depicted in detail in Figure 5.6. The output of the inventory and
the procurement cost calculations are added and made available to the calling
Matlab file for evaluation of the results.

Figure 5.4 depicts the procurement strategy implementation and selection
of the procurement strategy. The selection is done by selection blocks labelled
”select spot market order” and ”select ECP order”, which are control by a box
called ”selector”, which gets its value from the calling Matlab file. For the eval-
uation of the performance of procurement strategies, one strategy is simulated
after another. Input to the sub-model depicted in Figure 5.4, which is depicted
as sub-model box ”determine order quantities” in Figure 5.3, is the demand
value, the prices, and the inventory levels. These four values are transformed
into a vector-format by the bold bars that do not have a label, where a vector
comprises all four values. This vector value is input to so called S-Function
blocks whose labels all start with ”S-Function”. An S-Function is a simulation
block that allows the description of its behavior using a programming language.
In this thesis, Strategy 4 to 13 have been chosen to be implemented using S-
Function blocks in Matlab/Simulink and the programming language C. The
C-code implementing procurement strategies 4 to 13 is listed in Section A.2
in Appendix A. For those familiar with programming languages, the C-code
should be self-describable.

Strategy 1 is implemented by just connecting the demand with the selec-
tor of the ECP order that puts the value through when strategy 1 is selected.
Similarly, strategy 2 is implemented by connecting the demand value with the
corresponding input of the spot market order selector. Strategy 3 is imple-
mented by a sub-model block labelled ”Portefeuille”, which Figure 5.5 depicts.
This sub-model calculates the order value for each contract in each simulation
period and inputs the values to the corresponding selector inputs.

Figure 5.6 depicts the details of the sub-model box that calculates the pro-
curement costs. It takes two price values and two quantity values as input,
calculates the products of prices and quantities, and outputs the sum of the
product values. The sub-model block labelled ”procurement costs” builds the
cumulative procurement costs by storing the sum of preceding periods and
adding the procurement costs in each period to the stored values (the details
of this box are depicted in Figure 5.8).

Figure 5.9 depicts the calculation of the unfulfilled demand in one period
and performs the calculation of the unfulfilled demand of all periods up to this
simulation period.
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Figure 5.4: Procurement part of model selecting one of the different procure-
ment strategies

Figure 5.10 shows the detailed implementation of the inventory calculation.
Input is the inventory level in this period and the inventory arrival. The in-
ventory level is multiplied with the unit inventory cost in a simulation period,
which is done using the gain block labelled ”h”, which multiplies the input by
the unit inventory cost. This calculates the speculative inventory costs. The
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cycle inventory cost calculations are performed with another gain block that
multiplies the inventory arrival by the half of the unit inventory costs. The
speculative and the cycle inventory costs are added to the inventory costs of
the preceding simulation periods and then provided as output.
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5.6 Summary

This chapter has described the model used for dynamic coordination. That is,
simulation of the current supply chain as well potential variation are performed
and compared. If potential variations achieve better performance results than
the current supply chain does, these are implemented possibly following a ne-
gotiation process with business and supply chain partners. Such an approach
requires simulation models of supply chains. In this chapter, we provided a
simulation model of a risk-hedging supply chain of the chemical processing in-
dustry. This chapter also describes this model, its assumptions, and implemen-
tation using the simulation tool Matlab/Simulink. As part of this description,
the model uses a portfolio approach combining a long-term contract type and
spot markets as well as inventory as real option. This chapter also contains the
description of the theoretical foundations of using inventory as real option in
the procurement process, which is speculative forward procurement.
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Chapter 6

Simulation Results

There is no safety in numbers,
or in anything else.

James Thurber (1894–1961)

This chapter presents the simulation results of the current state of the
supply chain and potential variations for future supply chain changes, which
can be used in the renegotiation process in dynamic coordination. The chapter
concludes with a discussion of the results presented in this chapter.

6.1 Simulation Results – The Current State

In this section, the results of simulation runs are presented that use parameters
of the current state of the described supply chain. This section evaluates the
different procurement strategies. The procurement strategy that is only using
the spot market (SM) is used as reference for the performance of the other
procurement strategies. The results in this strategy can be used to evaluate
the different procurement strategies.

6.1.1 Description Simulation Parameters

Tables 6.1 and 6.3 present the results of 20000 simulation runs with different
prices drawn from the price distributions and setting the part procured via the
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ECP contract (ECP part) to 2
3

of the weekly demand (which equals 1000 tons),
the maximum inventory level to 7500 tons (which equals an initial inventory
level of 3750 tons for all contracts using inventory). The weekly inventory
costs for a ton equals 2 Euros, while the mean spot market price and the mean
ECP (European Contract Price) equals 700 Euros and 650 Euros per ton. As
a consequence the inventory cost per ton equals 15.6 % of the procurement
price, if the average procurement price is 666.67 Euros (=2

3
· 650 + 1

3
· 700).

The standard deviation of the spot market price and the ECP is 100 Euros
and 50 Euros, respectively. These contract parameters and portfolio mixture
has been used, because these parameters best approximates the current supply
chain process of the chemical processing company and gives an idea what can
be reached using different procurement strategies.

6.1.2 Simulation Results

Table 6.1 depicts the mean values and standard deviation values of the total
costs (namely cycle and speculative inventory costs and procurement costs)
for the different procurement strategies, the coefficient of variation as well as
the maximum recorded speculative inventory level of all simulation runs. The
greatest value, namely the procurement strategy using only the spot market
(procurement strategy 2), is used as reference for the mean values. Table 6.2
depicts only the procurement costs of each strategy. The inventory costs can
be calculated by building the difference between the absolute total cost and the
absolute procurement cost of a strategy. Although the maximum speculative
inventory level is 0 for strategy 1 to 4, the procurement costs and the total costs
differ, because each strategy has some cycle inventory costs. Table 6.3 presents
the frequency values of the total costs in percentages within each value range
(taking the total number of simulation runs as reference; as a consequence the
sum of each column should equal 100 %). The most left column of the table
lists the start of a range, a range ends with the start of the next range (as listed
in the next row below, again in left most column).
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procure- mean standard coeffi- maximum

ment (EUR per (% of deviation cient of speculative

strategy year) reference) (EUR per variation inventory

year) (%) level

1 33846789 92.86 1304554 3.85 0

2 36450617 100.00 724908 1.99 0

3 34713864 95.24 898603 2.59 0

4 34205300 93.84 937204 2.74 0

5 34011281 93.31 1307328 3.84 54750

6 33247370 91.21 972116 2.92 31000

7 33313644 91.39 881824 2.65 44709

8 34086613 93.51 1188185 3.49 8850

9 33596317 92.17 837423 2.49 16260

10 34184129 93.78 1251768 3.66 7500

11 32424851 88.96 1323853 4.08 7500

12 32771824 89.91 992803 3.03 7500

13 31986583 87.75 1161076 3.63 7500

Table 6.1: Overview of total (inventory and procurement) costs of procurement
strategies; inventory costs include speculative and cycle inventory costs (weekly
inventory costs / unit = 2 Euros, ECP part = 2

3
of weekly demand, maximum

inventory level = 7500 tons, starting inventory level = 3750 tons)

procure- mean standard deviation

ment (EUR per (% of (EUR per (% of

strategy year) reference) year) reference)

1 33795789 92.85 1304554 179.96

2 36399617 100.00 724908 100.00

3 34662864 95.23 898603 123.96

4 34154300 93.83 937204 129.29

5 32832947 90.20 1577748 217.65

6 32686670 89.80 1042750 143.85

7 32451713 89.15 982126 135.48

8 33644113 92.43 1288306 177.72

9 33147009 91.06 915586 126.30

10 33667124 92.49 1297218 178.95

11 31813934 87.40 1339617 184.80

12 32131008 88.27 1009723 139.29

13 31383174 86.22 1196465 165.05

Table 6.2: Overview of procurement costs of procurement strategies
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Range Procurement Strategy
(begin) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

27885451 0 0 0 0 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0 0.02
28138543 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0 0.02
28391636 0 0 0 0 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0 0.05
28644728 0 0 0 0 0.03 0 0 0 0 0 0.04 0 0.13
28897821 0.02 0 0 0 0.04 0 0.01 0 0 0 0.13 0.01 0.18
29150914 0.03 0 0 0 0.05 0 0 0 0 0 0.22 0.02 0.37
29404006 0.04 0 0 0 0.08 0 0 0 0 0.01 0.37 0.02 0.75
29657099 0.05 0 0 0 0.16 0.01 0.03 0.02 0 0.04 0.72 0.05 1.35
29910191 0.09 0 0 0 0.15 0.02 0.08 0.04 0.01 0.03 1.22 0.11 2.18
30163284 0.24 0 0 0 0.17 0.05 0.12 0.03 0.02 0.04 2.05 0.37 3.32
30416376 0.30 0 0 0.01 0.39 0.11 0.21 0.10 0.03 0.14 2.98 0.74 4.33
30669469 0.55 0 0 0.03 0.44 0.31 0.32 0.15 0.04 0.22 4.03 1.21 5.83
30922561 0.75 0 0 0.04 0.72 0.64 0.60 0.32 0.12 0.34 5.24 2.06 6.95
31175654 1.24 0 0.02 0.08 0.95 1.32 1.07 0.51 0.31 0.63 6.42 3.21 7.30
31428747 1.69 0 0.04 0.25 1.20 2.61 1.77 0.87 0.61 0.92 7.35 5.02 8.73
31681839 2.15 0 0.04 0.42 1.76 3.66 2.54 1.31 1.37 1.38 7.95 6.81 8.46
31934932 3.18 0 0.13 0.87 2.37 5.76 3.48 1.87 1.94 1.80 8.18 8.85 8.23
32188024 3.84 0 0.36 1.48 3.07 6.95 5.57 2.84 3.76 2.85 7.76 9.55 7.98
32441117 4.58 0 0.60 2.43 3.91 8.34 7.25 3.74 5.39 3.40 7.04 10.81 7.12
32694209 5.89 0 1.23 3.55 4.50 9.36 8.99 4.90 8.06 4.38 6.19 10.47 5.78
32947302 6.41 0 2.31 5.08 5.47 9.57 10.42 5.71 9.83 5.35 5.36 9.07 5.64
33200395 7.00 0 3.51 6.87 6.30 9.39 11.49 7.05 12.00 6.40 4.81 8.23 4.25
33453487 7.44 0.01 4.87 8.50 7.27 9.46 11.84 8.13 12.24 7.09 4.25 6.70 3.41
33706580 7.98 0.03 7.00 9.52 7.75 8.33 10.76 8.67 12.07 7.67 3.94 5.03 2.68
33959672 7.77 0.10 8.85 10.80 7.59 7.72 9.07 8.64 9.85 8.27 3.37 3.87 1.85
34212765 7.15 0.16 9.83 10.69 7.81 6.17 6.18 8.78 7.57 8.14 2.75 2.69 1.26
34465857 6.54 0.56 11.28 10.26 7.49 4.14 3.75 7.40 5.74 7.48 2.28 1.85 0.73
34718950 5.83 1.29 11.16 8.53 7.14 2.49 2.27 6.90 3.97 6.93 1.45 1.32 0.61
34972042 4.61 2.52 10.54 6.89 6.00 1.53 1.20 5.50 2.22 6.44 1.19 0.76 0.21
35225135 4.07 4.36 8.65 5.14 5.17 0.79 0.65 4.47 1.35 4.95 1.03 0.52 0.16
35478228 3.24 7.15 6.73 3.49 3.69 0.69 0.25 3.54 0.86 4.24 0.73 0.39 0.13
35731320 2.23 9.65 5.00 2.31 2.64 0.28 0.10 2.75 0.36 3.47 0.48 0.15 0.03
35984413 1.82 12.53 3.39 1.38 2.06 0.15 0.03 1.87 0.24 2.36 0.25 0.08 0.02
36237505 1.17 13.69 2.07 0.75 1.47 0.07 0.01 1.45 0.04 1.80 0.10 0.06 0.02
36490598 0.87 13.67 1.24 0.41 0.99 0.07 0 0.94 0.04 1.28 0.08 0.02 0.01
36743690 0.52 11.72 0.69 0.17 0.56 0.04 0 0.59 0.01 0.81 0.03 0.02 0.02
36996783 0.35 9.22 0.34 0.08 0.28 0.02 0 0.44 0 0.48 0.04 0.02 0
37249875 0.20 6.14 0.11 0.04 0.16 0.01 0 0.22 0 0.35 0.01 0 0
37502968 0.13 3.81 0.08 0 0.11 0.01 0 0.16 0 0.19 0.01 0 0
37756061 0.07 2.00 0.02 0 0.08 0 0 0.07 0 0.10 0 0 0
38009153 0.04 0.81 0 0 0.05 0 0 0.07 0 0.05 0 0 0
38262246 0.01 0.35 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0 0.05 0 0 0
38515338 0 0.22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0 0 0
38768431 0 0.06 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
39021523 0 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 6.3: Frequency table of costs of 20000 simulation runs using different
prices (figures in 2nd to 14th column depict the percentage of values in the
range)
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6.1.3 Discussion of Results

The average procurement price using the ECP is as expected 92.86 %, which
equals the price ratio of spot market price to ECP (650

700
= 92.86). Interestingly,

the variance of procurement strategy using only ECP contract is significantly
higher (coefficient of variation equals 3.85 %) compared to the procurement
strategy using only the spot market (coefficient of variation equals 1.99 %),
although the coefficient of variation of the spot market price is nearly twice the
one of the ECP (coefficient of variation of ECP contract: 50

650
· 100 = 7.69 %,

coefficient of variation of spot market: 100
700

·100 = 14.29 %). These results comes
from the fact that one simulation run simulates a year. A year comprises four
different drawings from the price distribution of the ECP contract, but 52 dif-
ferent drawings from the spot market price distribution. As a consequence, the
larger number of drawings from the spot market price distribution averages the
cost outcomes and leads to lower standard deviation values. In more detail, if a
distribution from which a random sample (of size n) is drawn has mean µ and
variance σ2, the distribution of the random variable has mean µ and variance
σ2

n
[Ayyub and McCuen, 1997, p.296]. As a consequence, the coefficient of de-

viation values of the spot market sample and the ECP contract equal 1.98 %

(=

√

1002

52

700
· 100) and 3.85 % (=

√

502

4

650
· 100), respectively, because the standard

deviation values, the sample sizes, and the mean prices equal 100, 52, and 700,
respectively, 50, 4, and 650. These values are close or equal to the simulated
3.85 % and 1.99 % in Table 6.1 of the ECP contract. The slightly different
value is due to the fact that cycle inventory costs are included in Table 6.1,
which have not been accounted for in the calculations above.

Procurement strategy 3 – namely the portfolio approach using a fixed ECP
part of 2

3
of the weekly demand and procuring the rest from the spot market –

reaches 95.84 % compared to using only the spot market. This is worse than
procurement strategy 1 as the higher average spot market price influences the
costs. Yet, the coefficient of variation is slightly higher than that of the spot
market (2.59 % compared to 1.99 %), a significant decrease compared to the
3.85 % of strategy 1. As a consequence, the spot market procurement slightly
increases the average procurement price, but significantly decreases the cost
volatility.

Procurement strategy 4 – the contract variability – decreases the cost com-
pared to procurement strategy 3 as one is allowed to prefer procurement from
the spot market for a certain amount of the demand (which is 10 % of demand
in this simulation setting), if the spot market price is smaller than the ECP.
This additional flexibility brings the price close to the one from procurement
strategy 1 while the coefficient of variation value is acceptable (3.74 %) It is
slightly higher than the one from strategy 3 (2.59 %), as the advantage of
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procuring at the lower spot market price introduces additional variability.

Procurement strategy 5 – inventory ECP – uses the speculative inventory
without any limitations concerning the maximum inventory level and procures
whenever the price is better than the target price (that is lower than the mean
ECP value in this case) or at any price if necessary to fulfill the demand. As a
consequence, the maximum inventory is as large as 54750 tons, which is even
more than the yearly demand of 52000 tons. While the procurement costs
are only 90.2 % of strategy 2 (see Table 6.2) and are 2.65 % smaller than
the procurement costs of strategy 1, the inventory costs outweigh the costs
advantages of strategy 5 over strategy 1 as can be seen in Table 6.1.

For procurement strategy 6 – inventory spot market –, the advantages of
cheaper procurement when the price is low are much greater than the inventory
costs. While the maximum inventory level is still very large (31000 tons, which
is nearly 60 % of the yearly demand), the savings are 8.79 %. Yet, the question
why strategy 6 is so superior over strategy 2 while strategy 5 is not over strategy
1 can easily be answered: the spot market price changes each week while the
European contract price (ECP) changes only each quarter (which equals 13
weeks). As a consequence, in a week with a high spot market price, strategy 6
is likely to be able to use the inventory for satisfying demand, while, in a quarter
of high price of the ECP contract, the likelihood is high that strategy 5 may
have to procure at any price in order to satisfy demand, because the inventory
level has not been high enough to satisfy demand just from the inventory for
the whole quarter. This statement is substantiated by the skewness of the
procurement costs, that can be estimated when looking at the distribution in
Table 6.3 or Figure 6.1. Strategy 5 has a negative skewness (meaning that
some advantageous cheap procurements could be made), while strategy 6 has
a skewness nearly equal to 0 (meaning that nearly no procurements had to be
made at prices greater than the mean price).

Procurement strategy 7 – inventory portfolio – has the lowest procurement
costs of the first seven procurement strategy. Yet, because the inventory level
is higher and, consequently, the inventory costs are higher than the one of
procurement strategy 6, the total costs of strategy 7 are slightly higher then
the costs of strategy 6.

The strategies 5 and 7 did not adhere to any rules concerning the procure-
ment limit of the ECP contract. The following two strategies – namely procure-
ment strategy 8 and 9 – require procurement limits for the weekly procurement
using the ECP contract. It is allowed that the actual procurement may diverge
up to 100 tons (which is 10 % of the weekly demand) from the agreed procure-
ment level without any additional costs. The procurement costs of strategy 8 –
inventory ECP (limited ECP procurement) – are 2.23 % (= 92.43−90.2) higher
than the one of strategy 5 using strategy 2 as reference, but due to the low
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Strategy 5 Strategy 6

Figure 6.1: Frequency diagram of costs using strategy 5 and 6

inventory level (the maximum inventory level is just 8850 tons), the inventory
costs are low and the total cost are just 93.51 %, which nearly as good as the
93.31 % of strategy 5.

The procurement costs of strategy 9 – inventory portfolio (limited ECP
procurement) – equal 91.06 %, and the inventory costs slightly increase the costs
to 92.17 % of strategy 2. Compared to strategy 7, whose maximum inventory
level is 44709 tons, the maximum inventory level of strategy 9 equals only
16260 due to the procurement restriction (that is a limited ECP variability).
Compared to the total costs of strategy 7 of 91.39 % from strategy 2, the total
costs of strategy 9 are only 0.78 % higher, compared to the 1.91 % difference
of the procurement costs of the two strategies. The coefficient of variation is
2.49 % and slightly smaller than that of procurement strategy 3.

Procurement strategy 10 – inventory adaptive ECP (limited ECP procure-
ment) – reaches 92.49 % of the procurement costs of strategy 2 and 93.78 %
of the total costs while procuring using only the ECP contract. This is quite
high compared to strategy 11 – inventory adaptive spot market –, which uses
the same adaptive price level strategy, but procures only at the spot market.
Strategy 11 reaches 87.40 % and 88.96 % for the procurement and total costs,
respectively. These differences stems from the fact that the ECP procurement
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for strategy 10 is limited to ±10 % of the demand, a stringent requirement
that does not leave much room for performing speculative forward procure-
ment. Yet, procurement at a spot market does not impose any limits. Thus,
low prices can be used to fill inventory and use this inventory when high prices
are present. Yet, the coefficient of variation value of strategy 11 is high with
4.08 %, the highest of all strategies.

Strategy 12 – inventory adaptive portfolio (limited ECP procurement) – also
has stringent requirements concerning procurement using the ECP contract.
Yet, the spot market is used to fill up inventory when prices are low. Strategy
13 – inventory adaptive portfolio – uses the same strategy, but does not have to
obey any procurement restrictions and, thus, provides a good idea what can be
reached using portfolio and adaptive price levels. The costs of using strategy
13 are 87.75 % of the strategy 2 costs compared to 89.91 % for using strategy
12. The restriction of limiting the procurement quantity between 567 and 767
(±10 % of 2

3
of the weekly demand) ”costs” 2.16 % compared to strategy 2.

Depending on the long-term relationship, reasonable limits must be introduced
in order for a seller to be willing to sell at the ECP. The coefficient of variation
value is only 3.03 % for strategy 12, which is significantly smaller than the
values of other adaptive procurement strategies.

6.2 Simulation Results of Sensitivity Analysis

In dynamic environments different contract and cost parameters change over
time. Different parameters lead to different contract types and contract pa-
rameter values that coordinate the supply chain. This section presents the
simulation results for different parameter values for all procurement strategies
and, thus, a sensitivity analysis of the model.

The parameters that have been varied in simulation runs are the maximum
and/or starting inventory level and the unit inventory costs. Furthermore,
the ECP part and the ECP variability of portfolios are changed. The goal of
these simulation runs is twofold: first, it should be shown how environment
parameters influence the different procurement strategies. Secondly, the eval-
uation of the simulation model for different contract parameters and contract
types and its results builds the foundation for a negotiation process for the real
supply chain. Existing contracts (and its associated supplier) relationship can
develop in the right direction while improving the supply chain performance
and maintaining coordination.

Fixed simulation parameters. All simulations use a constant demand of
1000 tons per week, an ECP contract price distribution with mean 650 Euros,
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standard deviation 50 Euros, and normal distribution, and a spot market price
distribution with mean 700 Euros, standard deviation 100 Euros, and also
normal distribution. If not varied, unit inventory costs is 2 Euro per week and
ton. The smallest granularity of the simulation (that is the basic simulation
period) is one week. Each simulation run lasts 52 times the basic simulation
period. Thus, simulation runs represent a duration of one year and the costs
reflect the costs of one year. Each parameter setting is repeated 1000 times
while each simulation period – which is a week – a new spot market price is
drawn from the normal distribution and each quarter (every 13th week) a new
price is drawn from the normal distribution approximating price of the ECP
contract.

Variation of simulation parameters. The unit inventory costs for each
week are varied from 1.6 Euros to 3.6 Euros. 1.6 Euros reflect yearly inventory
costs of 12.8 % (= 1.6·52·100

650
) or 11.9 % (= 1.6·52·100

700
) of the procurement price

depending whether ECP or the spot market price is taken as reference. 3.6
Euros are 28.8 % (= 3.6·52·100

650
) of 26.7 % (= 3.6·52·100

650
) of the procurement price.

These unit inventory costs are common in the chemical processing industry.

Variation of the ECP part in portfolio settings is done from 100 % to 50 %.
The ECP variability is varied from 0 % to 65 % for fixed ECP part values and
from 0 % to 100 % otherwise.

The number of steps between the maximum values for each of the varied
parameters have been chosen in order to achieve reasonably enough results for
interpretation while obtaining simulation results within a few hours or up to
two days on commonly available computers (processors with more than 1 GHz

clock frequency and 256 MBytes main memory).

6.2.1 Sensitivity to Changing ECP Variability and ECP
Part

This section presents the sensitivity of the cost of the procurement strategies
to variations of the parameters ECP variability and ECP part. The costs of
procurement strategies 1, 2, 5, 6, and 11 are insensitive to changes of the ECP
variability and the ECP part. Costs of strategies 2, 6, and 11 are insensitive,
because only the spot market is used. Strategies 1 and 5 do not obey ECP
procurement limits and only use the ECP contract for procurement.

Costs of strategies 7 and 13 are insensitive to ECP variability changes but
sensitive to ECP part changes, because these two strategies to not obey any
procurement limits for the ECP contract (that is the ECP variability parameter
is not used).
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Figure 6.2: Strategy 3: mean costs depending on the ECP part of the portfolio

A brief description of the results of all other procurement strategies: de-
creasing the ECP part yields to lower costs for the simulated values. Similarly,
increasing flexibility regarding procurement using the ECP contract (that is
an increasing ECP variability value) yields to decreasing mean costs for a ma-
jority of the simulation settings. Yet, for some settings an increasing ECP
variability can increase costs starting with a parameter-specific value for the
ECP variability.

Procurement Strategy 3 – Portfolio

If the ECP part is changed, the cost also change. The mean cost increase with
decreasing ECP part as the spot market price is greater than the price of the
ECP contract (see Figure 6.2 for illustration).

While the increasing cost with decreasing ECP part may only seem disad-
vantages, there may be other criteria, such as the volatility of costs that may
play a role in the selection of an ECP part value. Figure 6.3 shows the standard
deviation values of the costs in dependence of the ECP part. The volatility of
the costs decreases with decreasing ECP part. The reason for this has been
elaborated in Section 6.1.3.

Procurement Strategy 4 – Contract Variability

Varying the ECP part and the ECP variability using strategy 4 leads to the
results depicted in Figure 6.4 and Table 6.4.
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Figure 6.3: Strategy 3: standard deviation of costs depending on the ECP part
of the portfolio
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Figure 6.4: Strategy 4: mean costs depending on the ECP part and the ECP
variability

This strategy ”switches” procurement to the contract with the lower price
whenever possible. When the spot market price is lower than the ECP price, the
minimum that must be procured using the ECP contract is procured. The rest
is procured using the spot market. When the spot market price is higher than
ECP contract price, the maximum possible amount using the ECP contract is
procured via the ECP contract and the rest from the spot market. One can
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ECP targeted ECP part

variability (in % of demand)

(in % of demand) 100 90 80 70 60 50

0 92.85 93.57 94.28 95.00 95.71 96.43

10 92.51 92.16 92.88 93.59 94.31 95.02

20 92.16 91.82 91.47 92.19 92.90 93.62

30 91.82 91.47 91.13 90.78 91.50 92.21

40 91.47 91.13 90.78 90.44 90.09 90.80

50 91.13 90.78 90.44 90.09 89.74 89.40

60 90.78 90.44 90.09 89.74 89.40

70 90.44 90.09 89.74 89.40

80 90.09 89.74 89.40

90 89.74 89.40

100 89.40

Table 6.4: Strategy 4: costs depending on the ECP part and the ECP variability
(values to Figure 6.4)

see that this strategy uses only the extreme procurement amounts of the ECP
contract. As a consequence, strategy 4 settings with equal extremes lead to
the same cost values. An example: in this setting, a contract of 100 % ± 40 %
(for the targeted ECP part and ECP variability) leads to the same costs as
90 % ± 30 % and 80 % ± 20 %, as it allows varying the procurement amount
using the ECP contract between 100 % and 60 %. Yet, 70 % ± 10 % only
allows a variations between 80 % and 60 %, thus the costs are different from
the former three. This consideration explains the symmetries in the presented
results of Figure 6.4 and Table 6.4. Some combinations of ECP part and ECP
variability do not make sense and, thus, are omitted in the figure and in the
table. Namely, the targeted ECP variability must be smaller than or equal to
the ECP part.

Procurement Strategy 7 – Inventory Portfolio

Figure 6.5 depicts the mean cost in dependance of the starting inventory level
and the ECP part. In contrast to simulation runs for other procurement strate-
gies, the ECP part is varied together with variation of the starting inventory
level as this strategy is not dependent on ECP variability values (see Sec-
tion 5.5.1).

The costs always increase with increasing starting inventory level. This
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increase is due to the inventory costs that stems from the higher average in-
ventory level. Figure 6.6 provides evidence for this assertion. It shows the
procurement cost depending on the ECP part and on the starting inventory
level. Contrary to the total costs, the procurement costs decrease with in-
creasing starting inventory level (Please note that the starting inventory values
increase from right to left in Figure 6.6, contrary to Figure 6.5). An indicator
that the probability of having to procure at any price in order to fulfill demand
in case of low inventory level decreases for increasing starting inventory level.
While for low starting inventory levels, settings with smaller ECP part values –
and consequently a higher part of spot market price – have significantly higher
procurement costs, the procurement costs approximately equal for all targeted
ECP part values. This can be explained with the higher average spot market
price. As said above, for low starting inventory levels procurement at any price
is more likely compared to high starting inventory level. As a consequence, a
”portfolio mixture” with a higher average price leads to the higher procurement
costs for low starting inventory levels.

Procurement Strategy 8 – Inventory European Contract Price Con-
tract (Limited ECP Procurement)

As described in Section 5.5.1, strategy 8 only uses the ECP contract and re-
stricts the procurement to the values from (demand − ECP variability) to
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Figure 6.6: Strategy 7: mean procurement cost depending on the starting
inventory level and the ECP part

(demand + ECP variability). As a consequence, the varying the ECP part
does not make sense for this strategy. Yet, the costs of procurement strategy
8 change with varying ECP variability values. The results of the sensitivity of
strategy 8 to ECP variability values is depicted and discussed in Section 6.2.2
together with variation of the starting inventory level.

Procurement Strategy 9 – Inventory Portfolio (Limited ECP Pro-
curement)

The costs for decreasing targeted ECP part decrease for fixed unit inventory
costs and fixed starting inventory level as depicted in Figure 6.7. This can be
explained by the ability to decrease procurement in high price environments
and to increase the procurement amount when prices are low. The resulting
additional inventory costs are smaller than the savings in the procurement
process. Similarly, an increasing ECP variability yields to decreasing costs.

Procurement Strategy 10 – Inventory Adaptive European Contract
Price Contract (Limited ECP Procurement)

Strategy 10 adapts its procurement strategy depending on the inventory level.
For high inventory levels, the procurement price level is low compared to low
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Figure 6.7: Strategy 9: mean cost depending on the ECP variability and the
targeted ECP part
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Figure 6.8: Strategy 10: mean cost depending on the ECP variability

inventory levels as described in Section 5.5.1. The ECP part does not have a
meaning for this strategy as it only uses the ECP contract for procurement.

Figure 6.8 shows that with increasing ECP variability the mean costs de-
crease. For ECP variability greater than 70 % of demand, the mean costs
slightly vary around 93.5 % of the reference costs.
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Figure 6.9: Strategy 12: mean inventory cost depending on the ECP variability
and the ECP part of procurement

Procurement Strategy 12 – Inventory Adaptive Portfolio (Limited
ECP Procurement)

Strategy 12 uses a portfolio approach where each of the contract type used
adapts its procurement amount depending on the current inventory level while
procurement using the ECP contract is restricted to stay within ECP variability
from the targeted ECP part (see Section 5.5.1 for details).

For a given maximum inventory level of 750 % of demand, Figure 6.9 shows
the mean inventory cost depending on the ECP variability and the ECP part.
The costs decrease with decreasing targeted ECP part, an indicator that strat-
egy 12 can take advantage of low spot market prices. Increasing ECP variability
provides additional flexibility in the procurement amount, which again mani-
fests in decreasing costs.

Procurement Strategy 13 – Inventory Adaptive Portfolio

Strategy 13 is similar to strategy 12, but without any restriction regarding the
procurement amount from the ECP contract (see Section 5.5.1). As a conse-
quence, there is no sensitivity of the costs to the parameter ECP variability.

Figure 6.10 show that the costs decrease with decreasing ECP part. For the
larger targeted ECP part values (100 % to 80 %) the decrease is greater than
the decrease for lower targeted ECP part values (70 % to 50 %).
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Figure 6.10: Strategy 13: mean cost depending on the targeted ECP part
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6.2.2 Sensitivity to Changing Maximum and/or Start-
ing Inventory Level and ECP Variability

This section presents the sensitivity of the costs of procurement strategies to
variations of the parameters maximum and/or starting speculative inventory
level and ECP variability. Procurement strategies 1 to 3 use neither speculative
inventory nor the parameter ECP variability. As a consequence, costs are not
sensitive to changes. Procurement strategy 4 does not use speculative inventory.
Thus, the costs are only sensitive to a changing ECP part.

There is a dependance of strategies 5, 6, and 7 on the starting inventory
level but not on the ECP variability, because these strategies do not use any
restriction concerning procurement using the ECP contract (see Section 5.5.1
for a detailed explanation of these strategies). Similarly, costs of strategies 11
and 13 depend on the maximum and the starting inventory level but not on the
ECP variability, because these strategies do not use the ECP variability value
(see Section 5.5.1). The results of simulation runs depicting the dependance of
procurement strategies 5, 6, 7, 11, and 13 on the maximum and/or the starting
inventory level is described and depicted in Section 6.2.3. In addition, the costs
of procurement strategy 7 depending on the starting inventory level have been
shown together variation of the ECP part in Section 6.2.1.

A overview of the results of this section: an increasing starting and/or
maximum speculative inventory level always increases costs for procurement
strategies 4, 8, 9, and 10; but not for procurement strategy 12. Strategy 12 has
an optimal inventory level at around 1000 % of demand. Increasing the ECP
variability value decreases costs for most of the procurement strategies. Yet,
for some strategies, it begins decreasing the mean costs after a certain value
when ECP variability values are increased.

Procurement Strategy 4 – Contract Variability

Varying the ECP variability and the maximum and starting inventory level
using strategy 4 leads to the results depicted in Figure 6.11. The maximum
and starting inventory level do not have any influence on the costs as these
parameters are not used by this strategy. Yet, a varying ECP variability does
have an influence. Figure 6.11 depicts a changing ECP variability for a fixed
ECP part, namely 2

3
.

Figure 6.11 presents well that the costs decrease from 0 % to 52.5 % is
greater than from 52.5 % to 97.5 %. This can be explained with the pos-
sibility to use the ECP variability. Starting with 52.5 % of the ECP part
(=52.5 % · 666.67 tons = 350 tons), demand can be satisfied only using the
ECP contract, when the spot market price is greater than the ECP contract
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Figure 6.11: Strategy 4: mean costs depending on the ECP variability. ECP
part is 2

3
of demand.

price. Similar observations can be made be looking at Figure 6.4 and Table 6.4
in Section 6.2.1.

Procurement Strategy 8 – Inventory European Contract Price Con-
tract (Limited ECP Procurement)

As described in Section 5.5.1, strategy 8 only uses the ECP contract and re-
stricts the procurement to the values from (demand − ECP variability) to
(demand + ECP variability). Figure 6.12 depicts the mean costs depending
on the starting inventory level and the ECP variability. For all ECP variability
settings, the costs are increasing for increasing starting inventory. For smaller
ECP variability values it is increasing more quickly than for larger values, as
high ECP variability values allow more flexibility with respect to taking advan-
tage of speculative forward procurement. For the ECP variability value equal
to 0, the strategy cannot take any advantage of low prices and the speculative
inventory just increases costs.

For low starting inventory values, costs remain equal starting at low ECP
variability values or even slightly increase with increasing ECP variability val-
ues (see Table 6.5 for exact values to Figure 6.12). This comes from low in-
ventory cost and that the probability that procurement has to take place at
any price for avoiding unfulfilled demand is low for relatively small variability
values.

Figures 6.13 and 6.14 depict the total cost and procurement cost for a
starting inventory level equal to 325 % of demand and ECP variability values
from 0 % to 100 %. These figures substantiate the above claim. They show an
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Figure 6.12: Strategy 8: mean cost depending on the starting inventory level
and the ECP variability
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Figure 6.13: Strategy 8: mean cost depending on the ECP variability (starting
inventory level equals 325 % of demand)

interesting result, namely, that increasing the variability of the procurement
account does not necessary lead to overall minimum cost.
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ECP var- starting inventory level

iability (% of demand)

(% of

demand) 125 250 375 500 625 750 875 1000 1125 1250

0 93.21 93.57 93.92 94.28 94.64 94.99 95.35 95.71 96.06 96.42

5 93.03 93.36 93.71 94.06 94.42 94.78 95.13 95.49 95.85 96.20

10 92.93 93.20 93.50 93.86 94.20 94.56 94.91 95.27 95.63 95.98

15 92.91 93.10 93.37 93.66 94.00 94.36 94.70 95.05 95.41 95.77

20 92.89 93.02 93.27 93.53 93.81 94.15 94.50 94.85 95.19 95.54

25 92.88 93.00 93.18 93.43 93.70 93.96 94.30 94.64 95.00 95.35

30 92.88 92.99 93.11 93.35 93.60 93.87 94.11 94.45 94.79 95.14

35 92.88 92.98 93.09 93.26 93.51 93.77 94.04 94.26 94.60 94.94

40 92.87 92.97 93.08 93.20 93.43 93.68 93.94 94.20 94.41 94.74

45 92.87 92.97 93.08 93.19 93.35 93.60 93.85 94.10 94.36 94.56

50 92.88 92.97 93.08 93.19 93.30 93.52 93.76 94.01 94.26 94.52

55 92.88 92.98 93.08 93.18 93.29 93.44 93.68 93.93 94.17 94.42

60 92.89 92.98 93.08 93.18 93.29 93.40 93.61 93.85 94.09 94.33

65 92.90 92.99 93.09 93.19 93.29 93.40 93.54 93.77 94.01 94.24

Table 6.5: Strategy 8: mean cost depending on the starting inventory level and
the ECP variability (figures to Figure 6.12)
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Figure 6.14: Strategy 8: mean procurement cost depending on the ECP vari-
ability (starting inventory level equals 325 % of demand
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Figure 6.15: Strategy 9: mean cost depending on the starting inventory level
and the ECP variability

Procurement Strategy 9 – Inventory Portfolio (Limited ECP Pro-
curement)

Figure 6.15 shows that the mean costs decrease with increasing ECP variability
due to the flexibility of procuring at lower prices. The possible higher inven-
tory costs for these settings are smaller than the savings in procurement costs
with increasing flexibility. For all ECP variability settings, the inventory costs
increase, because the cost for demand satisfaction at any costs at low starting
inventory levels are much smaller than the additional inventory costs at higher
starting inventory levels.

Procurement Strategy 10 – Inventory Adaptive European Contract
Price Contract (Limited ECP Procurement)

Figure 6.16 depicts the costs of procurement strategy 10 in dependence of the
maximum inventory level and the ECP variability. The starting inventory level
is set to the half of the maximum inventory level. Figure 6.16 shows that
for small maximum inventory settings (250 % to 500 % of demand), the ECP
variability does not influence the costs. Yet, for large maximum inventory
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Figure 6.16: Strategy 10: mean cost depending on the maximum inventory
level and the ECP variability

levels, ECP variability does have an influence. The more flexibility, the smaller
the costs.

Procurement Strategy 12 – Inventory Adaptive Portfolio (Limited
ECP Procurement)

Strategy 12 uses a portfolio approach and procurement using the ECP contract
is restricted to stay within ECP variability from the targeted ECP part (see
Section 5.5.1 for details).

Figure 6.17 depicts the mean inventory cost depending on the maximum
inventory level and the ECP variability for a targeted ECP part of 2

3
of the

demand. Costs are lowest for 1000 % of demand for this setting. Providing
flexibility regarding the possible amount procured via the ECP contract de-
creases cost by a significant amount. Costs differ by around 4 % compared to
the reference strategy for the lowest and highest ECP variability value.
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Figure 6.17: Strategy 12: mean inventory cost depending on the maximum
inventory level and the ECP variability

6.2.3 Sensitivity to Changing Unit Inventory Costs and
Maximum and/or Starting Level of Speculative In-
ventory

This section presents the sensitivity of the procurement strategies to changing
unit inventory costs and maximum and starting speculative inventory level. All
strategies are sensitive to changing unit inventory costs.

Briefly describing the results, increasing the unit inventory costs always
increases costs. Yet, an increasing maximum and/or starting inventory level
does not always increase costs due to higher procurement costs at low maximum
and/or starting speculative inventory levels.

Procurement Strategy 1 – European Contract Price Contract

Strategy 1 always leads to the same results, namely 92.86 % of strategy 2
costs 1, although the absolute cost changes in certain settings. This is due to

1To be precise, strategy 1 costs relative to strategy 2 costs vary slightly. This is due to
the fact that the absolute procurement cost remain equal with respect to strategy 2 costs.
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the fact that costs are compared to strategy 2 costs with the same parameters.
An example for such a change of the absolute amount of costs is when the unit
inventory costs change. Table 6.6 lists the absolute costs when the unit inven-
tory costs change. The inventory costs increase with increasing unit inventory
costs due to the cycle inventory costs. The change of the cycle inventory cost
is diminishing compared to the procurement and total cost.

unit inven- inventory procurement total

tory costs costs costs costs
(

Euro
ton·week

)

(Euro) (Euro) (Euro)

1.6 40800 33801502 33842302

1.8 45900 33801502 33847402

2.0 51000 33801502 33852502

2.2 56100 33801502 33857602

2.4 61200 33801502 33862702

2.6 66300 33801502 33867802

2.8 71400 33801502 33872902

3.0 76500 33801502 33878002

3.2 81600 33801502 33883102

3.4 86700 33801502 33888202

3.6 91800 33801502 33893302

Table 6.6: Absolute mean costs of Strategy 1 depending on the unit inventory
costs (inventory costs change due to cycle inventory costs, speculative inventory
costs are 0)

Procurement Strategy 2 – Spot Market

Strategy 2 costs change when the unit inventory cost vary. The inventory costs
increase with increasing unit inventory costs due to cycle inventory cost (see
Table 6.7).

In addition, the inventory costs also equal for equal unit inventory costs. Yet, as strategy
1 and strategy 2 procurement costs are different but the inventory costs – stemming from
the cycle inventory – are equal, the ”relative” strategy 1 costs also slightly change. The
cycle inventory costs are very small compared to the procurement costs. As a consequence,
strategy 1 costs remain practically equal with respect to strategy 2.
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unit inven- inventory procurement total

tory costs costs costs costs
(

Euro
ton·week

)

(Euro) (Euro) (Euro)

1.6 40800 36406404 36447204

1.8 45900 36406404 36452304

2.0 51000 36406404 36457404

2.2 56100 36406404 36462504

2.4 61200 36406404 36467604

2.6 66300 36406404 36472704

2.8 71400 36406404 36477804

3.0 76500 36406404 36482904

3.2 81600 36406404 36488004

3.4 86700 36406404 36493104

3.6 91800 36406404 36498204

Table 6.7: Absolute mean costs of strategy 2 depending on the unit inventory
costs (inventory costs change due to cycle inventory costs, speculative inventory
costs are 0)

Procurement Strategy 3 – Portfolio

The costs of the portfolio approach without the use of the speculative inventory
leads to the same relative costs as long as the ECP part is fixed to 2

3
of demand.

Procurement Strategy 4 – Contract Variability

For procurement strategy 4, changing the unit inventory costs leads to changes
in the costs due to changing cycle inventory costs. Yet, the change is insignifi-
cant. The mean costs increase with increasing unit inventory costs from 93.83 %
to 93.84 % of the reference costs.

Procurement Strategy 5 – Inventory European Contract Price Con-
tract

Figure 6.18 depicts the procurement costs depending on the starting inven-
tory and the unit inventory costs. The cost are increasing for increasing unit
inventory costs and increasing starting inventory cost levels.

Table 6.8 depicts the maximum inventory level depending on the starting
inventory level and the difference between the maximum inventory level and
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Figure 6.18: Strategy 5: mean cost depending on the starting inventory level
and the unit inventory cost

the starting inventory level. This difference is constant, as the procurement
amount is not dependent on the inventory level. The maximum inventory level
is also independent from the inventory cost as the procurement amount is not
influenced by anything but the price level of the ECP.

Procurement Strategy 6 – Inventory Spot Market

While the maximum inventory level is also increasing with increasing starting
inventory level similar to strategy 5 (see Table 6.9), the procurement costs first
fall and then increase with increasing starting inventory (see Figure 6.19). This
is due to the fact that demand must always be fulfilled. As a consequence, for
low starting inventory levels, the probability of having to procure at any spot
market price in the first simulation runs is higher than for high starting inven-
tory levels, which leads to higher procurement costs for low starting inventory
level compared to high ones. Once a certain starting inventory level is reached,
the inventory cost significantly increase and outweigh the cost advantage of
cheap procurement. Figure 6.19 indicates that the optimal starting inventory
level is decreasing with increasing unit inventory cost.
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starting maximum difference

inventory inventory

(ton) (ton) (ton)

1250 52250 51000

2500 53500 51000

3750 54750 51000

5000 56000 51000

6250 57250 51000

7500 58500 51000

8750 59750 51000

10000 61000 51000

11250 62250 51000

12500 63500 51000

Table 6.8: Strategy 5: maximum inventory levels depending on starting inven-
tory levels and difference between starting and maximum inventory levels

starting maximum difference

inventory inventory

(ton) (ton) (ton)

1250 21250 20000

2500 22500 20000

3750 23750 20000

5000 25000 20000

6250 26250 20000

7500 27500 20000

8750 28750 20000

10000 30000 20000

11250 31250 20000

12500 32500 20000

Table 6.9: Strategy 6: maximum inventory levels depending on starting inven-
tory levels and difference between starting and maximum inventory levels

Procurement Strategy 7 – Inventory Portfolio

Figure 6.20 depicts mean costs depending on the starting inventory level and
the unit inventory cost per week for an ECP part of 2

3
of demand and an
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Figure 6.19: Strategy 6: mean cost depending on the starting inventory level
and the unit inventory cost

ECP variability of 10 % of demand. The inventory costs are increasing with
increasing starting inventory level and increasing unit inventory costs for this
setting, meaning that the procurement costs decrease less than the inventory
cost increase.

Procurement Strategy 8 – Inventory European Contract Price Con-
tract (Limited ECP Procurement)

Figure 6.21 show the cost depending on the starting inventory level and the
unit inventory cost for an ECP variability value equal to 10 % of demand.
Inventory costs increase with increasing starting inventory level and increasing
unit inventory cost for this simulation setting (ECP variability equals 10 % of
demand).

Procurement Strategy 9 – Inventory Portfolio (Limited ECP Pro-
curement)

Figure 6.22 depicts the total costs depending on the unit inventory cost and the
starting inventory level. The cost increase with increasing starting inventory
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Figure 6.20: Strategy 7: mean cost depending on the starting inventory level
and the unit inventory cost

level and increasing unit inventory cost mainly due to the increasing inventory
cost and the inability of strategy 9 to adjust the procurement amount depending
on the inventory level, as part of the next strategies.

Procurement Strategy 10 – Inventory Adaptive European Contract
Price Contract (Limited ECP Procurement)

Figure 6.23 depicts the mean costs for an ECP variability of 10 % of demand
depending on the maximum inventory level and the unit inventory cost. For
this ECP variability value, the costs are smaller for smaller maximum inventory
levels. Costs rise more quickly with increasing maximum inventory levels for
high unit inventory costs compared to low inventory costs, because inventory
costs have a higher influence on cost in high unit inventory cost settings.

Procurement Strategy 11 – Inventory Adaptive Spot Market

Strategy 11 only uses the spot market and adapts its procurement price level
depending on the inventory level (see Section 5.5.1). Thus, any ECP contract
parameters do not influence the mean costs of this strategy.
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Figure 6.21: Strategy 8: mean cost depending on the starting inventory level
and the unit inventory cost

Figure 6.24 depicts the mean costs depending on the maximum inventory
level and the unit inventory costs. As intuitive, total cost increase with increas-
ing unit inventory cost. Regarding the optimal maximum inventory level, this
figure shows an interesting aspect. Starting from a low maximum inventory,
costs decrease up to a certain optimal inventory level and then increase again.
Two reasons can be given for these results. First, with a low maximum inven-
tory level strategy 11 requires procurement at any price level more often than
with a high maximum inventory level. Thus, for low inventory levels (250 %
to 1000 % of demand) the procurement costs are high. The second reason for
the results are the high inventory costs for large maximum inventory levels.
As a consequence of these two reasons, the optimal maximum inventory levels
should decrease with increasing unit inventory costs, for which Figure 6.24 also
provides evidence.

Procurement Strategy 12 – Inventory Adaptive Portfolio (Limited
ECP Procurement)

Strategy 12 uses portfolio procurement where procurement using the ECP con-
tract is restricted to stay within ECP variability from the targeted ECP part
(see Section 5.5.1 for details).
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Figure 6.22: Strategy 9: mean cost depending on the starting inventory level
and the unit inventory cost

Similar to the findings of procurement strategy 11, procurement costs are
high for small maximum inventory levels due to satisfaction of demand at any
price (that is no backlog is allowed). Costs are high due to high inventory
costs for large maximum inventory levels. Costs increase with increasing unit
inventory costs due to increasing inventory costs (see Figure 6.25).

Procurement Strategy 13 – Inventory Adaptive Portfolio

Strategy 13 is similar to strategy 12, but without any restriction regarding the
procurement amount from the ECP contract (see Section 5.5.1).

Figure 6.26 depicts the mean costs depending on the maximum inventory
level and the unit inventory cost. As for strategies 111 and 12, costs first de-
crease with increasing maximum inventory level up to an optimal maximum
inventory level (due to quickly decreasing procurement costs and slowly increas-
ing inventory costs) and then increase due to inventory costs whose increase
becomes greater than the savings of procurement. For small unit inventory
values, the optimal maximum inventory value is greater than the optimum
maximum inventory value for large unit inventory values. This property stems
from the increasing inventory costs while procurement costs remain equal for
increasing unit inventory costs.
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Figure 6.23: Strategy 10: mean cost depending on the maximum inventory
level and the unit inventory cost
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Figure 6.24: Strategy 11: mean cost depending on the maximum inventory
level and the unit inventory cost
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Figure 6.25: Strategy 12: mean cost depending on the maximum inventory
level and the unit inventory cost
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Figure 6.26: Strategy 13: mean cost depending on the maximum inventory
level and the unit inventory cost
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6.3 Sensitivity Analysis – Comparison of

Strategies

Table 6.10 lists the mean total costs of all strategies for the current state
(column 2 of Table 6.1) and the minimum and maximum mean total costs of
all strategies for all different simulation settings. Comparing the minimum and
the maximum values of all strategies allows us to conclude that there is no
single best strategy. For an optimal solution, it depends on the parameters of
the business environment and strategies that may be chosen in order to be able
to coordinate the presented supply chain.

strategy costs of

current dynamic environment

state minimum maximum

(% ) (% ) (% )

1 92.86 92.86 92.86

2 100.00 100.00 100.00

3 95.24 92.85 96.43

4 93.84 89.40 96.43

5 93.31 92.48 97.34

6 91.21 90.92 95.24

7 91.39 90.81 95.54

8 93.51 92.84 98.84

9 92.17 91.00 97.38

10 93.78 93.14 99.04

11 88.96 85.00 95.26

12 89.91 86.81 95.53

13 87.75 86.89 93.55

Table 6.10: Comparison of costs of the current state and minimum and maxi-
mum costs in dynamic environments of all strategies

6.3.1 Application of Simulation Results

The previous section showed that it is hard to present general advices for the
exploitation of the strategies in real business environments. One can see that
strategy 11 to 13 have the smallest minimum costs and are in a similar percent-
age range. As has been presented in Section 6.1, strategy 11 to 13 have also low
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maximum inventory levels. It seems that these strategies should be preferred to
other strategies. Yet, strategy 13 has no restrictions concerning procurement
using the ECP contract and it may be hard to find a seller accepting such a
contract. Strategy 11 only uses the spot market, while strategy 12 is a portfolio
approach. For a company currently completely relying on long-term contracts,
it might be advantageous to first apply strategy 12 (the portfolio approach)
and then, possibly, switch to strategy 11, if no other non-monetary reasons are
against completely switching to short-term contracts.

6.3.2 Optimal Inventory Level – A Tradeoff

Generally it can be said that from a cost perspective, there are two conflicting
goals for the optimal inventory settings of a procurement strategy. The starting
inventory should be set sufficiently high in order to avoid a high probability of
procurements at any price and, as a consequence, high procurement costs. On
the other side, the inventory level should be kept as low as possible, in order
to have low inventory costs. These two conflicting goals lead to a setting with
minimum costs. Examples for such a setting have been shown for strategy 6,
strategy 11, strategy 12, and strategy 13 in this chapter.

In all cases, the unit inventory cost influences optimal maximum inventory
level and starting inventory level for all above examples with equilibria. The
larger the unit inventory costs the smaller the optimal inventory level.

6.3.3 Optimal ECP Variability

Increasing the flexibility of the amount procured via the ECP contract does not
necessarily decrease costs (as has been shown in Section 6.2.2 for strategy 8).
The amount of the increasing cost for strategy 8 is only small (about 0.1 %)
compared to the one in Section 6.3.2, but stems from a similar effect. The
procurement costs decrease with increasing inventory level and the inventory
costs increase with increasing inventory level. Depending on the amount of
the increase or the decrease, the minimum is either at the extremes (maximum
or minimum variability) or in-between. The increase of inventory costs with
increasing inventory level is slowed down for speculative forward procurement
as the amount procured decreases with increasing inventory level. This seems
to make this phenomenon of increasing costs with increasing variability much
unlikely and explains why it could not be observed from strategy 10 to 13.
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6.4 Summary

This chapter has described the results of simulation runs, first, of the simulation
model using the current business environment parameters and, secondly, of the
simulation model using varying parameters. The latter simulation runs can
build the foundations of potential changes of supply chain parameters and
relationships.

The chapter has closed with a presentation of the main findings of simu-
lation runs. For example, it has been shown that for the supply chain in the
current business environment, it is advantageous to use speculative forward
procurement and a portfolio approach. Furthermore, additional quantity flex-
ibility in quantity flexibility contracts does not necessarily lead to overall cost
improvements. The optimal inventory level depends on a number of parame-
ters.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusion

We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring

Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.

T. S. Eliot (1888–1965)
”Little Gidding,” pt. 5, Four Quartets (1942)

This chapter concludes this thesis by summarizing the conclusions and the
contributions of this thesis and discussing possible future research.

7.1 Conclusions

This thesis presented an evaluation framework of risk-hedging supply chains
that allows the performance evaluation in dynamic environments. It has been
shown that simulation of supply chains is a suitable mean to achieve perfor-
mance evaluation. The evaluation framework has been applied to an existing
supply chain. The results of the simulations runs of the evaluation framework
can be used in re-negotiation processes between supply chain and business
partners. As a consequence, the framework enables the coordination of supply
chains in dynamic environments.

In order to improve the supply chain performance and hedging risks at
the supply side, two orthogonal ideas have been developed, implemented, and
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shown that they work in uncertain and dynamic business environments: First,
different contract types have been combined to a so-called portfolio procure-
ment strategy in order to be able to take advantage of advantageous properties
of individual contract types while at the same time preventing disadvantageous
properties to influence supply chain performance results. In this thesis, two dif-
ferent extreme supply chain contracts with varying prices have been used: a
short-term contract called spot market and a long-term contract called Euro-
pean contract price (ECP) contract. As second idea, inventory has been used as
real option in the procurement process. The basic principle is simple: whenever
prices are low, inventory is filled up in order to be able to be used when prices
are high. This principle is called speculative forward procurement.

Furthermore, uncertain business environment parameters have been ex-
pressed by their mean and variation value. This way of defining uncertain
parameters in terms of ranges – and not only as usual as point estimates –
allowed expressing the performance evaluation of a supply chain using mean
and variation values.

Portfolio procurement and speculative forward procurement have been com-
bined in different variations in different procurement strategies. Simulation of
an example of a risk-hedging supply chain using the different procurement
strategies and different parameters has shown the following interesting results:

• The cost variability of portfolio procurement strategy settings is smaller
than the one using a pure ECP contract, although the price variability of
the ECP contract type is smaller than the one of the spot market. This
result stems from the fact the ECP prices remain constant for longer
periods than spot market prices.

• The total costs are smaller in portfolio settings than in pure ECP contract
settings due to the possibility of switching contract types.

• Increasing the variability of the quantities that can be purchased in
quantity-free contracts does not necessarily decrease the total cost due
to inventory costs. It depends on the procurement strategy one is using,
the unit inventory costs, and the price distributions.

• If demand must always be fulfilled and procurement prices may vary,
there are two conflicting goals concerning the optimal inventory levels.
On one side, the inventory level should be kept small to achieve low
inventory costs. On the other side, the inventory level should be high
enough in order to have the freedom to procure when prices are low. The
optimum depends on the price distributions, the inventory costs, and the
used procurement strategy.
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7.2 Summary of Contributions

This thesis has provided an evaluation framework that can be used to achieve
coordination of supply chains in dynamic business environments – meaning that
parameters such as cost may change over time. It has also proofed that inven-
tory can be used as real option in risk-hedging supply chains. Furthermore,
it has shown that using portfolio procurement – that is the simultaneous use
of multiple contracts types – can be advantageous over only using long-term
contracts. All these findings are shown to be valid in multi-period settings and
when the business environment is dynamic. These multi-period evaluation of
portfolio procurement for risk-hedging supply chains has – to the best knowl-
edge of the author – not been presented before. Current approaches focus on
the evaluation of one or two-period settings (see Section 3).

Supply chains normally should have one or more performance measures –
called metrics – on the three dimensions service, assets, and speed. The supply
chain simulated in this thesis is different from conventional supply chains as
neither backlog nor unfulfilled demand is allowed. As a consequence, presenting
service metrics for this type of supply chain is not meaningful. Furthermore,
speed metrics do not play a major role as transport costs are diminishing and
procurement lead times are deterministic and known. Thus, concerning met-
rics, only the inventory costs have been taken into account for evaluating the
performance of the supply chain. Yet, this distinct type of supply chain enabled
the use of special procurement principles such as speculative forward procure-
ment. Such principles can be applied in the procurement process of similar
supply chains.

7.3 Future Research

The presented evaluation framework has shown that an implementation of one
of the procurement strategies, which combines speculative forward procurement
and the portfolio approach, is advantageous over the presented company’s cur-
rent approach. Yet, the validation of the simulation results could not be made
for several reasons. One of which is the time it needs to renegotiate, to imple-
ment the strategy and to gather enough evidence that the new procurement
strategy is superior.

The evaluation framework disregards the additional complexities of the dy-
namic coordination, such as the observation of the business environment pa-
rameters as well the implementation of different procurement strategies. As
a consequence, the expected revenues of the new procurement strategies must
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have significantly lower costs, in order to justify the increased cost for, e.g., ad-
ditional information, contract renegotiation, and contract surveillance. Future
work should explicitly take the costs associated with dynamic coordination into
account.

This thesis disregarded effects and advantages regarding transportation of
goods. While shipping the amount of one or more weeks of demand is possible,
the financial advantages of aggravated shipping may improve the overall supply
chain performance. This can be done by using cheaper transport modes such
as trains or ships, which bring the aggravation at small or no additional costs.
Indeed, it may be possible that choosing a cheap transport mode may improve
the overall supply chain value by decreasing transportation costs as well as
storage costs at the same time.

In this thesis, inventory costs have been accounted for by unit inventory
costs. Fixed inventory costs have not been introduced in the framework evalu-
ating the performance of the supply chain. Disregarding fixed inventory costs
is valid when inventory levels stay within small ranges where existing storage
spaces suffice (for example for inventory levels from 0 to 20000 tons in the
presented supply chain). Only using unit inventory costs in models may not
approximate the performance of real supply chains when inventory levels be-
come large and require additional storage spaces. Thus, for large inventory
ranges, fixed inventory costs should also be modelled. These fixed inventory
costs would then be different for different inventory level ranges and reflect, for
example, renting of additional storage spaces or building of additional ware-
houses.

Furthermore, the assumption of completely independent prices of different
contract types and between consecutive simulation periods is strong and may
not hold for all real business environments. The reason for the assumption
is that it should show the potential of portfolio procurement and speculative
forward procurement. The model should be adapted by introducing correla-
tion values, which may decrease the cost advantages of different procurement
strategies, but will not change the main results of this thesis and conclusions
as has been argued in detail in Section 5.3.1.

Another interesting extension of the presented model would be the intro-
duction of payments for flexibilities, similar to payments for real options. These
payments have not been build into the model as they have not been common
in the reference business environment. Furthermore, this thesis has not var-
ied contract or business environment parameters with the progression of time
in simulation as there had been no reason to do so by the described business
environment. Yet, it would be interesting to find real supply chains and use
the dynamic coordination model where the dynamics of business environment
parameters are dependent on time and have such a significant influence that
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they must be modelled for the simulation.

The current simulation model has been optimized for use in risk-hedging
supply chains. Yet, it is easily possible and would be interesting to see an
extension of the simulation model for agile supply chains, where the demand
side is also uncertain. Especially, for agile supply chains where the demand
uncertainties can be approximated by commonly known distribution functions,
an extension of the model is straight-forward.
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Appendix A

Matlab/Simulink Model

Now this is not the end.
It is not even the beginning of the end.

But it is, perhaps, the end of the beginning.

Sir Winston Churchill (1874–1965)
End of the Beginning (1943), p.214

This appendix provides the source code used by the Matlab/Simulink
model.

A.1 Matlab-Files for Calling and Evaluating

Model

The files listed in this section provide the framework for calling and evaluation
the outcome of the Matlab/Simulink model described in Chapter 5 and allows
variation of contract, contract type, and business environment parameters.

Matlab File procure contract.m

% File: procure_contract .m

% Contents : This file initiates the variables necessary for the

% simulink model ’procurement_contract ’ and calls the

% simulink model.
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A.1 Matlab-Files for Model Call and Evaluation A Matlab/Simulink Model

% It simulates the supply chain for several

% parameters and portfolio compositions by changing

% the values of variables specified by the input

% variables

% Author : Michael Paulitsch

%

% input variables:

% H ... fixed inventory costs

% h ... variable inventory costs

% (superseeded by hMin , hStep , and hMax)

% hMin ... minimum value of variable inventory costs

% hStep ... step value by which variable h increases

% for each simulation run

% hMax ... maximum value of variable inventory costs

% max_delivery_time ... maximum delivery time

% min_delivery_time ... minimum delivery time

% index_seed_max ... # of simulation rounds

% PercentageECP ... percentage of order at ECP price

% (superceeded by MaxPercentageECP ,

% MinPercentageECP , and StepsPercentageECP)

% MaxPercentageECP ... maximum of PercentageECP;

% MinPercentageECP = 0.5;

% StepsPercentageECP = 0.05;

% Demand ... demand

% MaximumOrderQuantityECP , MinimumOrderQuantityECP

% ... minimum and maximum order quantity for ECP

% contract

% MarketPriceMean ... mean of the spot market price

dist.

% MarketPriceVar ... variance of the spot market

% price dist.

% ECPPriceMean ... mean of the ECP price

% ECPPriceVar ... variance of the ECP price

% InventoryLevelMax ... maximum inventory level

% (speculative inventory) (must be greater than

demand)

% MinInventoryLevelMax ... minimum of

% InventoryLevelMax

% MaxInventoryLevelMax ... maximum of

% InventoryLevelMax

% StepsInventoryLevelMax ... steps for increasing

% InventoryLevelMax from MinInventoryLevelMax to
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% MaxInventoryLevelMax

% ECPPeriod ... number of weeks a ECP period lasts

% MaxVariabilityProcurementLevelECP ... the maximum

% variability of the ECP procurement level (must

% be smaller than or equal to

% Demand times PercentageECP (for certain

% contract types)), this is an absolute figure

% StepsVariabilityProcurementLevelECP ... steps at

% which simulation increases from 0 to

% MaxVariabilityProcurementLevelECP

% MinVariabilityProcurementLevelECP ... the minimum

% variability of the ECP procurement level

% outputCounter ... determines how often the

% simulation outputs information data

% (every outputCounter simulation run ,

% information is output)

% number_groups ... defines the number of groups of

% the frequency diagram for the output

clear;

% working directory -------------------------------------------

% create a directory in directory ’data ’ for storing simulation

% results

DirectoryWork = strcat(’procure_data_ ’,datestr(now ,30));

mkdir(’data’,DirectoryWork); %

DirectoryWork = strcat(’data\’,DirectoryWork);

% inventory costs ---------------------------------------------

% set the fixed inventory costs

H=0;

% set the variable inventory costs

% 14.5 EUR / ( month * t) according to info

% - > 14.5 / 4 = 3.6 - > 3.5

% 15 to 20% of price per year is the inventory cost

% - > 650 / 52 *0.2 =2.5

% - > 650 / 52 *0.15=1.87

% - > 700 / 52 *0.2 =2.7

% - > 700 / 52 *0.15=2.01

%hMin = 1.6; % 15 percent * price (650 bis 700)

% / (13 weeks/quarter * 4 quarters/year)

% = 1.875 bis 2

%hMax = 3.6; % 25 percent = 3.125 bis 3.4
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hStep = 0.2; % equals about 1.5 percent

hMin = 2; %

hMax = 2;

% Percentage of order with ECP price --------------------------

%PercentageECP = 2/3;

%MaxPercentageECP = 1;

%MinPercentageECP = 0.5;

StepsPercentageECP = 0.1; %

MaxPercentageECP = 2/3; %

MinPercentageECP = 2/3;

% fixed simulation parameters: --------------------------------

% Demand (in tons)

Demand = 1000;

% set market price parameters (in EURO/t)

MarketPriceMean = 700; %

MarketPriceVar = 100*100;

% set ECP price parameters (in EURO/t)

ECPPriceMean = 650; %

ECPPriceVar = 50*50;

% simulation of timespan length

%timespan = 243;

timespan = 4*13; % 4 quarters each consisting of 1 week

% intialize intial seeds for simulink model

seed_procurement = 13; %

seed_demand = 15;

% set the constant delivery time

% Dvec is a (1,D+1)-matrix with all zeros except the element in

the first row

D=1; %

Dvec=zeros(1,D+1); %

Dvec (1,1)=1;

% set maximum inventory level (in t) --------------------------

%InventoryLevelMax = 7500; % about 50 ,000 tons is the yearly

% production ,

% this equals 6 to 7 weekly demand

% InventoryLevelMax is inbetween MinInventoryLevelMax and

MaxInventoryLevelMax

%MinInventoryLevelMax = 2500;

%MaxInventoryLevelMax = 25000;

StepsInventoryLevelMax = 2500; %
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MinInventoryLevelMax = 7500;

MaxInventoryLevelMax = 7500;

% set length of one ECP period in weeks

ECPPeriod = 13;

% delivery time -----------------------------------------------

max_delivery_time = 1;

% minimum delivery time ( minimum value is 1)

min_delivery_time = 1;

% span of delivery time for dimensions of arrays

span_delivery_time = max_delivery_time -min_delivery_time +1;

% Description of contracts ------------------------------------

% 1 ... contract using only demand information and ECP

% 2 ... contract using only demand information and spot price

% 3 ... contract using only demand information and portefeuille

% 4 ... contract with variability in order level of different

% contract types using demand and price information (but

% does not take advantage of inventory)

% 5 ... contract with variability in order level using

% information on demand , price , and inventory using ECP

% No minimum and maximum ECP order limit

% 6 ... contract with variability in order level using

% information on demand , price , and inventory using spot

% price

% 7 ... contract with variability in order level using

% information on demand , price , and inventory using

% portfolio

% No minimum and maximum ECP order limit

% 8 ... contract with variability in order level using

% information on demand , price , and inventory using ECP

% TYPE 2

% Order limits for ECP contract

% 9 ... contract with variability in order level using

% information on demand , price , and inventory using

% portfolio TYPE 2

% Order limit for ECP contract

% 10 .. contract with variability using inventory , demand , and

% price information ; adaptive ; ECP

% 11 .. contract with variability using inventory , demand , and

% price information ; adaptive ; SM

% 12 .. contract with variability using inventory , demand , and
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% price information ; adaptive ; portefeuille ; ECP limits;

% inventory limit

% 13 .. contract with variability using inventory , demand , and

% price information ; adaptive ; portefeuille ; no ECP

% limits ; inventory limit

MaxContractType = 13;

% set frequency of simulation output (1 ... high frequency ,

% large number ... low frequency)

outputCounter = 10;

% initialize number of iterations for one distribution (

different seeds)

index_seed_max = 1000;

% select the variable inventory costs

for h = hMin:hStep:hMax

% select the percentage of ECP contract

for PercentageECP = MinPercentageECP :StepsPercentageECP:

MaxPercentageECP

% procurement variability of ECP --------------------------

% set maximum procurement variability of ECP contract

%MaxVariabilityProcurementLevelECP = floor(Demand *

PercentageECP);

%MinVariabilityProcurementLevelECP = 0;

StepsVariabilityProcurementLevelECP = 50;

MaxVariabilityProcurementLevelECP = 100;

MinVariabilityProcurementLevelECP = 100;

% select the variability of the procurement level for ECP

for VariabilityProcurementLevelECP =

MinVariabilityProcurementLevelECP:

StepsVariabilityProcurementLevelECP :

MaxVariabilityProcurementLevelECP

for InventoryLevelMax = MinInventoryLevelMax:

StepsInventoryLevelMax :MaxInventoryLevelMax

% set initial inventory level for different contacts

InitialInventoryLevelConst = zeros(1, MaxContractType);

InitialInventoryLevelConst (1) = 0;
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InitialInventoryLevelConst (2) = 0;

InitialInventoryLevelConst (3) = 0;

InitialInventoryLevelConst (4) = 0;

InitialInventoryLevelConst (5) = round(InventoryLevelMax

/ 2);

InitialInventoryLevelConst (6) = round(InventoryLevelMax

/ 2);

InitialInventoryLevelConst (7) = round(InventoryLevelMax

/ 2);

InitialInventoryLevelConst (8) = round(InventoryLevelMax

/ 2);

InitialInventoryLevelConst (9) = round(InventoryLevelMax

/ 2);

InitialInventoryLevelConst (10) = round(

InventoryLevelMax / 2);

InitialInventoryLevelConst (11) = round(

InventoryLevelMax / 2);

InitialInventoryLevelConst (12) = round(

InventoryLevelMax / 2);

InitialInventoryLevelConst (13) = round(

InventoryLevelMax / 2);

% variables for saving one execution round of the model

inv_costs = zeros(max_delivery_time -min_delivery_time

+1,index_seed_max ,MaxContractType);

proc_costs = zeros(max_delivery_time -min_delivery_time

+1,index_seed_max ,MaxContractType);

costs = zeros(max_delivery_time -min_delivery_time +1,

index_seed_max ,MaxContractType);

% maximum measured inventory level per contract and

delivery time

inv_level_max_measured = zeros(max_delivery_time -

min_delivery_time +1, MaxContractType);

for index_contract_type = 1:1: MaxContractType

SelectContractType=index_contract_type ;

% calculate minimum and maximum order quantity for

ECP contract

if (( SelectContractType == 8) || ( SelectContractType

== 10))

MaximumOrderQuantityECP = Demand +

VariabilityProcurementLevelECP ;
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MinimumOrderQuantityECP = Demand -

VariabilityProcurementLevelECP ;

else

MaximumOrderQuantityECP = PercentageECP * Demand +

VariabilityProcurementLevelECP ;

MinimumOrderQuantityECP = PercentageECP * Demand -

VariabilityProcurementLevelECP ;

end

for index = min_delivery_time :1: max_delivery_time

% change length of delivery time

Dvec=zeros(1,index +1);

Dvec (1,1)=1;

for index_seed = 1:1: index_seed_max

seed_price_ECP = index_seed ; % 100000 is

arbitrary number

seed_price_market = 10000 - index_seed;

% set initial inventory level

InitialInventoryLevel =

InitialInventoryLevelConst(index_contract_type

);

% start simulation

[t,x,y]=sim(’procurement_contract ’ ,[1 timespan

],[],[]);

if (mod(index_seed ,outputCounter) == 0)

strcat(’inv.costs:’,num2str(h,3),’ %ECP:’,

num2str(PercentageECP ,3),’ del.time:’,

int2str(index),’ var.ECP:’,num2str(

VariabilityProcurementLevelECP ),’ max.inv.:’

,int2str(InventoryLevelMax),’ seed ind.:’,

int2str(index_seed),’ contr.type:’, int2str(

index_contract_type ))

end

% calculate the average costs per unit in order

to rate the

% inventory value

%

% explanation of variables:

% inventory_level is the inventory level at the

end of the

% simulation unit , the last entry in the

inventory level
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% array is the inventory level at the end of

the simulation

% order_quantity_ECP contains all order

quantities of a

% simulation run using the ECP

% order_quantity_SM contains all order quantities

of a

% simulation run using SM

% procurement_cost_ECP contains all procurement

costs of a

% simulation run using EC (= price * order

quantity)

% procurement_cost_SM contains all procurement

costs of a

% simulation run using SM (= price * order

quantity)

%

cost = sum(procurement_cost_SM )+sum(

procurement_cost_ECP);

quantity = sum(order_quantity_SM)+sum(

order_quantity_ECP);

avg_cost = cost/quantity;

%

% save procurement costs from simulation run and

adapt costs

% according to inventory level at beginning and

end of period

%

proc_costs(index ,index_seed ,index_contract_type )

= cumulative_procurement_costs (timespan);

diff_inv_level = inventory_level(timespan) -

InitialInventoryLevelConst(index_contract_type

);

inv_level_cost_rating = avg_cost * diff_inv_level

;

proc_costs(index ,index_seed ,index_contract_type )

= proc_costs(index ,index_seed ,

index_contract_type ) - inv_level_cost_rating;

% save other costs of simulation run

inv_costs(index ,index_seed ,index_contract_type )

= cumulative_inventory_costs(timespan);
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costs(index ,index_seed ,index_contract_type ) =

proc_costs(index ,index_seed ,

index_contract_type ) + inv_costs(index ,

index_seed ,index_contract_type );

%costs(index ,index_seed ,index_contract_type ) =

cumulative_costs (timespan);

% save largest inventory level of simulation for

a contract

inv_level_max_measured (index ,index_contract_type )

= max(inv_level_max_measured (index ,

index_contract_type ),max(inventory_level));

end

end

end

mean_costs = zeros(max_delivery_time -min_delivery_time

+1, MaxContractType);

std_costs = zeros(max_delivery_time -min_delivery_time

+1, MaxContractType);

for index_contract_type = 1:1: MaxContractType

% sort data in ascending order

inv_costs (:,:, index_contract_type ) = ( sort(( inv_costs

(:,:, index_contract_type )) ’)) ’;

proc_costs (:,:, index_contract_type ) = ( sort((

proc_costs (:,:, index_contract_type ))’)) ’;

costs(:,:, index_contract_type ) = ( sort(( costs(:,:,

index_contract_type )) ’)) ’;

%calculate means

mean_inv_costs (:, index_contract_type ) = ( mean((

inv_costs (:,:, index_contract_type ))’))’;

mean_proc_costs (:, index_contract_type ) = ( mean((

proc_costs (:,:, index_contract_type ))’)) ’;

mean_costs(:, index_contract_type ) = ( mean(( costs(:,:,

index_contract_type )) ’)) ’;

%calculate standard deviations

std_inv_costs (:, index_contract_type ) = ( std((

inv_costs (:,:, index_contract_type ))’))’;

std_proc_costs (:, index_contract_type ) = ( std((

proc_costs (:,:, index_contract_type ))’)) ’;

std_costs(:, index_contract_type ) = ( std(( costs(:,:,

index_contract_type )) ’)) ’;

end
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%--- calculate minimum and maximum value --------------

min_inv_costs = min(min(min(inv_costs (:,:,1:

MaxContractType))));

max_inv_costs = max(max(max(inv_costs (:,:,1:

MaxContractType))));

min_proc_costs = min(min(min(proc_costs (:,:,1:

MaxContractType))));

max_proc_costs = max(max(max(proc_costs (:,:,1:

MaxContractType))));

min_costs = min(min(min(costs (:,:,1: MaxContractType))))

;

max_costs = max(max(max(costs (:,:,1: MaxContractType))))

;

%--- calculate frequency of costs ---------------------

%number_groups = 45;

number_groups = 31;

frequ_costs_inv=zeros(span_delivery_time ,number_groups ,

MaxContractType);

ranges_inv=zeros(number_groups +1, MaxContractType);

frequ_costs_proc =zeros(span_delivery_time ,number_groups

,MaxContractType);

ranges_proc=zeros(number_groups +1, MaxContractType);

frequ_costs=zeros(span_delivery_time ,number_groups ,

MaxContractType);

ranges=zeros(number_groups +1, MaxContractType);

for index_contract_type = 1:1: MaxContractType

[frequ_costs_inv_tmp ,ranges_inv_tmp ] = frequency(

inv_costs (:,:, index_contract_type ),number_groups ,

min_inv_costs ,max_inv_costs);

frequ_costs_inv (:,:, index_contract_type ) =

frequ_costs_inv_tmp ;

ranges_inv(:, index_contract_type ) = ranges_inv_tmp ’;

[frequ_costs_proc_tmp ,ranges_proc_tmp ] = frequency(

proc_costs (:,:, index_contract_type ),number_groups ,

min_proc_costs ,max_proc_costs );

frequ_costs_proc (:,:, index_contract_type ) =

frequ_costs_proc_tmp;
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ranges_proc(:, index_contract_type ) = ranges_proc_tmp

’;

[frequ_costs_tmp ,ranges_tmp ] = frequency(costs(:,:,

index_contract_type ),number_groups ,min_costs ,

max_costs);

frequ_costs (:,:, index_contract_type ) =

frequ_costs_tmp;

ranges(:, index_contract_type ) = ranges_tmp ’;

end

% format output for easy processing with Excel

cost_output = [];

for index_contract_type = 1: MaxContractType

cost_output = [ cost_output ( frequ_costs_inv (:,:,

index_contract_type )) ’];

end

for index_contract_type = 1: MaxContractType

cost_output = [ cost_output ( frequ_costs_proc (:,:,

index_contract_type )) ’];

end

for index_contract_type = 1: MaxContractType

cost_output = [ cost_output ( frequ_costs (:,:,

index_contract_type )) ’];

end

%cost_output = [ cost_output ; zeros (1,3* MaxContractType*

span_delivery_time)];

cost_output = [ cost_output ; mean_inv_costs

mean_proc_costs mean_costs ];%change if delivery time

not equal 1

cost_output = [ cost_output ; std_inv_costs

std_proc_costs std_costs ]; %change if delivery time

not equal 1

cost_output = [ cost_output [ ranges_inv (:,1) ;0] [

ranges_proc (:,1) ;0] [ ranges (:,1) ;0]];

help_output = [];

for i=1:3

% 3 times: one of inventory costs , one for

procurement , another one for

% total costs

for index_contract_type = 1: MaxContractType

for index = min_delivery_time :1: max_delivery_time
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help_output = [ help_output 10000000*i+100000*

index_contract_type +index ];

% output : aabbccccc ... aa = type of costs

% bb = type of contract

% ccccc = delivery time

duration

end

end

end

help_output = [ help_output 1 2 3]; % ranges

cost_output = [ help_output ; cost_output ];

clear help_output;

% save max measure inventory level

% change this line if delivery time different from 1

cost_output = [ cost_output ; inv_level_max_measured (1,:)

inv_level_max_measured (1,:) inv_level_max_measured

(1,:) 0 0 0];

savefile = strcat(DirectoryWork ,’\procure_data ’,’_seed ’

,int2str(index_seed_max ),’_minv ’,int2str(

InventoryLevelMax),’_ECPvar ’,int2str(

VariabilityProcurementLevelECP ),’_percECP ’,num2str(

PercentageECP ,3),’_h’,num2str(h,3),’.txt’)

save(savefile ,’cost_output ’,’-ascii ’);

clear procurement_cost_SM procurement_cost_ECP

cumulative_inventory_costs inv_level_max_measured

order_quantity_ECP order_quantity_SM inventory_level

cumulative_procurement_costs cumulative_costs ;

end

end

end

end

Matlab File frequency.m

% file: frequency.m

% author : Michael Paulitsch

% contents:

% counts the frequency of values in data in the

% equally sized ranges . These ranges are defined

% by the parameters number_of_groups , min , max.

% number_of_groups determines the number of groups
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function [frequ ,ranges ] =

frequency(data ,number_of_groups ,min_val ,max_val)

% sort data by row!

sorted_data = ( sort(data ’))’;

% dimensions of sorted data

dim_sorted_data = size(sorted_data); %

number_of_rows_sorted_data = dim_sorted_data (1);

% create frequency values for each row

frequ = zeros(number_of_rows_sorted_data ,number_of_groups );

% in the following the minimum and maximum of data is

calculated

% based on these 2 values the frequency diagram is build

if ( nargin == 2)

min_val = min(sorted_data (:,1));

max_val = max(sorted_data(:,end));

end ranges =0: number_of_groups ;

ranges=min_val+ranges *(max_val -min_val)/number_of_groups ;

for index_rows =1: number_of_rows_sorted_data

index_ranges = 1;

index_data = 1;

while ( index_data <= length(sorted_data(index_rows ,:))) & (

index_ranges <= number_of_groups +1)

% do not count data values smaller than min_val and greater

than max_val

if sorted_data(index_rows ,index_data)<min_val % if data

is smaller than min_val

% do not count value

index_data=index_data +1;

elseif sorted_data(index_rows ,index_data)>max_val

% do not count value

index_data=index_data +1;

else

if sorted_data(index_rows ,index_data)<ranges(

index_ranges)

frequ(index_rows ,index_ranges -1)=frequ(

index_rows ,index_ranges -1) +1;

index_data=index_data +1;
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else

% use next range to test same value in next

iteration

index_ranges=index_ranges +1;

end

end

end

while ( index_data <= length(sorted_data(index_rows ,:))) & (

sorted_data(index_rows ,index_data) == max_val)

frequ(index_rows ,end) = frequ(index_rows ,end)+1;

index_data=index_data +1;

end

end

A.2 C-Files of Procurement Strategies

In this section, the source code describing the procurement strategies 4 to 13.
The different files are called when the associated1 Simulink function block of
Figure 5.4 becomes active. The following first two files are included by each
procurement strategy file, which are described afterwards.

File determine order levels main.c

/*

* File : determine_order_levels_main .c

* Abstract:

* included by any determine_order_ * file for

* initialization

*

*/

#define MAX(z1 ,z2) (((( z1) -(z2)) >=0)*(z1)+(((z1)-(z2)) <0)*(z2))

/* maximum of z1 and z2 */

#define MIN(z1 ,z2) (((( z1) -(z2)) <=0)*(z1)+(((z1)-(z2)) >0)*(z2))

/* minimum of z1 and z2 */

#define S_FUNCTION_LEVEL 2

#define S_FUNCTION_NO_PARAMETERS 9

#define S_FUNCTION_OUTPUT_PORT_WIDTH 2

1The associated Simulink block is the S-function block with the same name as the function.
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#define S_FUNCTION_INPUT_PORT_WIDTH 4

#include "simstruc.h" # include <math.h>

/* ================*

* Build checking *

*================ */

#define ERR_INVALID_PARAM \

"Invalid parameters . The parameters must be double."

/* total number of block parameters

*/

enum { PARAM = 0, NUM_PARAMS };

#define PARAM_ARG (ssGetSFcnParam (S, PARAM))

#define EDIT_OK(S, ARG) \

(!(( ssGetSimMode(S) == SS_SIMMODE_SIZES_CALL_ONLY) && \

mxIsEmpty(ARG)))

#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE

#define MDL_CHECK_PARAMETERS

/* Function : mdlCheckParameters

=============================================

* Abstract:

* calculates the procurement level factor given the deviation

* of the current price from the mean value ( effectively this

* function approximates the NORMDIST function of Excel and

* calculates the reciprocal value.)

*/

double procure_level(double currentPrice) {

double retVal;

if ( currentPrice < -1.3)

retVal = 10;

else

if ( currentPrice < -1.1)

retVal = 7;

else
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if ( currentPrice < -0.7)

retVal = 4;

else

if ( currentPrice < -0.45)

retVal = 3;

else

if ( currentPrice < -0.25)

retVal = 2.5;

else

if ( currentPrice <= 0)

retVal = 2;

else

if ( currentPrice < 0.4)

retVal = 1.5;

else

if ( currentPrice < 0.75)

retVal = 1.3;

else

if ( currentPrice < 1.5)

retVal = 1.1;

else

retVal = 1;

return retVal;

}

/* Function : mdlCheckParameters ==============================

* Abstract:

* Verify parameter settings.

*/

static void mdlCheckParameters(SimStruct *S) {

boolean_T isOk;

if(EDIT_OK(S, PARAM_ARG)) {

if ( ssGetNumSFcnParams(S) != ssGetSFcnParamsCount(S)) {

ssSetErrorStatus (S,

"Invalid parameters . ( number par sGet ...)");

return;

/* Parameter mismatch will be reported by Simulink */

}

if(ssGetSFcnParamsCount(S) != S_FUNCTION_NO_PARAMETERS) {

ssSetErrorStatus (S,"Invalid parameters . ( number par.)");
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return;

}

isOk = (! mxIsLogical(PARAM_ARG)&& ! mxIsComplex(PARAM_ARG)

&& ! mxIsSparse(PARAM_ARG) && ! mxIsEmpty(PARAM_ARG));

if(!isOk){

ssSetErrorStatus (S,

"Invalid parameters . The parameters must be double.");

return;

}

}

}

#endif

/* Function : mdlInitializeSizes ==============================

* Abstract:

* Setup sizes of the various vectors.

*/

static void mdlInitializeSizes(SimStruct *S) {

ssSetNumSFcnParams(S, S_FUNCTION_NO_PARAMETERS);

if ( ssGetNumSFcnParams(S) != ssGetSFcnParamsCount(S)) return;

mdlCheckParameters(S);

if ( ssGetErrorStatus (S) != NULL) return;

if (! ssSetNumInputPorts(S, 1)) return;

ssSetInputPortWidth (S, 0, S_FUNCTION_INPUT_PORT_WIDTH );

ssSetInputPortDirectFeedThrough(S, 0 , 1);

if (! ssSetNumOutputPorts (S,1)) return;

ssSetOutputPortWidth(S, 0, S_FUNCTION_OUTPUT_PORT_WIDTH );

ssSetNumSampleTimes (S, 1);

/* Take care when specifying exception free code - *

* see sfuntmpl_doc.c */

ssSetOptions(S,

SS_OPTION_WORKS_WITH_CODE_REUSE |

SS_OPTION_EXCEPTION_FREE_CODE |

SS_OPTION_USE_TLC_WITH_ACCELERATOR);

}
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/* Function : mdlInitializeSampleTimes ========================

* Abstract:

* Specify that sample time is inherit from the driving block

*/

static void mdlInitializeSampleTimes(SimStruct *S) {

ssSetSampleTime(S, 0, INHERITED_SAMPLE_TIME);

ssSetOffsetTime(S, 0 , 0.0);

}

/* input indices */

#define INDEX_DEMAND 0

#define INDEX_MARKET_PRICE 1

#define INDEX_ECP_PRICE 2

#define INDEX_INVENTORY_LEVEL 3

/* output indices */

#define INDEX_ORDER_QUANTITY_MARKET 0

#define INDEX_ORDER_QUANTITY_ECP 1

/* parameter indices */

#define INDEX_PAR_MIN_ECP_ORDER_QUANTITY 0

#define INDEX_PAR_MAX_ECP_ORDER_QUANTITY 1

#define INDEX_PAR_INVENTORY_COSTS 2

#define INDEX_PAR_EXPECTED_PRICE_ECP 3

#define INDEX_PAR_EXPECTED_PRICE_SPOT_MARKET 4

#define INDEX_PAR_INVENTORY_LEVEL_MAX 5

#define INDEX_PAR_VAR_PRICE_ECP 6

#define INDEX_PAR_VAR_PRICE_SPOT_MARKET 7

#define INDEX_PAR_PERCENTAGE_ECP 8

/* Function : mdlTerminate ====================================

* Abstract:

* No termination needed , but it is required to have this

* routine.

*/

static void mdlTerminate(SimStruct *S) { }

File determine order levels main mdlOutputs.c

/*

* File : determine_order_levels_main_mdlOutputs .c

* Abstract:

* included by any determine_order_ * file in the
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* mdlOutput function for initialization and parameter

* handling

*

*/

/*

* Get " uPtrs" for the input port.

*/

InputRealPtrsType uPtrs = ssGetInputPortRealSignalPtrs (S,0);

/*

* output port

*/

real_T *y = ssGetOutputPortRealSignal(S,0);

int_T width = ssGetOutputPortWidth(S,0);

/* Get "pPtr" for the parameter */

const void *pPtr = mxGetData(PARAM_ARG);

double dPriceECP ; /* price of ECP */

double dPriceSpotMarket ; /* prict at spot market */

double dDemand ; /* demand of selling *

* products converted to *

* raw material *

* quantities */

double dInventoryLevel ; /* inventory level at the*

* end of the period */

double dInventoryLevelMax;

/* max. inventory level */

double dOrderQuantityECP;/* order quantity for ECP*

* contract */

double dOrderQuantitySpotMarket;

/* order quantity spot *

* market */

double dMinECPOrderQuantity;

/* minimum order quantity*

* of ECP contract */

double dMaxECPOrderQuantity;

/* maximum order quantity*

* of ECP contract */

double dInventoryCosts ; /* inventory costs per *

* period and unit */

double dExpectedPriceECP;/* expected price of ECP */
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double dExpectedPriceSpotMarket;

/* expected price of spot*

* market */

double dVarPriceECP ; /* variance of ECP price */

double dVarPriceSpotMarket ;

/* variance of spot *

* market price */

double dStdevPriceECP ; /* standard deviation of *

* ECP price */

double dStdevPriceSM ; /* standard deviation of *

* spot market price */

double dPercentageECP ; /* percentage of ECP *

* order level */

double dTarget ; /* target inventory */

double dProcPriceLevelECP;

/* procurement price *

* level for ECP */

double dProcPriceLevelSM;

/* procurement price *

* level for SM */

dPriceECP = * uPtrs[INDEX_ECP_PRICE ];

dPriceSpotMarket = * uPtrs[INDEX_MARKET_PRICE ];

dDemand = * uPtrs[INDEX_DEMAND ];

dInventoryLevel = * uPtrs[INDEX_INVENTORY_LEVEL ];

dMinECPOrderQuantity =

*( double *) mxGetData(ssGetSFcnParam (S,

INDEX_PAR_MIN_ECP_ORDER_QUANTITY));

dMaxECPOrderQuantity =

*( double *) mxGetData(ssGetSFcnParam (S,

INDEX_PAR_MAX_ECP_ORDER_QUANTITY));

dInventoryCosts = *( double *) mxGetData(ssGetSFcnParam (S,

INDEX_PAR_INVENTORY_COSTS));

dExpectedPriceECP =*( double *) mxGetData(ssGetSFcnParam (S,

INDEX_PAR_EXPECTED_PRICE_ECP ));

dExpectedPriceSpotMarket =

*( double *) mxGetData(ssGetSFcnParam (S,

INDEX_PAR_EXPECTED_PRICE_SPOT_MARKET ));

dVarPriceECP = *( double *) mxGetData(ssGetSFcnParam (S,

INDEX_PAR_VAR_PRICE_ECP ));

dVarPriceSpotMarket = *( double *) mxGetData(ssGetSFcnParam (S,

INDEX_PAR_VAR_PRICE_SPOT_MARKET));
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dPercentageECP = *( double *) mxGetData(ssGetSFcnParam (S,

INDEX_PAR_PERCENTAGE_ECP));

dInventoryLevelMax = *( double *) mxGetData(ssGetSFcnParam (S,

INDEX_PAR_INVENTORY_LEVEL_MAX ));

Procurement Strategy 4 – Contract Variability

/*

* File : determine_order_levels_contract_variability.c

* Abstract:

* Caculates the order level of different contracts

* using the price ,

*

*/

#define S_FUNCTION_NAME

determine_order_levels_contract_variability

#include "determine_order_levels_main .c"

/* Function : mdlOutputs =================================== */

static void mdlOutputs(SimStruct *S, int_T tid) {

#include "determine_order_levels_main_mdlOutputs .c"

/* the following lines determine the order level of

* each contract depending on the current price of

* each contract

*/

if ( dPriceECP < dPriceSpotMarket ) {

/* ECP contract preferred ******************************* */

/* order maximum at ECP */

dOrderQuantityECP =

(int)MIN(dMaxECPOrderQuantity , dDemand);

/* rest at spot market price */

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket = dDemand - dOrderQuantityECP;

} else {

if ( dPriceECP == dPriceSpotMarket ) {

dOrderQuantityECP = ( int)MIN(( dMinECPOrderQuantity +

dMaxECPOrderQuantity) / 2, dDemand);
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dOrderQuantityECP = ( int)MAX(dMinECPOrderQuantity ,

dOrderQuantityECP);

/* order minimum order quantity of ECP*/

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket =

MAX(0, dDemand - dOrderQuantityECP);

} else { /* dPriceECP > dPriceSpotMarket */

/* spot market contract preferred *********************** */

dOrderQuantityECP = ( int)MIN(dMinECPOrderQuantity ,

MAX(dDemand ,dMinECPOrderQuantity));

/* order : minimum of demand and minimum

* ECP order quantity while ordering at

* least minimum ECP order quantity */

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket =

MAX(0,dDemand -dOrderQuantityECP);

/* if demand is smaller than minimum

* ECP order quantity , then it is more

* ordered than needed */

}

}

y[INDEX_ORDER_QUANTITY_ECP ] = ( int)(dOrderQuantityECP);

y[INDEX_ORDER_QUANTITY_MARKET ] =

(int)(dOrderQuantitySpotMarket);

}

#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE

/* Is this file being compiled as a MEX -file? */

#include "simulink.c" /* MEX -file interface mechanism */

#else

#include "cg_sfun.h"

/* Code generation registration function */

#endif

Procurement Strategy 5 – Inventory European Contract
Price Contract

/*

* File : determine_order_levels_variability_inventory_ECP.c

* Abstract:

* Caculates the order level of different contracts

* using the price ,
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*

*/

#define S_FUNCTION_NAME

determine_order_levels_variability_inventory_ECP

#include "determine_order_levels_main .c"

/* Function : mdlOutputs =================================== */

static void mdlOutputs(SimStruct *S, int_T tid) {

#include "determine_order_levels_main_mdlOutputs .c"

/* procurement is based on the actual price , the mean price ,

* and the price variance . In addition , at least the cycle

* inventory (= demand) must be ordered.

*/

/* ECP */

if ( dPriceECP > dExpectedPriceECP) {

dOrderQuantityECP = 0;

} else {

if ( dPriceECP < dExpectedPriceECP) {

dOrderQuantityECP = dDemand * 2;

} else {

dOrderQuantityECP = dDemand;

}

}

/* ensure a cycle inventory */

if (( dInventoryLevel+dOrderQuantityECP) < dDemand) {

dOrderQuantityECP = dDemand - dInventoryLevel;

}

y[INDEX_ORDER_QUANTITY_ECP ] = dOrderQuantityECP;

y[INDEX_ORDER_QUANTITY_MARKET ] = 0;

}

#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE

/* Is this file being compiled as a MEX -file? */

#include "simulink.c" /* MEX -file interface mechanism */

#else
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#include "cg_sfun.h"

/* Code generation registration function */

#endif

Procurement Strategy 6 – Inventory Spot Market

/*

* File : determine_order_levels_variability_inventory_SM.c

* Abstract:

* Caculates the order level of different contracts

* using the price ,

*/

#define S_FUNCTION_NAME \

determine_order_levels_variability_inventory_SM

#include "determine_order_levels_main .c"

/* Function : mdlOutputs ================================== */

static void mdlOutputs(SimStruct *S, int_T tid) {

#include "determine_order_levels_main_mdlOutputs .c"

/* procurement is based on the actual price , the mean price ,

* and the price variance.

* In addition , at least the cycle inventory (= demand) must

* be ordered.

*/

/* SM */

if ( dPriceSpotMarket > dExpectedPriceSpotMarket) {

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket = 0;

} else {

if ( dPriceSpotMarket < dExpectedPriceSpotMarket) {

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket = dDemand * 2;

} else {

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket = dDemand;

}

}

/* ensure a cycle inventory */

if (( dInventoryLevel+dOrderQuantitySpotMarket) < dDemand) {

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket = dDemand - dInventoryLevel;

}
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y[INDEX_ORDER_QUANTITY_ECP ] = 0;

y[INDEX_ORDER_QUANTITY_MARKET ] = dOrderQuantitySpotMarket;

}

#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE

/* Is this file being compiled as a MEX -file? */

#include "simulink.c" /* MEX -file interface mechanism */

#else

#include "cg_sfun.h"

/* Code generation registration function */

#endif

Procurement Strategy 7 – Inventory Portfolio

/*

* File : determine_order_levels_variability_inventory.c

* Abstract:

* Caculates the order level of different contracts

* using the price , demand , ...

*/

#define S_FUNCTION_NAME \

determine_order_levels_variability_inventory

#include "determine_order_levels_main .c"

/* Function : mdlOutputs ================================== */

static void mdlOutputs(SimStruct *S, int_T tid) {

#include "determine_order_levels_main_mdlOutputs .c"

/* procurement is based on the actual price , the mean price ,

* and the price variance.

* In addition , at least the cycle inventory (= demand) must

* be ordered.

*/

/* ECP */

if ( dPriceECP > dExpectedPriceECP) {

dOrderQuantityECP = 0;

} else {

if ( dPriceECP < dExpectedPriceECP) {
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dOrderQuantityECP = ( int)(dDemand * dPercentageECP * 2);

} else {

dOrderQuantityECP = ( int)(dDemand * dPercentageECP );

}

}

/* spot market */

if ( dPriceSpotMarket > dExpectedPriceSpotMarket) {

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket = 0;

} else {

if ( dPriceSpotMarket < dExpectedPriceSpotMarket) {

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket =

(int)(2 * dDemand * (1- dPercentageECP ));

} else {

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket =

(int)(dDemand * (1- dPercentageECP ));

}

}

/* ensure a cycle inventory */

if (( dInventoryLevel+dOrderQuantityECP+

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket) < dDemand) {

/* if procurement at spot market is cheaper than *

* procurement at ECP than prefer spot market else ECP */

if ( dPriceSpotMarket < dPriceECP) {

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket =

dDemand - ( dInventoryLevel + dOrderQuantityECP);

} else {

dOrderQuantityECP = dDemand - ( dInventoryLevel +

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket);

}

}

y[INDEX_ORDER_QUANTITY_ECP ] = dOrderQuantityECP;

y[INDEX_ORDER_QUANTITY_MARKET ] = dOrderQuantitySpotMarket;

}

#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE

/* Is this file being compiled as a MEX -file? */

#include "simulink.c" /* MEX -file interface mechanism */

#else

#include "cg_sfun.h"

/* Code generation registration function */
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#endif

Procurement Strategy 8 – Inventory ECP Contract (Lim-
ited ECP Procurement)

/*

* File : determine_order_levels_variability_inventory_ECP_2 .c

* Abstract:

* Caculates the order level of different contracts

* using the price

*/

#define S_FUNCTION_NAME \

determine_order_levels_variability_inventory_ECP_2

#include "determine_order_levels_main .c"

/* Function : mdlOutputs ================================== */

static void mdlOutputs(SimStruct *S, int_T tid) {

#include "determine_order_levels_main_mdlOutputs .c"

/* procurement is based on the actual price , the mean price ,

* and the price variance.

* The minimum and maximum order quantities of the ECP

* contract are enforced.

* In addition , at least the cycle inventory (= demand) must

* be ordered.

*/

/* ECP */

if ( dPriceECP > dExpectedPriceECP) {

Dorderquantityecp = 0;

} else {

if ( dPriceECP < dExpectedPriceECP) {

dOrderQuantityECP = dDemand * 2;

} else {

dOrderQuantityECP = dDemand;

}

}

/* check minimum and maximum ECP order quantities */

dOrderQuantityECP =

MAX((int)dMinECPOrderQuantity ,dOrderQuantityECP);

dOrderQuantityECP =
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MIN((int)dMaxECPOrderQuantity ,dOrderQuantityECP);

/* ensure a cycle inventory */

if (( dInventoryLevel+dOrderQuantityECP) < dDemand) {

dOrderQuantityECP = dDemand - dInventoryLevel;

}

y[INDEX_ORDER_QUANTITY_ECP ] = dOrderQuantityECP;

y[INDEX_ORDER_QUANTITY_MARKET ] = 0;

}

#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE

/* Is this file being compiled as a MEX -file? */

#include "simulink.c" /* MEX -file interface mechanism */

#else

#include "cg_sfun.h"

/* Code generation registration function */

#endif

Procurement Strategy 9 – Inventory Portfolio (Limited
ECP Procurement)

/*

* File : determine_order_levels_variability_inventory_2.c

* Abstract:

* Caculates the order level of different contracts

* using the price ,

*/

#define S_FUNCTION_NAME \

determine_order_levels_variability_inventory_2

#include "determine_order_levels_main .c"

/* Function : mdlOutputs ================================== */

static void mdlOutputs(SimStruct *S, int_T tid) {

#include "determine_order_levels_main_mdlOutputs .c"

/* procurement is based on the actual price , the mean price ,

* and the price variance.

* The minimum an maximum order quantities of the ECP

* contract are enforced.
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* In addition , at least the cycle inventory (= demand) must

* be ordered.

*/

/* ECP */

if ( dPriceECP > dExpectedPriceECP) {

dOrderQuantityECP = 0;

} else {

if ( dPriceECP < dExpectedPriceECP) {

dOrderQuantityECP = ( int)(dDemand * dPercentageECP *2);

} else {

dOrderQuantityECP = ( int)(dDemand * dPercentageECP );

}

}

/* check minimum and maximum ECP order quantities */

dOrderQuantityECP =

(int)MAX(dMinECPOrderQuantity ,dOrderQuantityECP);

dOrderQuantityECP =

(int)MIN(dMaxECPOrderQuantity ,dOrderQuantityECP);

/* spot market */

if ( dPriceSpotMarket > dExpectedPriceSpotMarket) {

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket = 0;

} else {

if ( dPriceSpotMarket < dExpectedPriceSpotMarket) {

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket =

(int)(2 * dDemand * (1- dPercentageECP ));

} else {

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket =

(int)(dDemand * (1- dPercentageECP ));

}

}

/* ensure a cycle inventory */

if (( dInventoryLevel+dOrderQuantityECP+

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket) < dDemand) {

/* if procurement at spot market is cheaper than *

* procurement at ECP than prefer spot market else ECP */

if ( dPriceSpotMarket < dPriceECP) {

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket =

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket + dDemand -( dInventoryLevel+

dOrderQuantityECP+dOrderQuantitySpotMarket);

} else {
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dOrderQuantityECP = MIN(dMaxECPOrderQuantity ,

dOrderQuantityECP + dDemand - ( dInventoryLevel +

dOrderQuantityECP+dOrderQuantitySpotMarket));

/* if ECP upper level reached than use spot market */

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket =

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket + dDemand -( dInventoryLevel +

dOrderQuantityECP+dOrderQuantitySpotMarket);

}

}

y[INDEX_ORDER_QUANTITY_ECP ] = dOrderQuantityECP;

y[INDEX_ORDER_QUANTITY_MARKET ] = dOrderQuantitySpotMarket;

}

#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE

/* Is this file being compiled as a MEX -file? */

#include "simulink.c" /* MEX -file interface mechanism */

#else

#include "cg_sfun.h"

/* Code generation registration function */

#endif

Procurement Strategy 10 – Inventory Adaptive ECP
Contract (Limited ECP Procurement)

/*

* File : determine_order_levels_ECP.c

* Abstract:

* Caculates the order level of different contracts

* using the price

*/

#define S_FUNCTION_NAME determine_order_levels_ECP

#include "determine_order_levels_main .c"

/* Function : mdlOutputs ================================== */

static void mdlOutputs(SimStruct *S, int_T tid) {

#include "determine_order_levels_main_mdlOutputs .c"

/* procurement is based on the actual price , the mean price ,

* and the price variance.
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* The minimum an maximum order quantities of the ECP

* contract are enforced.

* In addition , at least the cycle inventory (= demand) must

* be ordered.

*/

/* calculate target inventory level */

dTarget = dInventoryLevelMax /2 + dDemand;

/* determine the current level of price below which *

* something has to be procured */

dStdevPriceECP = sqrt(dVarPriceECP);

/* calc. standard deviation */

if ( dInventoryLevel > dTarget) {

dProcPriceLevelECP = dExpectedPriceECP -

MIN ((( dInventoryLevel - dTarget) /

(dInventoryLevelMax + dDemand - dTarget)) * 3 *

dStdevPriceECP , 3 * dStdevPriceECP );

} else {

dProcPriceLevelECP = dExpectedPriceECP +

MIN ( -1 * (( dInventoryLevel - dTarget) /

(dTarget - dDemand)) * 3 * dStdevPriceECP ,

3 * dStdevPriceECP );

}

/* ECP */

if ( dPriceECP > dProcPriceLevelECP) {

dOrderQuantityECP = 0;

} else {

/* calculate the procurement amount using the current *

* price */

dOrderQuantityECP =

procure_level (( dPriceECP - dExpectedPriceECP) /

dStdevPriceECP ) * dDemand;

}

/* check minimum and maximum ECP order quantities */

dOrderQuantityECP =

(int)MAX(dMinECPOrderQuantity ,dOrderQuantityECP);

dOrderQuantityECP =

(int)MIN(dMaxECPOrderQuantity ,dOrderQuantityECP);

/* check maximum inventory level *
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* assume that inventory level is at most max.inventory *

* level ECP minimum order level can be disregarded */

if (( dInventoryLevel+dOrderQuantityECP -dDemand)

> dInventoryLevelMax) {

dOrderQuantityECP = dInventoryLevelMax -dInventoryLevel +

dDemand;

}

/* ensure a cycle inventory */

if (( dInventoryLevel+dOrderQuantityECP) < dDemand) {

/* if ECP upper level reached it is assumed that ECP *

* limit can be disregarded ; minimum must be procured */

dOrderQuantityECP = dDemand - dInventoryLevel;

dOrderQuantityECP =

(int)MAX(dMinECPOrderQuantity ,dOrderQuantityECP);

}

y[INDEX_ORDER_QUANTITY_ECP ] = ( int)dOrderQuantityECP;

y[INDEX_ORDER_QUANTITY_MARKET ] = 0;

}

#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE

/* Is this file being compiled as a MEX -file? */

#include "simulink.c" /* MEX -file interface mechanism */

#else

#include "cg_sfun.h"

/* Code generation registration function */

#endif

Procurement Strategy 11 – Inventory Adaptive Spot
Market

/*

* File : determine_order_levels_SM.c

* Abstract:

* Caculates the order level of different contracts

* using the price

*/

#define S_FUNCTION_NAME determine_order_levels_SM

#include "determine_order_levels_main .c"
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/* Function : mdlOutputs ================================== */

static void mdlOutputs(SimStruct *S, int_T tid) {

#include "determine_order_levels_main_mdlOutputs .c"

/* procurement is based on the actual price , the mean price ,

* and the price variance.

* In addition , at least the cycle inventory (= demand) must

* be ordered.

*/

/* calculate target inventory level */

dTarget = dInventoryLevelMax /2+ dDemand;

/* determine the current level of price below which *

* something has to be procured */

dStdevPriceSM = sqrt(dVarPriceSpotMarket );

/* standard deviation */

if ( dInventoryLevel > dTarget) {

dProcPriceLevelSM = dExpectedPriceSpotMarket -

MIN ((( dInventoryLevel - dTarget) / ( dInventoryLevelMax +

dDemand - dTarget))*3* dStdevPriceSM , 3 * dStdevPriceSM);

} else {

dProcPriceLevelSM = dExpectedPriceSpotMarket +

MIN ( -1 * (( dInventoryLevel - dTarget) /

(dTarget - dDemand)) * 3 * dStdevPriceSM ,

3 * dStdevPriceSM);

}

/* spot market */

if ( dPriceSpotMarket > dProcPriceLevelSM) {

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket = 0;

} else {

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket =

procure_level (( dPriceSpotMarket -

dExpectedPriceSpotMarket) / dStdevPriceSM) * dDemand;

}

/* check maximum inventory level *

* assume that inventory level is at most max.inventory *

* level */

if (( dInventoryLevel+dOrderQuantitySpotMarket -dDemand)
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> dInventoryLevelMax) {

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket = dInventoryLevelMax -

dInventoryLevel+dDemand;

}

/* ensure a cycle inventory */

if (( dInventoryLevel+dOrderQuantitySpotMarket) < dDemand) {

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket = dDemand - dInventoryLevel;

}

y[INDEX_ORDER_QUANTITY_ECP ] = 0;

y[INDEX_ORDER_QUANTITY_MARKET ] =

(int)dOrderQuantitySpotMarket;

}

#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE

/* Is this file being compiled as a MEX -file? */

#include "simulink.c" /* MEX -file interface mechanism */

#else

#include "cg_sfun.h"

/* Code generation registration function */

#endif

Procurement Strategy 12 – Inventory Adaptive Portfolio
(Limited ECP Procurement)

/*

* File : determine_order_levels .c

* Abstract:

* Caculates the order level of different contracts

* using the price ,

*/

#define S_FUNCTION_NAME determine_order_levels

#include "determine_order_levels_main .c"

/* Function : mdlOutputs ================================== */

static void mdlOutputs(SimStruct *S, int_T tid) {

#include "determine_order_levels_main_mdlOutputs .c"
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/* procurement is based on the actual price , the mean price ,

* and the price variance.

* The minimum an maximum order quantities of the ECP

* contract are enforced.

* In addition , at least the cycle inventory (= demand) must

* be ordered.

*/

/* calculate target inventory level */

dTarget = dInventoryLevelMax /2+ dDemand;

/* determine the current level of price below which *

* something has to be procured */

dStdevPriceECP = sqrt(dVarPriceECP);

/* calc. standard deviation */

if ( dInventoryLevel > dTarget) {

dProcPriceLevelECP = dExpectedPriceECP -

MIN ((( dInventoryLevel - dTarget) /

(dInventoryLevelMax + dDemand - dTarget)) * 3 *

dStdevPriceECP , 3 * dStdevPriceECP );

} else {

dProcPriceLevelECP = dExpectedPriceECP +

MIN ( -1 * (( dInventoryLevel - dTarget) /

(dTarget - dDemand)) * 3 * dStdevPriceECP ,

3 * dStdevPriceECP );

}

dStdevPriceSM = sqrt(dVarPriceSpotMarket );

/* standard deviation */

if ( dInventoryLevel > dTarget) {

dProcPriceLevelSM = dExpectedPriceSpotMarket -

MIN ((( dInventoryLevel - dTarget) /

(dInventoryLevelMax + dDemand - dTarget))* 3

*dStdevPriceSM , 3* dStdevPriceSM);

} else {

dProcPriceLevelSM = dExpectedPriceSpotMarket +

MIN ( -1 * (( dInventoryLevel - dTarget) /

(dTarget - dDemand))*3* dStdevPriceSM , 3* dStdevPriceSM);

}

/* ECP */

if ( dPriceECP > dProcPriceLevelECP) {

dOrderQuantityECP = 0;
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} else {

/* calculate the procurement amount using the current *

* price */

dOrderQuantityECP =

procure_level ((dPriceECP -dExpectedPriceECP)

/dStdevPriceECP ) * dDemand * dPercentageECP ;

}

/* check minimum and maximum ECP order quantities */

dOrderQuantityECP =

(int)MAX(dMinECPOrderQuantity ,dOrderQuantityECP);

dOrderQuantityECP =

(int)MIN(dMaxECPOrderQuantity ,dOrderQuantityECP);

/* spot market */

if ( dPriceSpotMarket > dProcPriceLevelSM) {

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket = 0;

} else {

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket = ( int)

procure_level (( dPriceSpotMarket -

dExpectedPriceSpotMarket)

/ dStdevPriceSM) * dDemand * (1- dPercentageECP );

}

/* check maximum inventory level *

* assume that ( speculative) inventory level is at most max.*

* inventory level if too much would be ordered , procure *

* using contract with cheaper price but ensure min.and max.*

* ECP order quantities . *

* Demand in this simulation period is approximated by *

* current demand .

*/

if (( dInventoryLevel+dOrderQuantityECP+

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket -dDemand) > dInventoryLevelMax) {

if ( dPriceSpotMarket < dPriceECP) {

dOrderQuantityECP = ( int)dMinECPOrderQuantity;

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket = dInventoryLevelMax+dDemand -

(dInventoryLevel+dOrderQuantityECP);

} else {

dOrderQuantityECP = ( int)dMaxECPOrderQuantity;

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket = dInventoryLevelMax+dDemand -

(dInventoryLevel+dOrderQuantityECP);

}
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}

/* ensure a cycle inventory */

if (( dInventoryLevel+dOrderQuantityECP+

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket) < dDemand) {

/* if procurement at spot market is cheaper than *

* procurement at ECP than prefer spot market else ECP */

if ( dPriceSpotMarket < dPriceECP) {

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket = dOrderQuantitySpotMarket +

dDemand - ( dInventoryLevel+dOrderQuantityECP+

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket);

} else {

dOrderQuantityECP = MIN(dMaxECPOrderQuantity ,

dOrderQuantityECP + dDemand - ( dInventoryLevel+

dOrderQuantityECP+dOrderQuantitySpotMarket));

/* if ECP upper level reached than use spot market */

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket =

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket + dDemand - ( dInventoryLevel +

dOrderQuantityECP+dOrderQuantitySpotMarket);

}

}

y[INDEX_ORDER_QUANTITY_ECP ] = ( int)dOrderQuantityECP;

y[INDEX_ORDER_QUANTITY_MARKET ] =

(int)dOrderQuantitySpotMarket;

}

#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE

/* Is this file being compiled as a MEX -file? */

#include "simulink.c" /* MEX -file interface mechanism */

#else

#include "cg_sfun.h"

/* Code generation registration function */

#endif

Procurement Strategy 13 – Inventory Adaptive Portfolio

/*

* File : determine_order_levels_2.c

* Abstract:

* Caculates the order level of different contracts

* using the price

*/
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#define S_FUNCTION_NAME determine_order_levels_2

#include "determine_order_levels_main .c"

/* Function : mdlOutputs ================================== */

static void mdlOutputs(SimStruct *S, int_T tid) {

#include "determine_order_levels_main_mdlOutputs .c"

/* procurement is based on the actual price , the mean price ,

* and the price variance.

* The minimum an maximum order quantities of the ECP

* contract are not enforced.

* In addition , at least the cycle inventory (= demand)

* must be ordered.

*/

/* calculate target inventory level */

dTarget = dInventoryLevelMax /2+ dDemand;

/* determine the current level of price below which *

* something has to be procured */

dStdevPriceECP = sqrt(dVarPriceECP);

/* calc. standard deviation */

if ( dInventoryLevel > dTarget) {

dProcPriceLevelECP = dExpectedPriceECP -

MIN ((( dInventoryLevel - dTarget) /

(dInventoryLevelMax + dDemand - dTarget))

* 3 * dStdevPriceECP , 3 * dStdevPriceECP );

} else {

dProcPriceLevelECP = dExpectedPriceECP +

MIN ( -1 * (( dInventoryLevel - dTarget) /

(dTarget - dDemand)) * 3 * dStdevPriceECP ,

3 * dStdevPriceECP );

}

dStdevPriceSM = sqrt(dVarPriceSpotMarket );

/* standard deviation */

if ( dInventoryLevel > dTarget) {

dProcPriceLevelSM = dExpectedPriceSpotMarket -

MIN ((( dInventoryLevel - dTarget) /

(dInventoryLevelMax + dDemand - dTarget))
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* 3 * dStdevPriceSM , 3 * dStdevPriceSM);

} else {

dProcPriceLevelSM = dExpectedPriceSpotMarket +

MIN ( -1 * (( dInventoryLevel - dTarget) /

(dTarget - dDemand)) * 3 * dStdevPriceSM ,

3 * dStdevPriceSM);

}

/* ECP */

if ( dPriceECP > dProcPriceLevelECP) {

dOrderQuantityECP = 0;

} else {

/* calculate the procurement amount using the current *

* price */

dOrderQuantityECP =

procure_level (( dPriceECP - dExpectedPriceECP)/

dStdevPriceECP ) * dDemand * dPercentageECP ;

}

/* spot market */

if ( dPriceSpotMarket > dProcPriceLevelSM) {

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket = 0;

} else {

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket =

(int)procure_level (( dPriceSpotMarket -

dExpectedPriceSpotMarket) / dStdevPriceSM)

* dDemand * (1- dPercentageECP );

}

/* check maximum inventory level *

* assume that ( speculative) inventory level is at most *

* max. inventory level if too much would be ordered , *

* procure using contract with cheaper price *

* Demand in this simulation period is approximated by *

* current demand . */

if (( dInventoryLevel+dOrderQuantityECP +

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket -dDemand) > dInventoryLevelMax){

if ( dPriceSpotMarket < dPriceECP) {

if (( dOrderQuantitySpotMarket+dInventoryLevel) >

(dInventoryLevelMax+dDemand)) {

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket =

(dInventoryLevelMax+dDemand) - dInventoryLevel;
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}

dOrderQuantityECP = dInventoryLevelMax+dDemand -

(dInventoryLevel+dOrderQuantitySpotMarket);

} else {

if (( dOrderQuantityECP+dInventoryLevel) >

(dInventoryLevelMax+dDemand)) {

dOrderQuantityECP = ( dInventoryLevelMax+dDemand) -

dInventoryLevel;

}

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket = dInventoryLevelMax+dDemand -

(dInventoryLevel+dOrderQuantityECP);

}

}

/* ensure a cycle inventory */

if (( dInventoryLevel+dOrderQuantityECP+

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket) < dDemand) {

/* if procurement at spot market is cheaper than *

* procurement at ECP than prefer spot market else ECP */

if ( dPriceSpotMarket < dPriceECP) {

dOrderQuantitySpotMarket =

dDemand - ( dInventoryLevel+dOrderQuantityECP);

} else {

dOrderQuantityECP =

dDemand -( dInventoryLevel+dOrderQuantitySpotMarket);

}

}

y[INDEX_ORDER_QUANTITY_ECP ] = ( int)dOrderQuantityECP;

y[INDEX_ORDER_QUANTITY_MARKET ]=( int)dOrderQuantitySpotMarket;

}

#ifdef MATLAB_MEX_FILE

/* Is this file being compiled as a MEX -file? */

#include "simulink.c" /* MEX -file interface mechanism */

#else

#include "cg_sfun.h"

/* Code generation registration function */

#endif
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Appendix B

Proofs

Proof is the idol
before whom the pure mathematician

tortures himself.

Sir Arthur Eddington (1882 - 1944)
Mathematical Maxims and Minims

This appendix provides the proofs for the solution of Equation 5.14 of Sec-
tion 5.4. Equation 5.14 is again depicted as Equation B.1.

E[g2(p) · p] = 2 · d ·
∫ µP

−∞

p · 1

σP

√
2π

· e−
1
2
·
[

p−µP
σP

]2

dp (B.1)

Substituting p and dp in Equation B.1 using Equations B.2 and B.3 and
appropriately changing the limits of the integral results in Equation B.4 and
enables further simplifications.

p∗ =
p − µP

σP

p = σP · p∗ + µP (B.2)

dp∗

dp
=

dp−µP

σP

dp
=

1

σP

dp = p∗ · σP (B.3)
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E[g2(p) · p]
Equ.B.2&B.3

= 2d

∫ 0

−∞

(σP p∗ + µP ) · 1

σP

√
2π

· e−
1
2
·
[

(σP p∗+µP )−µP
σP

]2

dp∗σP

= 2 · d · σP ·
∫ 0

−∞

p∗ · 1√
2π

· e− 1
2
·(p∗)2dp∗

+ 2 · d · σP ·
∫ 0

−∞

µP · 1

σP

√
2π

· e− 1
2
·(p∗)2dp∗ (B.4)

Let us define E[g2(p) · p] as the sum of cpart 1 and cpart 2 (that is E[g2(p) ·
p] = cpart 1 + cpart 2), where cpart 1 = 2 · d · σP ·

∫ 0

−∞ p∗ · 1√
2π

· e− 1
2
·(p∗)2dp∗ and

cpart 2 = 2 · d ·σP ·
∫ 0

−∞ µP · 1
σP

√
2π

· e− 1
2
·(p∗)2dp∗. These two functions are solved

separately in the following.

cpart 1 = 2 · d · σP ·
∫ 0

−∞

p∗ · 1√
2π

· e− 1
2
·(p∗)2dp∗ (B.5)

=
2 · d · σP√

2π
·
∫ 0

−∞

p∗ · e− 1
2
·(p∗)2dp∗

=
2 · d · σP√

2π
· p∗ · 1

−1
2
· 2 · p∗

· e− 1
2
·(p∗)2

∣

∣

∣

∣

0

−∞

= −2 · σP · d√
2π

· e− 1
2
·(p∗)2

∣

∣

∣

∣

0

−∞

= −2 · σP · d√
2π

= −
√

2

π
· σP · d

Solving cpart 2 is more tricky than solving cpart 1 and requires several sub-
stitutions for an analytical solution. For one familiar with statistics, the result
of cpart 2 is clear as it is the standard normal distribution multiplied by 2d.
The standard normal distribution for the given limits evaluates to 0.5. Thus,
the analytical solution of cpart 2 should result in d · µP , which is shown in the
following.

Starting with substituting p∗ with −s and, as a consequence, dp∗ with −ds

(because ds
dp∗

= d−p∗

dp∗
= −1 from which follows that dp∗ = −ds), and appropri-
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ately changing the limits of the integral results in the following equation:

cpart 2 =
2dµP σP

σP

√
2π

·
∫ 0

−∞

e−
1
2
·(p∗)2dp∗ (B.6)

p∗⇒−s; dp∗⇒−ds
= −2dµP√

2π
·
∫ 0

∞

e−
1
2
·[(−1)·s]2ds

=
2dµP√

2π
·
∫ ∞

0

e−
1
2
·s2

ds

Performing substitutions as depicted in Equations B.7, B.8, and B.9 on
Equation B.6 leads to Equation B.10.

t =
s2

2
(B.7)

s =
√

2 · t (B.8)

dt

ds
=

d s2

2

ds
=

2s

2
= s

ds =
dt

s
(B.9)

cpart 2 =
2 · d · µP√

2π
·
∫ ∞

0

e−
1
2
·s2

ds

use of Equations B.7 and B.9
=

2 · d · µP√
2π

·
∫ ∞

0

e−t dt

s

use of Equation B.8
=

2 · d · µP√
2π

·
∫ ∞

0

e−t dt√
2 · t

=
d · µP√

π
·
∫ ∞

0

e−t · t− 1
2 dt (B.10)

Equation B.10 looks similar to the Gamma-Function1, which is Γ(x) =
∫∞

0
e−ttx−1dt for x > 0 [Bartsch, 1988, p.387].

t−
1
2 = tx−1

−1

2
= x − 1

1

2
= x (B.11)

1Also called ”second Euler’s integral”.
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As – according to Equation B.11 – x > 0, Γ(x) · Γ(1 − x) = π
sinπx

is
valid [Bartsch, 1988, p.387]. This equation evaluates to

√
π for x = 1

2
(see

Equation B.12).

Γ(x) · Γ(1 − x) =
π

sinπx

Γ

(

1

2

)

· Γ
(

1 − 1

2

)

=
π

sinπ
2

[

Γ

(

1

2

)]2

=
π

1

Γ

(

1

2

)

=
√

π (B.12)

Applying the knowledge of Equation B.12 to Equation B.10, solves cpart 2

as shown in Equation B.13.

cpart 2 =
d · µP√

π
· Γ
(

1

2

)

=
d · µP√

π
·
√

π

= d · µP (B.13)

Combining the results from Equations B.5 and and B.13 leads to the solu-
tion of E[g2(p) · p] as shown in Equation B.14.

E[g2(p) · p] = −
√

2

π
· σP · d + d · µP

= d ·
(

µP −
√

2

π
· σP

)

(B.14)
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